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PREAMBLE 

 
Understanding the transmission mechanism of monetary policy in theory and practice is very useful in 

effective management of monetary policy. It is a good basis for formulating consistent economic policy 

objectives and appropriately deploying policy instruments. It is not overstatement to note that the 

ultimate goal of economic policies is to attain and sustain high levels of human development within a 

stable macroeconomic environment and therefore low stable inflation, rapid economic growth and full 

employment. Monetary policy is best suited for the pursuit of price stability. It can however be used as a 

tool for output stabilization as long as the price stability objective is not severely compromised. 

A key result of past studies of monetary policy transmission mechanism is that the effect of monetary 

policy on inflation and output is sluggish whereby the statistically significant effect of monetary policy 

action on inflation and output is occurs after a number of periods. It is useful therefore to know the 

average lag in policy transmission for correct timing of policy actions. Also, quantifying the policy 

transmission channels is useful in identifying the most effective channels of policy transmission as well as 

the most appropriate policy design including choosing and setting policy instruments. 

The purpose of this note is therefore to introduce the subject matter of monetary policy transmission 

mechanism, introduce selected analytical frameworks for the quantification of the monetary policy 

transmission mechanism and illustrate how the analytical frameworks can be applied in the empirical 

analysis of monetary policy transmission mechanism. We use case studies of Kenya’s monetary policy 

transmission mechanism during 2000Q1-2012Q4. 

The first part of this note provides a general introduction which underscores the essence of transmission 

mechanism of monetary policy and the need for effective tools of monetary policy analysis. The second 

part delves deeper into the theoretical issues and outlines the salient aspects of monetary policy 

transmission mechanism. A detailed explanation of the Cointegration Analysis and its application within 

the context of single equations and systems of equations is then provided. We lay particular emphasis on 

the Bayesian Vector Auto-regression methodology. In the third part, we provide case studies of the 

empirical analysis of monetary policy transmission mechanism in Kenya in the preceding decade. 

Our approach is intuitive, simple and specific.  
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PART I: THEORY OF MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF ECONOMIC POLICIES 

Economic policies
3
, which include monetary policy, fiscal policy, exchange rate policy, incomes and 

pricing policies, commercial policy, and balanced regional development, are means to achieving the 

higher goal of human development whose main dimensions include: 

1) Residents enjoying long healthy lives which, for purposes of tracking progress and prevailing status, 

are measured in terms of life expectancy at birth. 

2) Sustained high levels of national income per capita which is the basis for residents’ command over 

goods and services, which represent the residents’ freedom to exercise economic choice, in support 

of long health lived lives. For purposes of assessment and tracking status of attainment of this goal 

and objectives thereof, it is measured as the net national income per capita expressed in constant 

USA dollars of US$ 1.25 per day which is cited to be the poverty line.  This means that those whose 

average income per day falls short of the US$ 1.25 per day are considered to be income poor. 

3) Equitable distribution of the national wealth between current and future generations, across 

gender, across age groups as well as across different parts of the country. 

The annual global human development reports of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 

national human development reports as well, provide useful details about sustainable human 

development across countries. In these reports, countries are ranked according to their human 

development attainments according to the human development index (HDI). Find out what rank our 

countries attained in the most recent human development report. 

 

1.2. SUSTAINED RAPID ECONOMIC GROWTH IS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 

Sustained high levels of income which derive from and in terms of which sustained levels if real 

economic growth is done, is a necessary condition for human development. If left to its own devices, 

however, it may be realized at high social cost because of potential negative externalities of private 

                                                                 

3
 Economic policies are government decisions, which are followed by timely appropriate actions, to foster human 

development through safeguarding the environment, promoting economic growth, and enhancing the real incomes 
per capita of the residents. These policies may include provision of subsidies for selected basic goods and services 
and for correctly targeted beneficiaries. They may also include social safety nets within the broader context of the 
country’s social protection system for the socially and economically marginalized members of the society. 
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enterprise.
4
 In order for human development to be sustainable, economic growth should be “green” in 

the sense that it should be attained through development strategies, programmes and projects which do 

not irreparably compromise the quality of the physical environment. This entails, among other measures, 

judicious exploitation of the non-renewable resources and effective management of the proceeds 

deriving from the exploitation of such resources.   

This reminds me of the idea of a transformation and development fund by the Government of Sierra 

Leone, the Sovereign Wealth Funds of Norway and Angola as well as the Heritage Fund of Ghana. Then 

there is the idea of ensuring sufficient local content in the extractive industries sector through a local 

content policy such as enacted in Sierra Leone. Sierra Leone’s local content policy has three major 

elements, namely, participation of Sierra Leoneans in the extractive industries’ purchases and 

procurement processes, participation of Sierra Leoneans in the supply of inputs to the extractive 

industries, and participation of Sierra Leoneans in the extractive industries as employees at all cadre 

including management. 

The potential negative externalities that may arise from the pursuit of the pure business profit 

maximization objective include: 

1) Discharge of effluents from industries to water bodies and rivers to the detriment of marine life and 

the wider ecosystem thereby endangering even human livelihoods; and 

2) Missing markets whereby critical goods and services cannot be produced and rendered by the 

private sector because production and provision of these goods and services entails spending 

prohibitively large initial capital investment resources amid long gestation periods of such 

investments and the inability to price theses goods and services leave alone the firms being in a 

position to exclude those that do not pay the requisite price from consuming the goods and enjoying 

the services. 

The cases in mind regarding missing markets relate to: building of major physical infrastructure such as 

transport and telecommunication systems, hydroelectric power plants, national security systems, mineral 

prospecting and extraction, and provision of health services including the need for immunization against 

potential epidemics.  

While the answer to the missing markets problem is government which should produce and provide the 

public goods and services, such services should be provided through public private partnership (PPP) 

initiatives. Government also uses it legislative role to discourage private enterprise negative externalities 

and its wealth redistribution role to mitigate against the effects of negative externalities. 

                                                                 

4
 Private enterprise is increasingly embracing corporate social responsibility (CSR) which, among other things, seeks 

to promote sustainable human development by, for instance, promoting a clean physical environment as well as 
providing basic social services. 
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1.3. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IS CHECKS NEGATIVE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE EXTERNALITIES 

For orderly rapid real economic growth which is supportive of human development, thereby risking 

materialization of the development planning is imperative so that economic development is not left to its 

own devices with potential detrimental consequences of negative externalities of free enterprise. The 

salient elements of human development planning are: 

1) Setting the strategic human development goals and breaking the goals down into objectives to be 

pursued during the short term through the medium term period of 1 to 5 years; which is usually the 

national development planning period. The strategic goals should uphold supra national goals and 

objectives such as the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and objectives pursued through 

2015 as well as the sustainable development goals to be pursued during the post-2015 period. 

2) Carrying out a socio-economic situation analysis of the country with a view to appreciating the 

strengths and weaknesses of the economy in working towards attainment of the strategic goals and 

objectives so that the gaps between the current socio-economic situation and the strategic goals and 

objectives are clearly defined;  

3) Formulating development strategies, socio-economic policies as well as institutional reforms 

necessary to bridge the observed human development gaps;
5
 and 

4) Formulating economic policies which are consistent with bridging the human development gap. The 

case in mind being monetary policies for macro-economic stabilisation considering that meaningful 

economic growth thrives in a stable macroeconomic environment. 

 

2. MONETARY POLICY: MEANING, FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1. MEANING OF MONETARY POLICY  

Monetary policy, which is generally, the set of decisions made and actions taken by the government 

through the monetary authority to change money supply or the cost of bank credit (or the lending 

interest rate) to achieve and sustain low stable inflation (by definition of the monetary authority and/or 

government) as the monetary authority’s contribution to sustained economic growth which is a means of 

sustained human development. Monetary policy can also be deployed, with no prejudice to the price 

stability objective, to support government objectives for economic growth and full employment. The 

                                                                 

5
 The idea here is to improve the legal framework with a view to improving business operating environment; improve 

sectorial policies; improve government machinery for shepherding public and private enterprises; Set sector 

priorities thereby ensuring adequately diversified economy that will be resilient to domestic and external demand 

and supply shocks; and Design appropriate strategic projects and development programmes to alleviate the human 

development gaps. 
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Central Bank of Kenya falls in the category of central banks which pursue price stability as the core 

objective while taking into account government objectives for growth and full employment. The Federal 

Reserve Bank of USA pursues the dual objective of price stability and growth stabilization. 

Monetary policy is therefore not practiced as an end in itself but in pursuit for its contribution to the 

ultimate goal and objective of human development through providing the enabling economic 

environment for real economic growth, which is a necessary condition for human development, to thrive. 

 

2.2. MONETARY POLICY FORMULATION 

Monetary policy formulation is the process of defining the optimal path for monetary expansion that will 

be consistent with and therefore promote the attainment and sustenance of price stability and, when the 

circumstances permit, growth and employment, during the short term through medium term.
6
 The 

fulcrum of monetary policy formulation is the quantity theory. It would be preferred that one used 

Friedman’s modern quantity theory of money but for simplicity purposes, we stick to the transactions 

variant of it which is provided by (1) whereby M denotes the stock of money in the economy which is 

really the money supply, V denotes the income velocity of circulation of money, P denotes the general 

level of prices and hence the GDP deflator which is proxied by the consumer price index (CPI) so that 

monetary policy formulation is best aligned to the variables in terms of which the price stability objective 

is expressed, and Y denotes the current real national income. You may wish to note that in Friedman’s 

formulation of the quantity theory, Y denotes permanent income (or national wealth).  

PYMV                                                                                                                                                                    (1) 

Intuitively, (1) states that the effective level of supply of money MV , in equilibrium state, is necessarily 

equal to the level of monetary value of domestic real output PY which is necessarily equal to final 

demand for the output and, by extension, the demand for money. 

Taking the logarithm transformation of the terms in (1), we obtain (2) which is provided more elegantly 

by (3) or (4). According to (3), in equilibrium state, monetary expansion m plus the change in the income 

velocity of circulation of money v is identically equal to the consumer price index inflation p plus the real 

rate of economic growth y . 

)Y(Log)P(Log)V(Log)M(Log                                                                                                  (2) 

ypvm                                                                                                                                                            (3)  

                                                                 

6
 Monetary policy formulation is more involving than we describe it here as we have limited ourselves to the 

monetary policy transmission mechanism aspects. Otherwise monetary policy formulation to its fullest extent should 
include mapping out the monetary survey, balance of payments, and government accounts over the policy 
formulation period within a consistent macroeconomic framework. 
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When )V(Logm  , )V(Logv  , )P(Logp  and )Y(Logy  . 

We can re-organize (3) to obtain (4) which represents the growth in money supply being equal to the rate 

of inflation, rate of real output growth minus the rate of growth in income velocity of circulation of 

money. 

vypm                                                                                                                                                             (4)  

Under the assumption that the income velocity of circulation of money is constant 0v  , the desired and 

hence optimal monetary expansion
etargtm over the monetary policy planning period, usually a year, is 

pinned down by the government objectives for price stability
etargtpp  and growth objective which is 

set according to the available production capacity
etargtyp  as provided by (5). 

etargtetargtetargt ypm                                                                                                                                        (5)  

But, monetary base (or reserve money) RM is linked to broader money supply through the money 

multiplier mm  such that (6), and by extension (7), holds. While (6) is basically linear such that log 

linearization is not necessary, we take its log transformed form for consistency in our further analytical 

work which entails linking up reserve money to money supply in line with (4). 

RM*mmM                                                                                                                                                          (6)  

rmm~m~m                                                                                                                                                             (7)  

When )mm(Logm~m~  and )RM(Logrm . 

It follows from (7) that when the economy is in steady state, which is when all markets including the 

money market clear, the growth rate of money supply which is provided by (7) is just equal to the growth 

rate in demand for money which is provided by (4).  We would express this as provided by (8) or by (9) 

under the assumption that the income velocity of circulation of money and the money multiplier are 

constant i.e. 0m~m~v  . 

rmm~m~mvyp                                                                                                                                        (8)  

rmmyp                                                                                                                                                           (9)  

Using (5) in (9), we obtain (10) which states that once the optimal expansion in broad money is anchored 

to the price and output stability objectives of the government, expansion in the monetary base is equally 

anchored to the broader monetary aggregate under consideration. 

ObjectivePolicyGrowth

etargt

ObjectivePolicyStabilityicePr

etargt

etargTteIntermediaPolicyMonetary

etargt

etargTOperatingPolicyMonetary

etargt ypmrm             (10) 
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Barring any real and nominal shocks, so that the economy remains in steady state, and that the income 

velocity of circulation of money and the money multiplier remain constant, the monetary authority has 

the potential to attain and sustain the price and output policy objectives by guiding monetary expansion 

along the optimal expansion in monetary base and broader money supply to stay on their respective 

optimal paths. 

Should there be any nominal and/ or supply shocks which draw the economic system represented by (10) 

into disequilibrium such that actual inflation rate rides higher than the inflation rate target and/ or actual 

real economic growth ends up being faster than planned the monetary authority will have to constrain 

monetary expansion through constraining expansion in the monetary base as the policy operating target 

according to the policy reaction function provided by (11). 

    t,rmt,gap3gap2gap101t0t sy1rmrm   
                                                                       (11)  

When, 

 etargt

1ttgap pp   Denotes the inflation gap; 

etargt

1ttgap yyy   Denotes the output gap; 

etargt

1ttgap sss   Denotes the exchange rate volatility gap; 

0  Denotes the reserve money smoothing parameter such that if the monetary policy committee cared 

not about a gradual change in reserve money, then 00  in (11); 

3,2,1jj   Denotes parameters to be calibrated by the monetary policy committee or that other 

organ of the central bank which is charged with the responsibility of setting the policy instrument(s). In 

the empirical analysis past monetary policy management behaviour of the monetary policy committee, 

one can estimate the parameters. 

t,rm  Denotes a discretionary component of a given policy decision. 

 

2.3. MONETARY POLICY IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to gauge how precisely the monetary authority effects desired changes to the monetary base, 

we should note that monetary base (or reserve money) equals the total net assets of the authority which 

is also equal to the total net liabilities plus capital of the monetary authority. Monetary base is a measure 

of the size of the monetary authority’s balance sheet.  Monetary base is therefore has sources and uses 

whereby the sources are the authority’s net assets and the uses are the authority’s net liabilities. 
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2.3.1. MONETARY TARGETING POLICY REGIME 

Monetary policy implementation is basically execution of monetary policy decisions within the laid down 

institutional framework which include the prevailing monetary policy operating framework whose key 

elements are chosen monetary policy instruments, guidelines on the deployment of the instruments, 

clear definition of roles especially for setting values of the instruments, and monetary policy 

accountabilities. 

A clear understanding of the balance of the monetary authority and the consolidated balance sheet of 

the commercial banks is particularly useful in one’s understanding of how monetary policy is 

implemented. We have provided a structure of the balance sheet of a monetary authority in Figure 1. 

Once a policy decision is made regarding reduction or increase in reserve money in response to the net 

effect of the prevailing and expected inflation gap, output gap, the exchange rate gap and other relevant 

information that the monetary policy committee may wish to consider, the relevant department of the 

authority executes the decision by reducing or expanding the authority’s balance sheet. It may well be 

that the monetary policy committee decides not to alter the prevailing monetary policy.  

For instance, by using open market operations (OMOs) to reduce reserve money, the relevant 

department will sell eligible securities to the authority’s counterparties (which are usually commercial 

banks). This will translate into a reduction in the net domestic assets nda of the monetary authority 

which is on the assets side of the authority’s balance sheet. The counterbalancing effect for the reduction 

in the net domestic assets is in in the bank reserves br. The amount of reduction in the nda and in bank 

reserves br represents the amount of excess liquidity which is withdrawn from circulation in the 

economy. 

Figure 1: Structure of the Monetary Authority’s Balance Sheet 
 

Assets (Currency Units) 

      

Liabilities (Currency Units) 

 

          1. Net foreign assets, nfa 

    

1. Currency outside banks, cob 

2. Net domestic assets, nda 

    

2. Cash in till, cit 

 3. Other items net, Oin 

    

3. Bank reserves, br 

 

          Reserve Money=nfa+nda+oin 

      

Reserve Money=cob+cit+br 

   

Under the monetary targeting policy operating framework, the monetary policy committee decides on 

the desired amount of change in reserve money, as the policy operating target, which will eventually 
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bring about the desired change in the real sector policy objective variables, through the intermediate 

monetary policy aggregate. These are the essentials of monetary targeting policy regime. 

 

2.3.2. INTEREST RATE TARGETING 

We outline the alternative view to monetary targeting, which is interest rate targeting (or inflation 

targeting or policy signaling using a policy rate) by staring with the national income determination 

identity provided by (12). 

MXGICY                                                                                                                                      (12) 

Whereby, 

C  Denotes the period real domestic consumption expenditure; 

I  Denotes the period real domestic investment expenditure; 

G  Denotes the period real domestic government expenditure; and 

NetXMX   Denotes the period real domestic net exports of goods and services and as such a 

measure of the home country current account balance minus net transfers. 

International trade theory provides that, other factors held constant, real net exports
7
 are an increasing 

function of the relative price of domestic output. We therefore have the steady relationship provided by 

(13). 














 ,

P

P.S
fNetX

*

                                                                                                                                            (13) 

Whereby, the long run equilibrium real exchange rate RER is provided by (14). 

P

P.S
RER

*

                                                                                                                                                             (14) 

When, 

S   Denotes the domestic currency price of foreign exchange; 

*P   Denotes foreign currency price of foreign output; 

                                                                 

7
 The real exchange rate is eexpressed as a ratio of the price of foreign output in domestic currency to the price of 

domestic output in domestic currency. As such an increase in the real exchange rate represents an appreciation of 
the domestic currency in real terms. 
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P   Denotes domestic currency price of domestic output; and 

   Denotes the vector of all relevant determinants of domestic real net exports save the relative price 

of domestic output. 

But, the interest parity condition under imperfect capital mobility circumstances provides that: 

t
l*

t
l
t Riskii

S

S
E 







 
                                                                                                                                     (15) 

Also, real consumption is a decreasing function of the real marginal cost of money capital measured in 

terms of the long term interest rate l
ti  as provided by (16). 

 
~

,ifC l
t                                                                                                                                                              (16) 

Similarly, real investment expenditure is a decreasing function of the real marginal cost of money capital 

as provided by (17). 

 ,ifI l
t                                                                                                                                                               (17) 

Under the expectations theory of the term structure, long term interest rates are weighted averages of 

shorter term rates and as such, the long term rate l
ti is linked to the short term rate as provided by (18). 

 


,ifi s
t

l
t                                                                                                                                                               (18) 

Also, the policy rate is expected to efficiently transmit to the short term interest rate
s

ti . 

 


,cbrfi t
s
t                                                                                                                                                           (19) 

But the Taylor-like policy reaction function is provided by (20). 

     t,rm
etargt

1tt3gap2gap101t0t
~ss~y~~~

1cbr
~

cbr                                                                  (20) 

 

2.4.  CHANNELS OF POLICY TRANSMISSION 

Monetary policy transmission mechanism is the process by which policy actions translate into attainment 

and sustenance of policy objectives. The process is recursively causal, chain-reaction like, with sequential 

causality among economic variables.  Sequential use of (20) in (19), then (19) in (18), then (18) in (17) and 

(16) summarises what we would call the interest rate channel of monetary policy transmission 

mechanism under the interest rate targeting framework. Further sequential substitution of (18) into (15), 
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and then (15) into (14) and (13) shows how an initial policy change in terms of the policy rate cbr finally 

impacts real output through NetX via the real exchange rate RER which is the relative price of 

domestic output. This is the exchange rate channel of monetary policy transmission mechanism. 

Under the monetary targeting policy operating framework, the interest rate channel operates through 

the “liquidity effect” whereby a change in monetary conditions consequent to a change in reserve money 

induces a corresponding change in the nominal and real short term interest rates. Consistent with the 

expectations theory of the term structure, as explained earlier, the long term rates change following 

changes in the short term rates.  

Apart from the money, interest rate and the exchange rate channels of monetary policy transmission 

mechanism, the other important channels are the credit and the expectations channels. The credit 

channel works through the assets side of commercial banks’ balance sheets. We schematically represent 

the credit channel by (21). 

RM-->BANK RESERVES -->CREDIT-->C & I-->RGDP-->CPI-->W                                                                           (21) 

In (21), RM denotes nominal reserve money, BANK RESERVES denotes commercial bank reserves held 

with the monetary authority, CREDIT denotes real bank credit to the private sector, and W denotes the 

nominal wage index. The other variables have retained the interpretation assigned them earlier. 

In situations of credit rationing, the volume of real credit may be relatively more important than the cost 

of credit. In this case, we should substitute out the long term interest rate in (16) and (17). Better, still if 

the cost of credit and the volume of real credit may exert significant effect on domestic real consumption 

and real investment, we should incorporate both in the consumption and investment functions. 

There may also be problems of lack of bankable projects or lack of effective demand for bank credit. In 

such circumstances, we would have a situation whereby excess bank reserves tend to increase amid 

increasing non-performing bank loans so that the reduction in the real volume of bank loans is due to 

commercial banks’ risk aversion behavior. Under such circumstance, the cost of credit may be low, banks 

have liquidity to lend but they hardly lend! The transmission mechanism can therefore be severely 

curtailed under such circumstances. We should control for this possibility in our analytical model and 

empirical analysis by incorporating, say, a control variables including excess reserves and non-performing 

loans.  

In contrast, the money channel works through the liabilities side of commercial banks’ balance sheets. 

We also schematically represent the money channel by (22) and (23). The money channel induces the 

liquidity effect which splits into two pathways at the long term interest rates as shown in (22) and (23). 

Notice that hat (23) is really a pathway split from (21) at the long term interest rate and this pathway 

splits into the exchange rate channel. In (22) and (23), I(L) and I(S) denote the long term and short term 
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interest rates, respectively. Also, X and M denote real domestic exports and real domestic imports, 

respectively. 

RM-->RESERVES -->M2-->I(S)-->I(L)-->C & I-->RGDP-->CPI-->W                                                                        (22) 

RM-->RESERVES -->M2-->I(S)-->I(L)-->S-->X & M-->RGDP-->CPI-->W                                                               (23) 

We can summarize the interest rate channel by as provided by (24) and (25). 

CBR-->I(S)-->I(L)-->C & I-->RGDP-->CPI-->W                                                                                                          (24) 

CBR-->I(S)-->I(L)-->S-->X & M-->RGDP-->CPI-->W                                                                                                (25) 

The expectations channel is unique and of unmatched importance. It derives its effectiveness from the 

confidence which the households and firms have in the monetary authority in controlling inflation.  Based 

on the monetary authority’s a track record in monetary policy management, the economic agents come 

to believe in what the authority says it will do and can do to ensure low stable inflation. The economic 

agents can therefore expect the monetary authority’s policy actions such that if they noticed realized 

inflation drifting away and further away from the authority’s published inflation target, they believe that 

the authority will soon rather than later tighten policy and based on these expectations, they start 

making their respective economic decisions as if the authority has in fact tightened policy. 

The end result is that the authority’s desired price stabilization outcome is attained even before the 

authority could take any policy action. This way, the policy transmission lag is significantly reduced and 

the price stability objective realized at reduced cost in terms of foregone output. In the case of the latter, 

the sacrifice ratio, which is essentially the trade-off between output and inflation, is substantially 

reduced. When the expectations channel is operational, monetary policy can be fairly efficient. In a bid 

for monetary authorities to enhance the efficacy of monetary policy, efforts and resources are spend on 

improved policy communication and adherence to pronounced monetary policy stance. 

A bird’s view of the monetary policy transmission mechanism is represented by Fig. 1. Important 

pathways linking the policy instruments to output and the general level of prices define channels of 

monetary policy transmission as shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 1 summarizes the concept of monetary policy transmission mechanism in terms of two rectangles 

which represent the expectations channel of monetary policy transmission and the monetary policy 

reaction function as well as three squares which represent monetary policy instruments, the financial 

sector and attendant policy transmission mechanism channels, and the real sector with the key policy 

objective variables.  

The upper rectangle represents the expectations channel of monetary policy transmission mechanism 

and it is labeled “expectations”. The directional arrow through this rectangle suggests that monetary 
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policy impulses loop over the financial sector thereby signifying the efficiency of this channel, when fully 

operational, in reduced transmission lag. The lower triangle represents the policy reaction function and 

therefore feedback from the real sector policy objective variables to the policy instruments. 

Details in the three squares of Figure 2 are self-explanatory. Using directional arrows of varied colours, 

we have traced out the main channels of monetary policy transmission mechanism in Figure 3. The 

legend at the foot of the Figure provides a key for the various channels. We have highlighted in red 

borders two rectangles which represent the interest rate targeting and monetary targeting policy 

reaction functions. The reserve money based policy reaction function is situated at the right bottom part 

of the Figure whilst the Taylor-like policy reaction function is represented by the rectangle at the left 

bottom part of the Figure. 
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Figure 2: Monetary Policy Transmission 
 

 

Figure 3: Channels of Monetary Policy Transmission 
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PART II: EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM 

 

3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM 

3.1.   OBJECTIVES AND EMPIRICAL QUESTIONS 

Empirical analysis of the monetary policy transmission mechanism is basically the quantification of the 

channels of monetary policy transmission mechanism so that one adduces evidence which form the basis 

upon which to respond to the issues raised in the preamble. A critical element of this analysis is 

estimation of the money demand and money supply functions and testing stability of the income velocity 

of circulation of money and the money multiplier. You may recall that stability of the income velocity of 

circulation of money and the money multiplier are the fundamental assumptions upon which the 

effectiveness of monetary policy management rests.  

In particular, instability of the income velocity of circulation of money and the money multiplier mean 

that the two important links between monetary policy instruments and the ultimate policy objectives are 

unpredictable much as the links could be strong as evidenced in statistically significant and appreciable 

coefficient estimates. Under such circumstances, the policy analyst cannot tell exactly by how much the 

policy instrument should be changed in order to bring about the desired change in inflation and/ or 

output which are the ultimate policy objective variables. Policy decisions taken under such circumstance 

are prone to the risk of turning out to be more economically destabilizing than they could be stabilizing. 

The other important element of the empirical analysis of the monetary policy transmission mechanism is 

estimating the dynamic responses of output and the general level of prices to policy shocks. Expressed as 

impulse response functions as well as variance decomposition, these results pave way to evaluating the 

relative importance of channels of monetary policy transmission as well as estimating the policy 

transmission lag. 

Generally, therefore, empirical analysis of the monetary policy transmission mechanism aims to: 

1) Assess the effectiveness of monetary policy; 

2) Assess the relative importance of channels of policy transmission; and 

3) Estimate the average lag in policy transmission mechanism. 

When monetary policy is effective, the monetary authority is able to achieve the desired policy objective 

outcome within the shortest time possible, using the smallest amount of change in policy instruments and 

at the lowest possible cost in terms of foregone output. In the case of a pre-emptive policy management 

strategy, is appreciable impact of timely policy action in light of the estimated policy transmission lag.  

A key question regarding objective 1) is: how much is gained in terms of macroeconomic stabilization i.e. 

reduced CPI inflation and enhanced real economic growth/employment consequent to a known initial 
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change in a selected policy instrument, say, reserve money or policy rate? Which leads to further 

empirical questions including: Is the money demand function stable? Is the income velocity of circulation 

of money stable? Is the money multiplier stable? Is the interest rate elasticity of demand for money 

sufficiently large? 

 

3.2.  ANALYTICAL TOOLS 

3.2.1.1. COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS 

Introduced by Engel and Granger (1987), the concept of cointegration goes hand in hand with the 

concept of integrated time series. The point is that if a time series attains stationary upon being 

differenced once, then the series is described to be integrated of order 1 or I(1). That the series is I(1), 

means that the series is non-stationary on account of having either a deterministic trend or/ and a 

stochastic trend.  

In its simplest representation, two time series are co-integrated if they are integrated of the same order, 

say I(1), yet again a linear combination of them is not integrated in that the linear combination, which is 

measured as the residuals deriving from the linear combination, is not integrated i.e. I(0). Cointegration 

testing involves two steps. The first one is to test for the order of integration of the time series under 

consideration using unit root tests such as the augmented Dickey-Fuller and the Phillips-Perron tests. See, 

for instance, Dickey and Fuller (1979). The second is to test for cointegration among the series that shall 

have been established to be integrated of the same order. 

The second step can be executed either by using a single equation cointegration tests within the context 

of Cointegrating regression analysis or using the systems approach introduced by Johansen (1988). Once, 

the time series of interest are found to be cointegrated, and more so when the number of cointegrating 

vectors is one, the  Cointegrating relationship can be estimated using the cointegrating regression 

estimation methods, namely, fully modified ordinary least squares (FMOLS), canonical cointegrating 

regression (CCR) and dynamic ordinary least squares (DOLS). Of course one should appreciate the 

theoretical foundations of each of these estimators. 

When the number of cointegrating vectors is more than one as it is likely for an empirical analysis 

involving more than two time series, the Johansen procedure is to be preferred not only in determining 

the number of cointegrating vectors but also in estimating the cointegrating vectors. 

Application of the single equation and multi-equation cointegration analysis in our empirical analysis of 

the stability of the money demand function for Kenya is usually guided by either the Cagan money 

demand function or the Keynesian liquidity preference function. These theories of money demand 

coincide regarding the determinants of real cash balances that are used as medium of exchange. The 
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time series of interest therefore are: narrow money t1M comprised of currency (notes and coins) plus 

demand deposits measured in billions of Kenya shillings, a short term nominal interest rate ti which is the 

opportunity cost of holding t1M  instead of investing the money to earn ti , and the real national income 

tY measured in terms of Kenya’s real gross domestic product (RGDP) expressed in billions of Kenya 

shillings. For our application, we measure the short term nominal interest rate in terms of the 90-Day 

Treasury bills interest rate expressed as annual percent. 

Consistent with the log linearization of the otherwise non-linear Cagan money demand function, the 

estimable model can be specified as provided by (26) in which the classical regression model assumptions 

about the distribution properties of the disturbance error term t,m hold and as such we have

    0sif0Eand,0Niid~ st,mt,m
2
mt,m  . 

t,mt2t10tt yipm                                                                                                                       (26) 

       01  , and 02   

Whereby  tt 1MLogm  ,  tt PLogp  ,  tt YLogY  , and 2,1,0jj  are parameters to be 

estimated. In particular, 1  is the interest rate semi-elasticity of demand for money; and 2  is the 

income elasticity of demand for money. 

Based on the underlying theory are, we expect that 01  , and 02  . In a situation of long run 

homogeneity of demand for money which precludes using money as a luxury good or when economic 

agents do not suffer from money illusion, we expect unitary income elasticity of demand for money i.e.

12  . This is an extremely important theoretical result/assumption for once the unitary income 

elasticity of demand for money is tested statistically and we fail to reject the restriction, it will mean that 

we are in a position to re-organize the estimated long run equilibrium real money demand function into 

an income velocity of circulation of money function in which the income velocity of circulation of money 

will not be constant but a predictable function of the short term nominal interest rate. 

 

3.2.2. VECTOR AUTO-REGRESSION (VAR) MODELLING 

Vector auto-regression modelling emerged in earnest in the early 1980s with Sims’ seminal paper (Sims, 

1980) as one of the possible responses to the failure of the large scale reduced form macroeconometric 

models. Of course the other response is the introduction of the vintage dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium (DSGE) models that have become the work horse of policy analysis and forecasting across 

most modern central banks.  
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In circumventing the overly stringent, wide-ranging and often theoretically unfounded assumption upon 

which the large scale macroeconometric reduced form models were base, the VAR model simply 

endogenizes all relevant variables in the analysis under consideration. Each endogenous variable is 

expressed as a function of own cross lagged terms of all the variables under consideration.  

For us to be up to a good start, we assume that the economy’s structure and operations are adequately 

represented by the structural model provided by (27). 

    ,0iid~;DZyLCAy ttttptt                                                                                          (27) 

When, 

ty denotes the nx1 vector of endogenous variables; 

tZ denotes the kx1 vector of exogenous variables;  

td denotes the mx1 vector of deterministic terms which may include the constant, trends and structural 

dummies and seasonal dummies; 

t  denotes the nx1 vector of disturbance error terms which we interpret to mean the structural shocks 

that are contemporaneously uncorrelated so that the covariance matrix  is diagonal; 

A denotes the nxn matrix of contemporaneous coefficients; 

 LC  denotes the nxn matrix polynomial in L to the thp  order; 

  denotes the 1xk vector of parameters to be estimated; and 

  denotes the 1xm vector of parameters to be estimated. 

For an invertible matrix A  whereby 1A exists, (1) has a reduced form which we provide as (28) and 

more succinctly by (29) under the re-parameterization provided beneath it. 

    ,0iid~A;ADAZAyLCAy t
1

t
1

t
1

t
1

pt
1

t



                                                         (28) 

    ,0iid~u;uDZyLCy ttttptt                                                                                            (29) 

Whereby, 

   LBALC 1  

 1A ; 
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  denotes the variance-covariance matrix of the regression residuals; and 

t
1

t Au                                                                                                                                                                   (30) 

The moving average representations of (28) and (29) are provided by (31) and (32). 







0s
ststt yy                                                                                                                                               (31) 







0s
ststt uyy                                                                                                                                               (32) 

The dynamic responses of the endogenous variables ty to elements of the structural shocks vector t are 

the provided by st for all values of s whereby steps,...,2,1,0s  and s denotes the ths period after the 

shock materializes. Thus, steps  is the longest period for which we generate impulse responses so that 

we end up with a series of steps impulse responses that can be plotted into impulse response functions. 

Since the focus is purely on the difference such shocks make to the values of the endogenous variables, 

the point of reference in measurement of such impacts can be conveniently be set at zero so that, by 

assumption 0y   and therefore we re-write (31) and (32) as provided by (33) and (34). 







0s
ststty                                                                                                                                                       (33) 







0s
ststt uy                                                                                                                                                       (34) 

Since t is not directly observable, we cannot fit (33) until we estimate t from tu by manipulating the re-

parameterization provided by (30). Notice that we cannot generate the impulse responses that we need 

from (34), much as we can fit (34) upon estimation of (29). This is because tu may be contemporaneously 

correlated such that the unique dynamic effects of any shock to the elements of the vector of regression 

residuals tu cannot be identified. 

It can be shown that if we square both sides of (30) and then take expectations of both sides of the 

resultant expression, we obtain a system involving the variance-covariance matrix of the vector of 

regression residuals and the matrix of contemporaneous coefficients A . 

TGG                                                                                                                                                                   (35) 

Whereby, 

1AG  . 
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The system provided by (35) is not solvable, as it is, because it is not identified on account of there being 

a fewer number of independent equations than we have the number of unknown elements of the G

matrix. We therefore need to impose as many restrictions as we have the number of symmetric elements 

of in order for the system to be just identified. Thus, the minimum number of identification restrictions 

is  nn
2

1 2  . 

 

3.2.2.1. IMPOSING THE IDENTIFYING RESTRICTIONS 

3.2.2.1.1. CHOLESKI FACTORIZATION 

Of the two broad approaches to imposing restrictions, the Choleski factorization of into G is the 

simpler as it requires us to arrange the endogenous variables to form a recursive system in (34) and as 

such we have a lower-triangular G matrix which in its expanded form for a 5-variate VAR model is 

provided by (36). 
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AG                                                                                                 (36) 

Using (36) in (35), we solve the identified system to obtain Ĝ  which is the estimate of G . 
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We can re-organize (30) into (38) and then use (37) in (38) to solve for the structural shocks t from the 

fitted regression residuals vector tu . The expanded form of (38) is (39). 

tt Au                                                                                                                                                                     (38) 
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We then use estimates of t from (39) to fit (33) and plot the impulse responses over the period

steps,...,2,1,0s  . 

 

3.2.2.1.2. STRUCTURAL FACTORIZATION 

Unlike the Choleski factorization method in which the time series are ordered to form a recursive 

economic system and as such the factorization matrix is by construct lower triangular, structural 

factorization imposes restrictions theoretically founded restrictions which are classified into short run 

and long run restrictions. Before we examine the two types of restrictions, let us focus on the identified 

VAR model. 

Amisano and Giannini (1997) is a convenient formulation in which the regression residuals and the 

structural innovations are causally related as provided by (40). 

tt BAu                                                                                                                                                                   (40) 

When, 

A and B denote the nxn matrices; and 

tu and t denote the 1nx observed regression residuals and unobserved structural innovations vectors. 

Upon estimation of the reduced form model which is the UNVAR, we are in a position to know the 

regression residuals vector tu and we would very much like to solve for the vector of unobserved 

structural innovations t from (40).The system provided by (40) involves 2n2 unknown elements of A

and B matrices in n equations. Obviously the system is not solvable for t because A and B are unknown. 

We should therefore find a way of manipulating (40) in order to obtain a solvable variant of (40). 

If we square both sides of (40) and expectations of the resultant expression, we will obtain (41) which we 

simplify, under the assumption that t is orthonormal i.e. the elements of the structural innovations 

vector are contemporaneously uncorrelated and each one of them has unitary variance so that  

  ntt IE  , to obtain (42) and (43). 

   BBEAuuAE tttt
                                                                                                                                     (41) 

BBIAA nu
                                                                                                                                                       (42) 

BBAA u
                                                                                                                                                           (43) 

When in (41) – (43), 
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  uttuuE  is the covariance matrix of the observed (i.e. known) regressions residuals; and 

  ntt IE   is the covariance matrix of the unobserved structural innovations. 

We now have a system provided by (43) and which involves the 2n2 unknown elements of A and B

matrices in 2n equations. Through manipulating (40) to obtain (43), we have managed to increase the 

number of equations from n in (40) to 2n in (43) amid the constant number of unknowns 2n2 . 

Being a covariance matrix, u  is symmetric in the sense that its off-principal diagonal elements are mirror 

images of each other when the “mirror” is placed on the principal diagonal. This effectively means that 

there are as many of the 2n equations in (43) as we have a half of the off-principal diagonal elements of

u which are not linearly independent of the rest of the equations in the system. The number of 

independent equations in (43) is equals the total number of equation in (43), which is 2n minus a half the 

number of symmetrical elements of u , which is
 

2

1nn 
. We therefore have 

 
2

nn

2

1nn
n

2
2 






as the number of independent equations. 

If we are to be able to estimate the system of equations represented by (43), then we should fix values of 

as many unknown elements of A and B matrices as to leave us with as many unknowns as we do have the 

number of independent equations in (43). Since we have 
2

nn2 
independent equations and 2n2

unknown elements in (43), then (44) holds with r restrictions in order for (44) to be just identified.  

2

nn
rn2

2
2 

                                                                                                                                                     (44) 

Solving (44), we obtain (45). 
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                                                                                                                                    (45) 

If we have a 3 variable VAR system so that 3n  , using (45) suggests that we should impose 
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  restrictions on the elements of A and B matrices. 

The identifying restrictions simply means fixing values of selected elements of the A and B matrices as it 

is the case for short run restrictions or fixing values of a linear combination of the elements of the A  

matrix as it is the case for long run restrictions. 
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3.2.2.1.2.1. SHORT RUN RESTRICTIONS 

We may, for instance in the 3n  case, assume that elements of the structural innovations are not 

directly causally related, B will be a diagonal matrix as provided by (46). If, based on economic theory, 

we also believe that the time series, as listed, form a recursive economic system, then A will take a lower-

triangular matrix structure as provided by (47). If we combine the 6 restrictions imposed on the elements 

of A  and the 3 that we have imposed on the elements of B , we have total of 9 restrictions. In the 3 

variable SVAR case, we need a minimum of 
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  restrictions in 

order for the SVAR model to be identified. We therefore need to impose 2 more restrictions on the 

elements of A !  

Let us assume that the time series vector comprises the Log of output y , the Log of the consumer price 

index p  and the Log of the gross policy rate cbr , then we would argue, for instance, that since data for 

real output arrives with a lag and we do not have an adequate leading economic indicator for output, 

then when setting the policy rate, which is the third variable in the list of the endogenous variables in the 

SVAR system, we can assume that output does not inform the Monetary Policy Committee’s (MPC’s) 

decision of setting the value of the policy rate and as such 0a 1,3  . We may also contend that since 

policy affects inflation with a lag and that the monetary authority practises a forward-looking monetary 

policy management strategy, then the monetary authority only sets the policy rate using information on 

future expected inflation and which does not therefore involve static expectation formation processes. In 

other words, current inflation is irrelevant the MPC’s policy decision in terms of the policy rate. We 

implement this assumption by fixing the value of 2,3a at zero so that 0a 2,3  . With these two additional 

restrictions, we re-write (47) as (48).  
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Given the restrictions provided by (46) and (48), the restrictions’ realism notwithstanding, the underlying 

3 variable time series SVAR solves (in other words, it is identified; actually, just identified).  
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The alternative to the specification provided by (46) is Notice that we can have a near Choleski 

decomposition as a special SVAR case whereby B is nI  as provided in (49) and A is lower-triangular as in 

(47). We call it a “near” because while the standard Choleski decomposition is a case of just identified 

systems, we have one over-identifying restriction when we combine (47) with (49). 
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B                                                                                                                                                         (49) 

3.2.2.1.2.2. LONG RUN RESTRICTIONS 

Long run restrictions are more amenable to be founded on theory which postulates long run equilibrium 

economic relationships and predictions as to the long run elasticities in such relationships. Introduced by 

Blanchard and Quah (1989), long run restrictions are imposed on SVARs with stationary (or stationarized) 

time series.   

This means that we should test our time series for unit roots and the series’ order of integration. Then we 

should stationarize any of the series which is found to be nonstationary by differencing it to its order of 

integration. All the relevant time series are then used in their stationary form to build the SVAR. 

For this class of VARs, the long run restrictions are imposed on the cumulative impulse responses which 

are generally expressed by the C matrix that is provided by (49). The accumulated responses to sudden 

changes in the regression residuals are provided by

1
p

AI



 







 


 . Notice that setting any of the 

elements of cumulative impulse response matrix to zero effectively sets the corresponding element of 

the C matrix to zero and as such we could as well talk of the long run restrictions being imposed on 

elements of the C matrix. See, for instance, EViews 8 User’s manual II. 

BAC 1
                                                                                                                                                               (50) 

In a bid to evaluate the viability of the money channel of monetary policy transmission mechanism, one 

could consider a 4 variable SVAR model spanning  time series for: Log of real output y , Log of the 

consumer price index p , Log of money supply 3m , and Log of reserve money rm .  The 4 variable SVAR 

model entails imposing a minimum of
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 .  

Since the long run impulse responses matrix C is expressed in terms of the 1A and only linear 

restrictions on A and B apply, A is strictly nI  as provided by (51) and, with this, we have imposed 12 out 

of the 22 restrictions on A . We need to impose 10 more restrictions on the C matrix so as to make the 

total of 22 restrictions. 
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A                                                                                                                                                  (51) 

We need to impose 4 more restrictions. We should impose some of these as long run restrictions. For 

instance, we would argue that nominal shocks have nil long run impact on real variables and as such the 

response of real output to shocks to money supply are naught 0c 3,1  .  We also assume that the long 

run trade-off between inflation and output is nil as the long run Phillips Curve is assumed to be vertical. 

Thus, 0cc 1,22,1  . This restriction obtains also if we assume that the balanced endogenous growth 

model holds, then in steady state real economic growth is only driven by permanent technological 

progress and as such inflation plays no role. Because the policy rate impacts output in the long run,

0c 4,1  .  

We could argue also that the policy instrument is set by taking into account only information about 

output and inflation and as such information about money supply is not particularly useful. As such, 

0c 3,4  . This is a bit controversial, though, since one would argue that surely current monetary 

conditions should be relevant to setting the policy instruments. We would also impose the unitary 

elasticity of demand for money as well as the log run homogeneity of the general level of prices for 

demand for money so that we have 1cc 2,31,3  .  

Considering all these assumptions, we provide C by (52). 
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C                                                                                                                                (52) 

 

3.2.3. BAYESIAN VAR MODELLING  

 

3.2.3.1. DESCRIPTION OF BAYES’ THEOREM AND THE KALMAN FILTER 

When the number of time series data observations is not sufficient enough for the sufficient estimation 

of the unrestricted VAR (UNVAR), which is the reduced form representation of (1) and therefore (2), one 

should augment the data with the information they have about, one, the expected values of the 

parameters in the UNVAR, and two, the expected values’ expected variance-covariance matrix. 
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Considered together, the expected values and variance-covariances matrix of the parameters is the prior 

joint probability density function. 

The prior joint probability density function  p  is then combined with the log likelihood function of the 

observed time series  |yp , and this is the augmentation of the observed time series data with prior 

information, using Bayes’ theorem about conditional probabilities, to obtain final estimates of the 

expected values the UNVAR parameters and the parameters’ variance-covariance matrix which, together, 

are the posterior joint probability density function  y|p  . In (54),  yp  is the marginal likelihood of 

the observed time series data. 

 
   

 yp

p|yp
y|p


                                                                                                                                        (54) 

As we explain later, (54) applies as follows, beginning with the first period in the estimation sample. An 

initial value of  p , call it  1t|tp   , is chosen and used in place of  p  in (54) so that we have

   1t|tpp   . We then obtain forecast,t so that (54) effectively reads as (55). We then use forecast,t  

to forecast ty in which case the forecast is denoted by forecast
ty .   

 
   

 yp

p|yp
y|p

1t|t1t|t

forecast,t





                                                                                                               (55) 

The second step is to update or correct forecast,t for the forecast error  forecast
tt yy   to obtain the final 

estimate of  for the period t . In a very highly simplicity form, we could conceptualize t  obtaining as 

provided by (56). The specific updating equations are provided later. forecast,ty is the estimated value of

ty when forecast,t is applied in the UNVAR or the observation equation. In (56), 0 is the updating factor 

which you may think of as some error correction factor.  The actual updating equations are the Kalman 

Filter updating equations. See, for instance, Welch and Bishop (2006). 

 tforecast,t0forecast,tt yy                                                                                                                        (56) 

Notice that in order to obtain forecast,t  from (56), (56) is integrated over the 0 to 1 range i.e. use the 

integrand 
1

0
with respect to  yp  to both sides of (55) and solve for forecast,t . 

Done with the two iterations for estimating t for period t , we move on to the second set of iterations 

for estimating 1t  and then on to 2t through 1T and T whereby ths period in the estimation sample 
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falls in the range     T,1T,...,1t,tS  . We would denote the final estimates of  for each period in 

the sample by  T

ts which, in its expanded form, is provided as:   T1T1tt

T

ts ,,...,,    . 

By drawing another set of initial values of  , call it s,1t|t  , the whole process is repeated to the extent 

that we have another series of estimates T

ts , call them  T,21T,21t,2t,2

T

ts2 ,,...,,  
 . We can 

therefore, draw a large number of initial values of  to generate an equally large number of simulated 

sets of  T,sim1T,sim1t,simt,sim

T

tssim ,,...,,  
 whereby S,...,3,2,1sim  . We will then have an 

equally large number of final estimates of  , one for each simulation, so that S,...,3,2,1simT,sim  . 

Formally, draws of the initial values of t  are done using a sampler such as the Gibbs Sampler or the 

Metropolis-Hastings Sampler. 

If we apply T,sim  in forecasting the observed time series, we will obtain the forecasted or simulated 

series for each of the observed series. We can then compute the forecast error for each series in each 

period of the estimation sample. If we squared and summed up the forecast errors, we obtain the sum of 

squared forecast errors (SSFE) for each simulation S,...,3,2,1simSSFEsim  such that

T,SsimSsim |SSFESSFE    . The best estimate of  from this iterative and involving exercise is the

T,Ssim  which identifies with the lowest SSFE . More formally, we solve the optimization problem in 

(57). 

 T,SsimT |SSFEMinˆ
T,Ssim




 


                                                                                                                              (57) 

We now use T̂ in the measurement or observation equation or the UNVAR to generate the regression 

residuals tu on the basis of which we estimate the covariance matrix of the residuals . Having estimated

tu and , we can now factorize according to (36) to obtain the factorization matrix 1AG  . Once we 

have obtained G , we will proceed to estimating the structural shocks according to (38). Finally, we use 

the estimated structural shocks in (33) upon which we generate the point estimates of the impulse 

responses and plot the impulse response functions. Variance decomposition can also be done using the 

factorization matrix. 

 

3.2.3.2. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION OF THE UNVAR 

More formally, and in order to apply the Kalman filter, we re-write the UNVAR, which is the reduced form 

of the structural model provided by (1) in its state-space format.  
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Let us then define the coefficients vector 1  as the vector of row-wise-stacked parameters in the first 

equation of the UNVAR. We will therefore obtain a row vector with as many columns as there is the 

number of lagged endogenous terms nxp plus the number of exogenous variable k terms plus the 

number of deterministic terms d in the first equation. 

If we analogously define the row vectors for the parameters in the other equations in the UNVAR so that 

in total we have n1n21 ,,...,,   of such vectors and then proceed to stack these row vectors column-

wise, the result will be an  dknxpnx   matrix of the unknown parameters in the UNVAR that we 

seek to estimate. Notice that (58) holds. 

 n1n21 ...                                                                                                                                          (58) 

As already noted,   n,1n,....,3,2,1jj   are  dknxp   row vectors and therefore  is the

 dknxpnx   matrix of unknown parameters in the UNVAR.  is the state matrix whose elements are 

the state vectors, one each for each of the equations in the INVAR. 

Let us also construct a vector of row-wise stacked explanatory variables in any of the UNVAR equations 

and call it t . Bear in mind that the UNVAR equation have the same number and similarly order 

explanatory variables which include the lagged terms of the endogenous variables, the exogenous 

variables and the deterministic terms. t is therefore  dknxpx1  . 

Using  from (44) and t , we can re-write (2) as provided by (59).  

ttty                                                                                                                                                              (59) 

If we assume that the UNVAR parameters take a random walk process, we then have (59) which is the 

state (or transition) equation. Under such circumstance, we should re-write (59) as (60) which is the 

measurement (or observation or space) equation. Thus, we have the state-space representation of (2) or 

(59) in (60)-(61). 

  tttt1tt MuuE,u                                                                                                                               (60) 

  ttttttt vvE,vy                                                                                                                                 (61) 

We can have a case whereby  t and 0tM  such that the state matrix is not time-varying or 

 t and 0tM  and the state-matrix will be time-varying. As a simplifying assumption, t is not 

only assumed to be constant and set equal to  but can be normalized so that we have 1t    

without influencing the final estimates of the state vector provided by (58). 
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3.2.3.3. ESTIMATION OF THE STATE-SPACE MODEL USING THE KALMAN FILTER 

The Kalman Filter is essentially the automated version of the process described in section 3.2.3.1 and 

which therefore culminates in the solution as per (57) as well as output for tu and the u . A crucial 

element of the Kalman Filter is the set of three equations --- the updating equations, which we provide by 

(62), (63) and (64). 

1t|t1t,1t|t, M                                                                                                                                             (62) 

  1t|t,t

1

tt1t|t,tt1t|t,1t|t,t, 



                                                                                 (63) 

   1t|ttt

1

tt1t|t,tt1t|t,1t|tt y 



                                                                        (64)                         

    T,1T,2T,...,2,1,0t   

In (62)-(64), 1t|t  and 1t,  are the prior state vector and the prior variance-covariance matrix and as 

such, taken together, 1t|t  and 1t,   are the prior joint probability density function. Also, 

  1

tt1t|t,tt1t|t,



    in (63) and (64) is the Kalman Filter state vector or variance-covariance 

matrix updating factor or coefficient while  1t|ttty    in(64) is the forecast error of the observed 

time series vector in period ty based on the prior state vector 1t|t  while in (63) is also the forecast error 

of the variance-covariance matrix based on the prior variance-covariance matrix 1t|t,  . Remember that

0M  is the variance of the transition equation disturbance errors. In the formulation provided by (62), the 

variance is assumed, for simplicity, to be constant. Otherwise we would have had it as 1t|tM  so that we 

provide the initialization value. 

As an iterative or recursive process that the Kalman Filter is, the updating equations (63), (64) and (65) 

apply to each period during the estimation sample i.e.     T,1T,2T,...,2,1,0t   and we shall 

have had one complete simulation of the Kalman Filter through the estimation sample. We can then 

draw as many random samples of initial values as we shall specify of the 1t|t,s  and 1t,,s   

    S,1S,2S,...,2,1,0s   such that we end up with a total of  1S  simulations and for each 

one of them we shall have T,s and T,s, to subject to the choice criterion provided by (57) to choose 

T̂  and apply as explained in section 3.2.3.1. 
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3.2.3.4.  PRIOR JOINT PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION 

Litterman (1984) and Doan, Litterman and Sims (1986) introduced what is popularly known as the 

Minnesota Prior --- a method of assigning prior means and variances to the state vector. It is assumed 

that the endogenous variables, just like most economic time series, are random walk processes. 

This assumption paves way to effectively shrinking the UNVAR(p) whereby p>1 to UNVAR(1) in which the 

expected value of the coefficients attaching to the first order lagged term of a given equation equation’s 

own depended variable is 1.0 and while the expected values of each of the other coefficients in the 

UNVAR(p) are 0.0.  More formally, the prior mean of the parameter in the thi  UNVAR(p) equation, and 

which attaches to the thj  endogenous variable’s thl order lagged term  j,ilE   can be assigned according 

to the following rule under the Minnesota Prior. 

 

























1l|

1l|

j,i
l

jiwhen0.0

Otherwise

jiwhen0.1

E                                                                                                          (65)               

So what are the expected variances of these prior means? 

The expected variance for own first order lagged term coefficients in each of the UNVAR equations for 

which we have assigned unitary prior means, under the Minnesota Prior, is the “overall tightness” and 

measures the extent to which, as modellers, we believe that a UNVAR(p) is adequately represented as 

UNVAR(1). We denote it by . 

It is assumed further that own lagged terms in any of the UNVAR(p) equations will relatively more 

important in explaining the dependent variable compared to cross lagged terms of the same lagged 

order. It is further assumed that even for the own lagged terms, more recent own lagged terms explain 

the dependent variable more than distant past own lagged terms. In other words, the  longer the lag 

attaching to own lagged terms, the more confident we become that own lagged term will contribute 

relatively less to explaining the dependent variable. Thus, measuring our confidence in the own lagged 

terms in explaining the dependent variable, it follows that the longer the lag the smaller the variance as 

we shall then be more confident that the expected value attaching to the own lagged terms will be 0.0.  

Thus, the expected variance or prior variance of the expected prior mean for the coefficient attaching to 

a lagged term in the UNVAR(p) will be a fraction
decayl

1
of the “overall tightness” i.e. .

l

1
decay

. In this case, 

l is the lag length of the lagged term for which we are assigning our degree of confidence that the 

coefficient value is 0.0. The superscript decay  in decayl measures the rate at which our confidence 
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increases with the increasing lag length that the expected mean of the coefficient attaching to the lagged 

term at the given lag length l  is 0.0. 

Noting that own lagged terms are relatively more important than cross lagged terms of the same order in 

explaining the dependent variable, a scaling factor
j

i

s

s
applies to .

l

1
decay

towards assigning the prior 

variance of the prior mean  j,i

lE   in the thi  UNVAR (p) equation attaching to the thj endogenous 

variable’s thl order lagged term in the equation. You will therefore notice that the scale factor
j

i

s

s

assumes unitary value 1
s

s

j

i  for all situations when ji   and therefore ji ss  . 

In general therefore, the prior variance of the prior mean  j,ilE   is assigned according to the following 

rule under the Minnesota Prior. 

    .
l

1
.

s

s
EVar

decay
j

ij,i
l                                                                                                                                   (66)               

Notice that for an UNVAR (p) involving n endogenous variables, there is a total of  dknpn   

parameters to be estimated. If we took an example of UNVAR(4) with 5 endogenous variables, 3 

exogenous variables and 4 deterministic terms, then we will have 135 parameters to be estimated if we 

were using standard VAR methodology and therefore ordinary least squares as the estimator. We will 

logically then require a lot of data observations in order to obtain efficient estimates of the 135 

parameters. Failure to which we will be handicapped to proceed with the empirical analysis. 

Even if we are able to estimate the large number of parameters using a limited number of data 

observations, the estimates of the parameters will tend to be influenced substantially by outliers in the 

data such that resultant UNVAR model can perform reasonably well in in-sample forecasting of the data 

while performing very poorly in out-of-sample forecasting of the data. This is essentially a manifestation 

of model “over-fitting”. 

Bayesian VAR comes in handy in the sense that, using the prior joint probability density function i.e. the 

prior means and their respective prior variances which are assigned according to (65) and (66), we 

substantially reduce the number of parameters to be estimated from the 135 to the 3 “hyper-

parameters”, namely,
j

i

s

s
, decay  and  in (65) which can be estimated more efficiently using the 

number of available observations.  

But how do we estimate the hyper-parameters? 
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One can apply single equation AR (p) estimated results to assign values to is , js , decayand . Four 

quarterly data, for instance, one would estimate AR (4) equations for the endogenous variables. We will 

then set is and js equal to the endogenous variables’ standard error estimates and apply the standard 

error attaching to own first order lagged term coefficient estimates for  . The decay  factor can be 

calibrated at either 1.0 or 2.0 which are values that have been demonstrated to yield plausible results for 

a wide range of cases. Simpler, still, we could apply a constant value to
j

i

s

s
for i and j . This is the 

symmetric case. 

Alternatively, the hyper-parameters can be solved from an optimization problem using maximum 

likelihood estimator. One formulates the log likelihood function of the time series and chooses the hyper-

parameters to maximize the value of the log likelihood. 

With the hyper-parameter values determined, we shall have then fully assigned our prior joint probability 

density function and we can set the Kalman Filter in motion to obtain estimates of the state vector. 
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PART III: KENYAN CASE STUDIES ON MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM 

 

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM IN KENYA 

4.1. STABILITY OF THE MONEY DEMAND FUNCTIONS 

In our first case studies, we estimate the money demand function provided by (26) using single equation 

cointegrating regression estimators as well as the Johansen systems approach. Towards this end, we first 

examine the time series properties of the data. 

We have plotted the time series data for Log(M1), Log(P), and Log(Y) in Figure 3. We observe from this 

figure that the time series have strong increasing trends and there appears to be a significant seasonal 

factor in Log(Y). Save the later period in 2010-2012 when there was a sudden rise and fall in the Treasury 

bills interest rate, the rate appears to be downward trending during the most part of 2000-2010. There is 

a noticeable structural break in 2003 when the rate virtually collapsed to zero. We should therefore 

expect the series to be trend stationary with corrections for the structural break points. More formally, 

statistical tests should be performed on the interest rate data to ascertain the presence or otherwise of 

structural breaks. One of the approaches to testing for structural breaks is the Gregory and Hansen 

(1990). The same case should apply to testing for the presence or otherwise of seasonal unit roots in 

output using, for instance, the Hylleberg, Engle, Granger and Yoo (1990) method.  

Figure 3: Time Series’ Time Paths, 2000Q1-2012Q4 
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It appears also, from Figure 3, that the stock of money, which in equilibrium is the demand for money, is 

positively correlated with the general level of prices and the output. If we could control for the potential 

effect of structural breaks in the interest rates in the money demand relationship, it is possible for us to 
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obtain the theoretically predicted inverse relationship between the interest rate and the demand for 

money. 

For simplicity purposes, so as to focus on testing for standard unit roots, we proceed with the empirical 

analysis assuming that there are no significant structural breaks and seasonal unit roots in the data so 

that all that we should do is to test for standard unit roots. 

 

4.2. TESTING FOR UNIT ROOTS 

Assuming that we have loaded the requisite data in Eviews so that we do have the relevant Workfile 

open, we follow the following steps in testing for unit roots in the time series data. 

1) From your Workfile in EViews 8, double click at the real GDP variable, which in our case is named 

LRGDP0Q4_B, to access the GDP time series in a spread sheet. 

 

2) At the top-left of the spread sheet, click “View” and Select “Unit Root Test” from the list of possible 

actions under the “View” draw down menu. 

 

3) In the resultant dialogue box, Select the test type which shows up by default i.e. the Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller test and Test for unit roots “in Level” and include in test equation TREND and 

INTERCEPT 

 

4) Click OK to obtain the results in Table 1. 

Table 1: Unit Root Tests for Real Output (In Levels); ADF Test 
Null Hypothesis: LRGDP0Q4_B has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 5 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     

   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -2.799283  0.2051 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.175640  

 5% level  -3.513075  

 10% level  -3.186854  
     

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 18:46   

Sample (adjusted): 2001Q3 2012Q3  

Included observations: 45 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -0.507590 0.181329 -2.799283 0.0081 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.178157 0.196948 -0.904590 0.3715 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.085707 0.193249 -0.443506 0.6600 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.138312 0.175965 -0.786018 0.4369 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-4)) 0.664814 0.155032 4.288246 0.0001 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-5)) 0.219126 0.155778 1.406659 0.1679 
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C 2.763376 0.982345 2.813042 0.0078 

@TREND("2000Q1") 0.005701 0.002006 2.842131 0.0073 
     
     
R-squared 0.877079     Mean dependent var 0.012013 

Adjusted R-squared 0.853824     S.D. dependent var 0.054451 

S.E. of regression 0.020818     Akaike info criterion -4.746178 

Sum squared resid 0.016036     Schwarz criterion -4.424994 

Log likelihood 114.7890     Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.626444 

F-statistic 37.71536     Durbin-Watson stat 2.108976 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
     
     
 

Observations: 

We have highlighted salient aspects of the results in Table 1 which we review as follows. 

1) the diagnostic result: Durbin-Watson stat  2.108976 showing that the results are devoid of serial 

correlation and therefore plausible for further empirical analysis; 

 

2) The parameter estimates in respect of the intercept and the trend show that the constant and the 

trend terms are statistically significant. This suggests that the output time series has a long run 

average value and that the time series is trending upwards. 

C 2.763376 0.982345 2.813042 0.0078 

@TREND("2000Q1") 0.005701 0.002006 2.842131 0.0073 

 

3) The null hypothesis under this unit root test is: Null Hypothesis: LRGDP0Q4_B has a unit root.  

 

4) The critical values under the test include one for the 5% level and which is -3.513075 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.175640  

 5% level  -3.513075  

5) The Augmented Dickey-Fuller computed test statistic is -2.799283 which is significant with a 

probability of 0.2051. 

 Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -2.799283  0.2051 

 

6) Since the computed value of the ADF is -2.799283 and significant at 0.2051 while the critical value with the 

probability of 0.05 is -3.513075, then we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the series has a unit root. We 

therefore conclude that the output series has a unit root. This means that the variable’s time series in not 

stationary and the time series can be described as being integrated. 

 

7) Repeat the same ADF test in 1
st

 differences to obtain the results presented in Table 2. 

 

a) The results are devoid of serial correlation as per the Durbin Watson test statistic whose 

computed value is:     Durbin-Watson stat = 2.033735 compared to the ideal value of 2.0 when 

there is no serial correlation. 
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b) We notice that the trend term is not statistically significant at the 5% level and should be 

restricted out of the auxiliary regression for performing the test. 

       @TREND("2000Q1") 6.73E-05 0.000252 0.266443 0.7913 

8) We obtain the following results upon removal of the trend term. The results are still devoid of serial 

correlation, the constant term is significant. According to the ADF test -3.570516 (0.0103), we fail to accept the 

null hypothesis and therefore we conclude that the first order differenced output series is stationary. Thus, the 

series is I(1). 

 

Table 2: Unit Root Tests for Real Output (In First Order Differences); ADF Test 

Null Hypothesis: D(LRGDP0Q4_B) has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 3 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     
     
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.536675  0.0472 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.170583  

 5% level  -3.510740  

 10% level  -3.185512  
     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LRGDP0Q4_B,2)  

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 19:25   

Sample (adjusted): 2001Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 46 after adjustments  
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -1.920049 0.542897 -3.536675 0.0010 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1),2) 0.406382 0.417293 0.973853 0.3360 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2),2) -0.064438 0.277036 -0.232597 0.8173 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3),2) -0.487352 0.143145 -3.404612 0.0015 

C 0.018238 0.009016 2.022792 0.0498 

@TREND("2000Q1") 6.73E-05 0.000252 0.266443 0.7913 
     

R-squared 0.934480     Mean dependent var 0.003260 

Adjusted R-squared 0.926290     S.D. dependent var 0.083047 

S.E. of regression 0.022547     Akaike info criterion -4.625328 

Sum squared resid 0.020335     Schwarz criterion -4.386809 

Log likelihood 112.3825     Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.535977 

F-statistic 114.0994     Durbin-Watson stat 2.033735 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
     
     
 

Table 3: Unit Root Tests for Real Output (In First Order Differences); ADF Test 

Null Hypothesis: D(LRGDP0Q4_B) has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant   

Lag Length: 3 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     
     
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.570516  0.0103 
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Test critical values: 1% level  -3.581152  

 5% level  -2.926622  

 10% level  -2.601424  
     

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LRGDP0Q4_B,2)  

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 19:32   

Sample (adjusted): 2001Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 46 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -1.903040 0.532987 -3.570516 0.0009 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1),2) 0.393009 0.409543 0.959628 0.3429 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2),2) -0.073220 0.271934 -0.269256 0.7891 

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3),2) -0.492215 0.140359 -3.506838 0.0011 

C 0.019912 0.006391 3.115657 0.0033 
     
     
R-squared 0.934363     Mean dependent var 0.003260 

Adjusted R-squared 0.927960     S.D. dependent var 0.083047 

S.E. of regression 0.022290     Akaike info criterion -4.667033 

Sum squared resid 0.020371     Schwarz criterion -4.468267 

Log likelihood 112.3417     Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.592574 

F-statistic 145.9127     Durbin-Watson stat 2.038252 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
     
     
 

Table 4: Unit Root Tests for LRM1_B (In Levels); ADF Test 
Null Hypothesis: LRM1_B has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant   

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     
     
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -0.458317  0.8906 

Test critical values: 1% level  -3.565430  

 5% level  -2.919952  

 10% level  -2.597905  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

     

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LRM1_B)   

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 20:14   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q4  

Included observations: 51 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LRM1_B(-1) -0.011621 0.025355 -0.458317 0.6488 

C 0.023104 0.016986 1.360193 0.1800 
     
     
R-squared 0.004269     Mean dependent var 0.016022 

Adjusted R-squared -0.016053     S.D. dependent var 0.049967 

S.E. of regression 0.050366     Akaike info criterion -3.100574 

Sum squared resid 0.124300     Schwarz criterion -3.024816 

Log likelihood 81.06464     Hannan-Quinn criter. -3.071625 
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F-statistic 0.210054     Durbin-Watson stat 2.003361 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.648751    
     
     
 

Observation: 

 We cannot reject the null hypothesis and we conclude that LM1_B has a unit root and it is non-

stationary.  

 

Table 5: Unit Root Tests for LT91RATE (In Levels); ADF Test 

Null Hypothesis: LTB91RATE has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant   

Lag Length: 1 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     
     
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -3.169266  0.0279 

Test critical values: 1% level  -3.568308  

 5% level  -2.921175  

 10% level  -2.598551  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

     

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LTB91RATE)  

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 20:19   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q4  

Included observations: 50 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LTB91RATE(-1) -0.224551 0.070853 -3.169266 0.0027 

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) 0.461316 0.126969 3.633299 0.0007 

C 0.422709 0.140886 3.000353 0.0043 
     
     
R-squared 0.283218     Mean dependent var -0.004640 

Adjusted R-squared 0.252716     S.D. dependent var 0.358225 

S.E. of regression 0.309670     Akaike info criterion 0.551505 

Sum squared resid 4.507087     Schwarz criterion 0.666227 

Log likelihood -10.78763     Hannan-Quinn criter. 0.595192 

F-statistic 9.285404     Durbin-Watson stat 2.130302 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000400    
     
     
 

Observation: 

 We reject the null hypothesis that LTB91RATE has a unit root under the ADF test and we conclude 

that LTB91RATE is non-stationary.  
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Table 6: Unit Root Tests for LT91RATE (In First Order Differences); ADF Test 

Null Hypothesis: D(LTB91RATE) has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant   

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=10) 
     
     
   t-Statistic   Prob.* 
     
     
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -4.794496  0.0003 

Test critical values: 1% level  -3.568308  

 5% level  -2.921175  

 10% level  -2.598551  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

     

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation  

Dependent Variable: D(LTB91RATE,2)  

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 20:20   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q4  

Included observations: 50 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.641571 0.133814 -4.794496 0.0000 

C -0.001665 0.047755 -0.034876 0.9723 
     
     
R-squared 0.323822     Mean dependent var 0.003658 

Adjusted R-squared 0.309735     S.D. dependent var 0.406328 

S.E. of regression 0.337586     Akaike info criterion 0.705185 

Sum squared resid 5.470285     Schwarz criterion 0.781666 

Log likelihood -15.62962     Hannan-Quinn criter. 0.734309 

F-statistic 22.98719     Durbin-Watson stat 1.968638 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000016    
     
     
 

Observation: 

 We reject the null hypothesis that D(LTB91RATE) has a unit root and we conclude that LTB91RATE 

becomes stationary upon being differenced once and that it is therefore I(1).  

Table 7: Unit Root Tests for LT91RATE (In Levels); Phillips-Perron Test 

Null Hypothesis: LTB91RATE has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant   

Bandwidth: 1 (Newey-West automatic) using Bartlett kernel 
     
     
   Adj. t-Stat   Prob.* 
     
     
Phillips-Perron test statistic -2.501242  0.1211 

Test critical values: 1% level  -3.565430  

 5% level  -2.919952  

 10% level  -2.597905  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
     
     
Residual variance (no correction)  0.113715 

HAC corrected variance (Bartlett kernel)  0.159381 
     
     
Phillips-Perron Test Equation   

Dependent Variable: D(LTB91RATE)  
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Method: Least Squares   

Date: 06/23/14   Time: 20:25   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q4  

Included observations: 51 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LTB91RATE(-1) -0.165341 0.074804 -2.210336 0.0318 

C 0.304039 0.150268 2.023312 0.0485 
     
     
R-squared 0.090666     Mean dependent var -0.010573 

Adjusted R-squared 0.072108     S.D. dependent var 0.357148 

S.E. of regression 0.344030     Akaike info criterion 0.742251 

Sum squared resid 5.799478     Schwarz criterion 0.818009 

Log likelihood -16.92739     Hannan-Quinn criter. 0.771200 

F-statistic 4.885584     Durbin-Watson stat 1.192174 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.031782    
     
     
 

Observation: 

 We reject the null hypothesis that LTB91RATE has a unit root under the Phillips-Perron Test and 

we conclude that LTB91RATE has a unit root and it is non-stationary.  These test results allows us to 

consider LTB91RATE to be non-stationary in levels and that it becomes stationary in its first order 

differenced form. 

 

 Moreover, with LRGDP_B and LM1_B also I(1), we proceed to performing cointegration tests among 

the three variables. 
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4.3. SINGLE EQUATION COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS APPROACH 

4.3.1. STABILITY OF THE MONEY DEMAND FUNCTION IN KENYA 

Let us select the three variables LM1_B, LTB91RATE and LRGDP_B from the Workfile and with the right-

click, we opt to “open as a group” in a spreadsheet. Under the “View” option in the draw down menu at 

the ‘Task bar”, we select “Cointegration test” .... “Single equation”. The resultant dialogue box offers 

alternative tests and we can perform a couple of them to obtain comparative results which are useful for 

assessing the robustness of the test results. The Engle-Granger, Phillips-Ouliaris, Park Added Variables 

and the Hansen Instability test results are provided in Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. 

The Engle-Granger cointegration test results in Table 4a are mixed. We fail to reject the null that the 

series are not cointegrated under the tau-test statistic but reject under the z-test statistic. In contrast, the 

Phillips-Ouliaris tau-statistic and z-statistic are unanimous that we can reject the null hypothesis that the 

series are not cointegrated. We also fail to reject the null hypothesis that the series are cointegrated 

under the Park Added Variables and the Hansen Insatiability test statistics. See the results in Tables 11 

and 12. Overall, the evidence is overwhelmingly in favour of cointegrating equation for real narrow 

money considering that 5 out of the 6 tests are supportive of existence of cointegration. 

Armed with the evidence, we now proceed to estimating the underlying cointegration equation for real 

narrow money. From the “PROC” option at the draw down menu, select “Make equation”. This means 

that we make an equation for the three variables in their order in the list and therefore an equation for 

the log of real narrow money.  

Then, from the displayed dialog box that the system, we select the estimation method and, in this case, 

we select the “Coint. regression” which leads us to the three estimators to choose from, namely, fully 

modified OLS, dynamic LS, and Canonical cointegrating regression. 

We have used dynamic least squares to obtain the results presented in Table 13 and Table 14. The results 

in Table 13 are based on the Log of the gross nominal interest rate and therefore the coefficient attaching 

to the interest rate term is a measure of the interest rate elasticity of demand for real narrow money 

balances. In contrast, the results in Table 14 are based on the net nominal interest rate and therefore the 

coefficient attaching to the interest rate term is measure of the semi-interest rate elasticity of demand 

for narrow money. 

It should be noted that in a bid to conserve degrees of freedom, we have applied the most conservative 

lag and lead lengths ... unitary in both cases. Otherwise, if the degrees of freedom permitted, we would 

have selected the optimal lag and lead lengths using the information criteria. It should also be noted that 

the cointegrating regression estimators use modified time series data for the variables incorporated in 

the model to estimate the coefficients and the attaching standard errors, t-values and probabilities at 

which the coefficients are statistically significant. The modification of the time series ensures that the 
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resultant series are not correlated with the disturbance error term and as such, the modified time series 

is for truly exogenous LRGDP_B and LTB91RATE or TB91RATE. Thus, the coefficient estimates are 

asymptotically efficient and the Wald tests plausible regardless of the diagnostic test results which are 

computed based on the raw time series data and should therefore more or less be ignored! This includes 

the Durbin Watson statistic which may show that the results are afflicted with serial correlation. 

Table 8: Single-Equation Cointegration Test Results (Engle-Granger Test) 

Cointegration Test - Engle-Granger  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:04   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1   

Specification: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B C  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Null hypothesis: Series are not cointegrated  

Automatic lag specification (lag=4 based on Schwarz Info Criterion, 

        maxlag=10)   
     
     
  Value Prob.*  

Engle-Granger tau-statistic -3.607613  0.0965  

Engle-Granger z-statistic -487.7254  0.0000  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) p-values.   

     

Intermediate Results:   

Rho - 1 -0.725751   

Rho S.E.  0.201172   

Residual variance  0.002500   

Long-run residual variance  0.533480   

Number of lags  4   

Number of observations  46   

Number of stochastic trends**  3   
     
     
**Number of stochastic trends in asymptotic distribution. 

     

Engle-Granger Test Equation:   

Dependent Variable: D(RESID)   

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:04   

Sample (adjusted): 2001Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 46 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
RESID(-1) -0.725751 0.201172 -3.607613 0.0008 

D(RESID(-1)) 0.204014 0.205725 0.991683 0.3272 

D(RESID(-2)) 0.126769 0.174316 0.727239 0.4712 

D(RESID(-3)) -0.000296 0.142580 -0.002073 0.9984 

D(RESID(-4)) 0.601063 0.120397 4.992326 0.0000 
     
     
R-squared 0.727578     Mean dependent var -0.001530 

Adjusted R-squared 0.701000     S.D. dependent var 0.091431 

S.E. of regression 0.049995     Akaike info criterion -3.051454 

Sum squared resid 0.102481     Schwarz criterion -2.852689 

Log likelihood 75.18345     Hannan-Quinn criter. -2.976996 

Durbin-Watson stat 2.340635    
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Table 9: Single-Equation Cointegration Test Results (Phillips-Ouliaris Test) 

Cointegration Test - Phillips-Ouliaris  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:10   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1   

Specification: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B C  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Null hypothesis: Series are not cointegrated  

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth = 

        4.0000)   

No d.f. adjustment for variances  
     
     
  Value Prob.*  

Phillips-Ouliaris tau-statistic -5.868094  0.0003  

Phillips-Ouliaris z-statistic -38.17273  0.0005  
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) p-values.   

     

Intermediate Results:   

Rho - 1 -0.836568   

Bias corrected Rho - 1 (Rho* - 1) -0.763455   

Rho*  S.E.  0.130103   

Residual variance  0.004843   

Long-run residual variance  0.004130   

Long-run residual autocovariance -0.000357   

Number of observations  50   

Number of stochastic trends**  3   
     
     
**Number of stochastic trends in asymptotic distribution. 

     

Phillips-Ouliaris Test Equation:  

Dependent Variable: D(RESID)   

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:10   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 50 after adjustments  
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
RESID(-1) -0.836568 0.142325 -5.877877 0.0000 
     
     
R-squared 0.412995     Mean dependent var -0.002721 

Adjusted R-squared 0.412995     S.D. dependent var 0.091755 

S.E. of regression 0.070299     Akaike info criterion -2.452321 

Sum squared resid 0.242156     Schwarz criterion -2.414080 

Log likelihood 62.30802     Hannan-Quinn criter. -2.437759 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.924715    
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Table 10: Single-Equation Cointegration Test Results (Park Added Variables Test) 

Cointegration Test - Park Added Variables  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:14   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1   

Series: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B  

Null hypothesis: Series are cointegrated  

Original trend specification: Constant (Level) 

Added trends: Quadratic trend  

Added deterministics to test: @TREND @TREND^2 
     
     
 Value df Probability  

Chi-square  1.448096  2  0.4848  
     
     
Test Equation:   

Dependent Variable: LRM1_B   

Method: Dynamic Least Squares (DOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:14   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q2  

Included observations: 48 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C @TREND @TREND^2 

Fixed leads and lags specification (lead=1, lag=1) 

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth = 

        4.0000)   
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LTB91RATE -0.098443 0.027092 -3.633706 0.0008 

LRGDP0Q4_B 2.404574 0.670207 3.587809 0.0010 

C -12.79314 3.618618 -3.535367 0.0011 

@TREND -0.005994 0.008421 -0.711826 0.4810 

@TREND^2 -3.10E-05 6.21E-05 -0.499793 0.6202 
     
     
R-squared 0.977571     Mean dependent var 0.617634 

Adjusted R-squared 0.971509     S.D. dependent var 0.272540 

S.E. of regression 0.046003     Sum squared resid 0.078301 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.075268     Long-run variance 0.004359 
     
     
 

 

Table 11: Single-Equation Cointegration Test Results (Hansen Instability Test) 

Cointegration Test - Hansen Parameter Instability  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 18:21   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1   

Series: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B  

Null hypothesis: Series are cointegrated  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  
     
     
 Stochastic Deterministic Excluded  

Lc statistic Trends (m) Trends (k) Trends (p2) Prob.* 

 0.016161  2  0  0 > 0.2 
     
     
*Hansen (1992b) Lc(m2=2, k=0) p-values, where m2=m-p2 is the number 

        of stochastic trends in the asymptotic distribution 
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Table 12: Cointegrating Regression Results (with LTB91RATE) 

Dependent Variable: LRM1_B   

Method: Dynamic Least Squares (DOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 17:19   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q2  

Included observations: 48 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Fixed leads and lags specification (lead=1, lag=1) 

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth = 

        4.0000)   
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LTB91RATE -0.087445 0.020443 -4.277526 0.0001 

LRGDP0Q4_B 1.720668 0.068097 25.26778 0.0000 

C -9.074692 0.394464 -23.00509 0.0000 
     
     
R-squared 0.975763     Mean dependent var 0.617634 

Adjusted R-squared 0.970791     S.D. dependent var 0.272540 

S.E. of regression 0.046579     Sum squared resid 0.084613 

Durbin-Watson stat 0.953650     Long-run variance 0.004785 
     
     
 

 

Table 13: Cointegrating Regression Results (with TB91RATE) 

Dependent Variable: LRM1_B   

Method: Dynamic Least Squares (DOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 17:29   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q2  

Included observations: 48 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Fixed leads and lags specification (lead=1, lag=1) 

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth = 

        4.0000)   
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
TB91RATE -0.015533 0.003500 -4.438281 0.0001 

LRGDP0Q4_B 1.700151 0.073544 23.11731 0.0000 

C -9.003015 0.426746 -21.09687 0.0000 
     
     
R-squared 0.976160     Mean dependent var 0.617634 

Adjusted R-squared 0.971270     S.D. dependent var 0.272540 

S.E. of regression 0.046195     Sum squared resid 0.083226 

Durbin-Watson stat 0.956680     Long-run variance 0.004875 
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Table 14: Testing Unitary Income Elasticity of Demand for Money  
Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    t-statistic  10.58291  39  0.0000 

F-statistic  111.9980 (1, 39)  0.0000 

Chi-square  111.9980  1  0.0000 
    
    Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    
-1 + C(2)  0.720668  0.068097 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 

 

 

Table 15: Testing Unitary Income Elasticity of Demand for Money  

Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    
Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    
t-statistic  9.520098  39  0.0000 

F-statistic  90.63227 (1, 39)  0.0000 

Chi-square  90.63227  1  0.0000 
    
    
Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    
Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    
-1 + C(2)  0.700151  0.073544 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 

 

Table 16: Testing Unitary Income Elasticity of Demand for Money  
Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    
Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    
t-statistic  10.58291  39  0.0000 

F-statistic  111.9980 (1, 39)  0.0000 

Chi-square  111.9980  1  0.0000 
    
    
Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    
Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    
-1 + C(2)  0.720668  0.068097 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 
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Table 18: Testing Unitary Income Elasticity of Demand for Money  

Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    
Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    
t-statistic  9.520098  39  0.0000 

F-statistic  90.63227 (1, 39)  0.0000 

Chi-square  90.63227  1  0.0000 
    
    
Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    
Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    
-1 + C(2)  0.700151  0.073544 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 

 

Observations about the results in tables 13, 14, 15 and 16: 

 All the parameter estimates in Table 13 are statistically significant at the 1% level. Also, the 

coefficients bear the theoretically predicted direction of causality of the interest rate and real output 

on demand for money. More specifically, the demand for money is a decreasing function of the log 

of the gross nominal interest rate whilst it is an increasing function of the log of real output. 

 

 According to these results, the interest rate elasticity of demand for money averaged -0.087 during 

the period 2000Q3 - 2012Q2 while the income elasticity of demand for money in the same period is 

estimated at 1.72. 

 

 This means that an increase in the gross nominal interest rate by 10 percentage points will, in the 

long run, induce an 8.7 percentage point reduction in demand for real currency outside banks and 

demand deposits. Also, a 1 percentage point increase in real output would induce 1.72 percentage 

points increase in demand for real cash balances (in the long run) during the period 2000Q3 - 

2012Q2. 

 

 To the extent that the constant term is statistically significant, though small in magnitude, it means 

that there is autonomous demand for money i.e. a demand for money which is not depended on the 

interest rate and the output. 

 

 The results presented in Table 6a are largely similar to those in Table 13. All the parameters 

estimates are statistically significant at the 1% level. The semi-interest and income elasticity of 

demand for money are correctly signed. These elasticities are estimated at -0.016 and 1.7, 

respectively. 

 

 We tested the unitary elasticity of demand for money using the Wald Test to find the results 

provided in Tables 16 and 17. According to these two sets of results, we fail to reject the null 

hypothesis that the income elasticity of demand for money is unitary. These results are particularly 

important in that they suggest that although the income velocity of circulation of narrow money is 

nonstationary, it is predictable because it is cointegrated with the interest rate. In this sense, the 

money demand function is stable, in sample. There is need to test for out-of-sample parameter 

stability. 
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 When in-sample and out-of-sample stability is established, then the money demand function is 

dependable for out-of-sample forecasting of demand for money. Most importantly also, the 

important link between narrow money as a potential intermediate monetary policy target is found to 

be strong and stable. We only need to establish that the money multiplier is equally stable, in which 

case the link between reserve money as the operating policy variable and the narrow money, which 

is the potential intermediate policy target, to conclude that the money channel of monetary policy 

transmission mechanism is operational as quantified.  

 

 The reader is urged to empirically analyse the stability of the money multiplier. 

Would the results be significantly different if we used a different estimation method? 

In order to address this question, we re-estimated the money demand function using the other two 

cointegrating regression estimators, namely, the fully modified ordinary least squares and the canonical 

cointegrating regression to obtain the results presented in Table 19 and Table 20. 

Table 19: Estimated Money Demand Function (FMOLS) 
 
Dependent Variable: LRM1_B   

Method: Fully Modified Least Squares (FMOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 20:57   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 50 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Long-run covariance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth 

        = 4.0000)   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     LTB91RATE -0.078177 0.016629 -4.701378 0.0000 

LRGDP0Q4_B 1.686429 0.065471 25.75851 0.0000 

C -8.898601 0.377092 -23.59796 0.0000 
     
     R-squared 0.932121     Mean dependent var 0.617068 

Adjusted R-squared 0.929233     S.D. dependent var 0.278423 

S.E. of regression 0.074067     Sum squared resid 0.257835 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.749111     Long-run variance 0.005651 
     
     
 

Table 20: Estimated Money Demand Function (CCR) 

Dependent Variable: LRM1_B   

Method: Canonical Cointegrating Regression (CCR) 

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 20:58   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q3  

Included observations: 50 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Long-run covariance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth 

        = 4.0000)   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     LTB91RATE -0.075920 0.015681 -4.841474 0.0000 

LRGDP0Q4_B 1.688788 0.066829 25.27034 0.0000 

C -8.915865 0.386645 -23.05959 0.0000 
     
     R-squared 0.932011     Mean dependent var 0.617068 

Adjusted R-squared 0.929118     S.D. dependent var 0.278423 
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S.E. of regression 0.074127     Sum squared resid 0.258253 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.743120     Long-run variance 0.005651 
     
     
 

Observations about the results in Table 19 and Table 20: 

 The results obtained using FMOLS, which are presented in Table 19, and the ones obtained using the 

CCR estimator, which are also provided in Table 20, are basically similar to those presented on Table 

5a. All the parameters are statistically significant at the 1% level. 

 

 More specifically, the interest rate elasticity of demand for money is estimated at -0.078 and -0.076, 

respectively, which are not radically different from -0.087 in Table 13. Also, the income elasticities of 

demand for money are estimated at 1.686 and 1.689 compared to 1.721 in Table 13.  

 

 We also fail to reject the null hypothesis about unitary income elasticity of demand for money. 

 

 It follows therefore that the estimated money demand function results presented in Table 13 are 

robust to changes in the cointegrating regression estimator. 

Table 21: Unitary Elasticity of Demand for Money (FMOLS) 
Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    
Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    
t-statistic  10.48451  47  0.0000 

F-statistic  109.9250 (1, 47)  0.0000 

Chi-square  109.9250  1  0.0000 
    
    
Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    
Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    
-1 + C(2)  0.686429  0.065471 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 

 

Table 22: Unitary Elasticity of Demand for Money (CCR) 
Wald Test:   

Equation: EQ01_LRM1  
    
    
Test Statistic Value df Probability 
    
    t-statistic  10.30674  47  0.0000 

F-statistic  106.2289 (1, 47)  0.0000 

Chi-square  106.2289  1  0.0000 
    
    Null Hypothesis: C(2)=1  

Null Hypothesis Summary:  
    
    Normalized Restriction (= 0) Value Std. Err. 
    
    -1 + C(2)  0.688788  0.066829 
    
    
Restrictions are linear in coefficients. 
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4.3.2. TERM STRUCTURE OF INTEREST RATES IN KENYA 

The cointegration test results presented in Table 23 and Table 24 are unanimous that while we fail accept 

the null hypothesis of the series not being cointegrated when the LTB91RATE is the endogenous variable,  

we can reject the null hypothesis of there being no cointegration when the central bank rate is the 

depended variable. This is consistent with the expectation that the longer term rate TB91RATE is 

explained by the shorter term policy rate CBR. 

The cointegrating term structure equation is estimated using the DOLS, FMOL and CCR. We have 

presented the results Table 13, table 19 and Table 20. The results are strikingly similar in that the shorter 

term interest elasticity of the longer term rate is 1.665, 1.674 and 1.663, respectively, and which round 

up to 1.7 for the three sets of results. The constant term is also -2.0244, -2.047 and -2.018, respectively, 

and when rounded up to a decimal point, it is 2.0 in each of three cases. The parameter estimates are 

statistically significant at the 1% level in each of the set results. 

These results are consistent with the expectations theory of the term structure which predicts that longer 

term interest rates were weighted averages of short term rates and therefore, in a univariate relationship 

such as the one we have here, the longer term rate is an increasing function of the shorter. The results 

suggest that an increase in the policy rate by 1 percentage point would, on average, increase the 91-Day 

Treasury bills rate by 1.7 percentage points in 2000Q1 2012Q4. When proven to be stable, these results 

can be applied beyond the estimation sample period. 

If we combined the canonical cointegrating regression results for the demand for money, see Table 20, 

with the canonical cointegrating regression results for the term structure, see Table 27, we find that since 

the interest rate elasticity of demand for money is -0.075920 whilst the policy rate elasticity of the 91-day 

Treasury bills rate is 1.663, it implies that an increase in the policy rate by 100 basis points will initially 

increase the 91-day Treasury bills rate by 166.3 basis points. In turn, the 166.3 basis points of the policy 

induced change in the 91-day Treasury bills rate will induce 12.6 basis points of reduction in demand for 

money. 

And by how much will inflation change consequent to a certain change in the policy rate? Let us take the 

canonical cointegrating regression equation results for the money demand function and normalize them 

about log of the general level of prices under the imposed long run homogeneity for the price level in the 

money demand function. Then we will obtain the inflation equation results provided by (67). 
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In (67), i  is LTB91RATE and y  is LRGDP0Q4_B. The standard errors and t-statistics of the coefficients are 

provided in (.) and [.], respectively. Intuitively, (67) states that the consumer price index inflation, which 
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is measured in terms of the Log (CPIK0Q4) or simply p is an increasing function of excess rate of 

expansion in money supply relative to the expansion in the demand for it
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According to the term structure results in Table 15, 
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The combined results in (67) and (68) suggest that an increase in the policy rate cbr by 100 basis points, 

will, in the long run, induce an increase in the 91-day Treasury bills rate i by 166.3 basis points. This 

follows from (68). Using (68) in (67), suggests further that the 166.3 basis points increase in i , for the 

given amount of money supply, will in turn induce a reduction in demand for money by 0.076x166.3= 

12.6388 basis points. Barring monetary policy action which mops the resultant excess money supply, 

inflation will increase by the 12.639 basis points consequent to an increase in the policy rate by 100 basis 

points.
8
 These results may appear counterintuitive but it is real. The policy implication is that increasing 

the policy rate induces economic agents to be willing to part with the excess liquidity, if only the 

monetary authority could mop it up.  

Else, when the monetary authority does not mop up the excess liquidity, the economic agents will seek to 

economize the amount of real cash balances they hold by spending any excessive amount of it rapidly 

thereby driving up inflation. Thus, without backing a policy increase with commensurate open market 

operations to mop up excess liquidity,
9
 an increase in the policy rate will be inflationary! As noted, this is 

because an increase in the policy rate induces increased opportunity cost of holding cash balances. 

Consequently, economic agents opt to spend money rapidly on goods and services which leads to an 

increase in the consumer price index inflation. 

Table 23: Cointegration Test; Term Structure (Engle-Granger Test) 

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 21:39   

Series: LTB91RATE LCBR    

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4   

Included observations: 52   

Null hypothesis: Series are not cointegrated  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C   

Automatic lags specification based on Schwarz criterion (maxlag=10) 
     
     
                                                                 

8
 Bear in mind that when the expectations channel is effective, a change in the policy rate tends to have a relatively 

larger impact on inflation. 
9
 This situation would arise when the authority signals an increase in interest rates but becomes reluctant to mop up 

liquidity at equally higher repo rates, say, for fear of increasing the cost of domestic borrowing by the government 
and private sector. 
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Dependent tau-statistic Prob.* z-statistic Prob.* 

LTB91RATE -4.662623  0.0023 -46.63615  0.0000 

LCBR -1.819464  0.6233 -6.461618  0.5915 
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) p-values.   

     

Intermediate Results:   

  LTB91RATE LCBR  

Rho - 1 -0.472266 -0.237622  

Rho S.E.  0.101288  0.130600  

Residual variance  0.037271  0.008219  

Long-run residual variance  0.145379  0.002751  

Number of lags  1  4  

Number of observations  50  47  

Number of stochastic trends**  2  2  
     
     
**Number of stochastic trends in asymptotic distribution 

 

Table 24: Cointegration Test; Term Structure (Phillips-Ouliaris Test) 
Date: 07/03/14   Time: 21:43   

Series: LTB91RATE LCBR    

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4   

Included observations: 52   

Null hypothesis: Series are not cointegrated  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C   

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth) 

No d.f. adjustment for variances  
     
     
     

Dependent tau-statistic Prob.* z-statistic Prob.* 

LTB91RATE -3.317613  0.0679 -18.80273  0.0446 

LCBR -3.276808  0.0740 -17.46040  0.0627 
     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) p-values.   

     

Intermediate Results:   

  LTB91RATE LCBR  

Rho - 1 -0.318526 -0.310809  

Bias corrected Rho - 1 (Rho* - 1) -0.368681 -0.342361  

Rho*  S.E.  0.111128  0.104480  

Residual variance  0.045450  0.012348  

Long-run residual variance  0.054060  0.013926  

Long-run residual autocovariance  0.004305  0.000789  

Bandwidth  NA  NA  

Number of observations  51  51  

Number of stochastic trends**  2  2  
     
     
**Number of stochastic trends in asymptotic distribution 

 

Table 25: Term Structure (FMOLS) 
Dependent Variable: LTB91RATE   

Method: Fully Modified Least Squares (FMOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 21:58   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q4  

Included observations: 51 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Long-run covariance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth = 4.0000) 
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Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     LCBR 1.665393 0.172703 9.643089 0.0000 

C -2.023998 0.410851 -4.926353 0.0000 
     
     R-squared 0.788157     Mean dependent var 1.892230 

Adjusted R-squared 0.783834     S.D. dependent var 0.640858 

S.E. of regression 0.297959     Sum squared resid 4.350184 

Durbin-Watson stat 0.634969     Long-run variance 0.173726 
     
     
 
Table 26: Term Structure (DOLS) 
Dependent Variable: LTB91RATE   

Method: Dynamic Least Squares (DOLS)  

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 22:01   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q3  

Included observations: 49 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Fixed leads and lags specification (lead=1, lag=1) 

Long-run variance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth == 4.0000) 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LCBR 1.673771 0.224840 7.444270 0.0000 

C -2.046872 0.530135 -3.861041 0.0004 
     
     R-squared 0.810260     Mean dependent var 1.874940 

Adjusted R-squared 0.793011     S.D. dependent var 0.647665 

S.E. of regression 0.294661     Sum squared resid 3.820316 

Durbin-Watson stat 0.631986     Long-run variance 0.196547 
     
     
 

Table 27: Term Structure (CCR) 
Dependent Variable: LTB91RATE   

Method: Canonical Cointegrating Regression (CCR) 

Date: 07/03/14   Time: 22:01   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q2 2012Q4  

Included observations: 51 after adjustments  

Cointegrating equation deterministics: C  

Long-run covariance estimate (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth= 4.0000) 
     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     
LCBR 1.662773 0.161493 10.29624 0.0000 

C -2.017958 0.386333 -5.223371 0.0000 
     
     
R-squared 0.788156     Mean dependent var 1.892230 

Adjusted R-squared 0.783833     S.D. dependent var 0.640858 

S.E. of regression 0.297959     Sum squared resid 4.350203 

Durbin-Watson stat 0.634688     Long-run variance 0.173726 
     
     
 

4.4.    THE JOHANSEN-JUSELIUS SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS APPROACH 

Let us select our three time series and open them as a group in the spreadsheet. We then, under the 

“Proc” option at the menu bar choose “Make Vector Autoregression”. Estimate the UNVAR with the 

default settings to pave way to testing for the optimal lag for the VAR. The results are provided in Table 

16. 
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In the next step, we have tested for cointegration under various model specifications as to the inclusion 

or not of a constant and trend terms. The summary results are provided in Table 29. Since we are 

considering three time series, we expect at least one but no more than two cointegrating vectors. 

According to the results provided in Table 29, the Trace test statistic results points us to the existence of 

1 cointegrating vector in 4 out of the 5 model specifications. In contrast, the maximum eigenvalue test 

statistic supports 1 cointegrating vector for the 4th and 5th model specifications. 

Considering that the time series for narrow money, real output and even the interest rate have strong 

trends, we are persuaded that we should choose the model in which we have a constant and a trend. The 

trace and the maximum eigenvalue tests converge on the model with a constant and linear trend or a 

constant and a quadratic trend. We explore these two specifications. In order also to derive comparative 

results to the single equation cointegrating regression analysis, we also follow the trace test results to fit 

the 3
rd

 model specification in which we include a constant only. 

Most importantly, we confirm through these systems approach to cointegration tests that the single 

equation analysis under the preceding section is plausible. This is because application of the cointegrating 

regression estimators is based on the assumption that there is only 1 cointegrating vector and which, in 

our analysis, is identified with the monetary aggregate. 

In order to select the 3rd model specification, we select “Cointegration test” from the “View” option at 

the draw down menu and then proceed to select the 3
rd

 model from the dialogue box that ensue. By 

selecting “Ok” in the dialogue box, we obtain the cointegration test results which reaffirm existence of 1 

cointegrating vector according to the trace test statistic. We have provided these results in Table 18 for 

the ease of reference. 

We now need to test for the optimal lag length for the UNVAR model. So, we select “Lag structure” from 

the “View” option at the draw down menu. Then select “Lag Length Criteria” to obtain the results in 

Table 31. According to these results, all the information criteria are unanimous that the optimal lag is 4. 

We therefore re-estimate the UNVAR model with a lag of 4 instead of 2 to obtain the results in Table 32. 

The results show that the VAR stability condition is met since all the modulus are less than 1 . The same 

results are presented in graphical form whereby all the Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial fall 

within the unit circle. See Figure 4. 

With VAR stability condition satisfied, we now proceed to identifying the cointegrating vector which we 

assume is for the money demand function. To that end, we estimate the UNVAR in its VEC representation 

by selecting from the draw down menu bar “Estimate” then selecting “Vector Error Correction” from the 

dialogue box while ensuring that we adjust the lag by reducing it by 1. By selecting/clicking “Ok”, we 

estimate the vector auto-regression model to obtain the results provided in Table 34. 

We notice from these results that all the coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level. The 

coefficients are also correctly signed whereby the interest rate elasticity of demand for money is negative 
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while the income elasticity of demand for money is positive. Consistent with the single equation results, 

the estimate of the constant is also negative. However, the speed of adjustment coefficient, though 

correctly signed, is not statistically significant.  

We now test for the unitary income elasticity of demand for money by imposing the restriction that the 

coefficient attaching to the real income variable is 1. To do this, we select “Estimate” and from the 

dialogue box select “VEC Restrictions” and then “Check” the “Impose Restrictions” box.  In the space 

provided for writing the restrictions, write c(1)=1, c(2)=-1 and then select “Ok”.  We obtain the results 

presented in Table 35. Although we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the income elasticity of demand 

for money is unity, the resultant interest elasticity of demand for money, under the restriction bears the 

wrong sign and as such the results are counter-intuitive. 

We then test the interest rate and real income for “weak exogeneity” to find that the restrictions are 

accepted. But the interest elasticity of demand for money bears the wrong sign and actually becomes 

statistically insignificant. These results are therefore not plausible and we suspect that the unitary income 

elasticity of demand restriction is not valid.  

We therefore relax the assumption about unitary income elasticity of demand for money and obtain 

plausible results which we have presented in Table 37. According to these results, the speed of 

adjustment coefficient is not only correctly signed but also statistically significant at the 5% level amid the 

weak exogeneity restrictions which are marginally accepted at the 5% level. Notice that the log likelihood 

ratio test statistic test, whose asymptotic distribution is well approximated by the Chi-Square distribution 

with degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions, which are 2 in this case is 5.852 which is 

significant at the probability of 0.0536; slightly above 5%. 

The preferred long run equilibrium money demand function results are provided by (69).  These results 

compare favourably with those derived using the cointegrating regression estimators. We have provided 

the canonical cointegrating regression results by (70) for comparison purposes. 
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Now, what if we adopted alternative cointegrating vector models? Will our results change significantly? 

The two alternative specifications that were identified under the cointegrating test results in Table 41 are 

the 4th and 5th model specification in which a constant and a linear trend apply or a constant and a 

quadratic trend apply. 
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The cointegration test results for the 4
th

 model case are provided in Table 38. According to these results, 

the Trace and the Maximum eigenvalue test statistics are unanimous that there exists 1 cointegrating 

vector. We therefore estimate the vector auto-regression variant of the unrestricted VAR to obtain the 

results in Table 39 in our bid to identifying a cointegrating vector for the demand for money. These 

results are disappointing for a number of reasons. Firstly, though the estimated coefficients are correctly 

signed, the income elasticity of demand for money is rather unusually large. Meanwhile, the adjustment 

speed coefficient is statistically insignificant and bears the wrong sign. 

We notice from the results that real income is potentially weakly exogenous long run coefficients. We 

impose the relevant weak exogeneity assumption to find the results presented in Table 40. Although the 

restriction is accepted, the unitary income elasticity of demand for money is still unusually large and the 

speed of adjustment coefficient remains positive and statistically insignificant. 

Based on the early results in which both real income and the interest rate were found to be weakly 

exogenous, we impose weak exogeneity restrictions for both variables to derive the results we have 

presented in Table 41. These results are meaningful now in that the income elasticity of demand for 

money is within acceptable range and that the speed of adjustment coefficient is not only correctly 

signed but it is also statistically significant at the 5% level. The only problem though is that the trend term 

is insignificant. 

Restricting out the trend term amid the imposed weak exogeneity restrictions yields plausible results 

except that the identifying restrictions are rejected. These results are presented in Table 42. We review 

our weak exogeneity restriction on the interest rate but the results do not improve much. We have 

presented the results in Table 43. 

With linear trend not important in the analysis, we revert to the earlier empirical results in which only the 

constant term is considered. 

Table 28: Unrestricted VAR Estimation Results (Default Settings) 

 Vector Autoregression Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 09:44  

 Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 49 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
 LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B 
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  0.577067 -0.621183  0.324136 

  (0.17456)  (1.14182)  (0.17408) 

 [ 3.30590] [-0.54403] [ 1.86199] 

    

LRM1_B(-2)  0.177435  0.822875  0.195296 

  (0.14977)  (0.97966)  (0.14936) 

 [ 1.18474] [ 0.83996] [ 1.30757] 

    

LTB91RATE(-1) -0.086551  1.265950 -0.000106 

  (0.02312)  (0.15120)  (0.02305) 
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 [-3.74429] [ 8.37251] [-0.00459] 

    

LTB91RATE(-2)  0.071723 -0.458840  0.040744 

  (0.02030)  (0.13279)  (0.02024) 

 [ 3.53306] [-3.45539] [ 2.01256] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)  0.243392  2.411250  0.338201 

  (0.15949)  (1.04329)  (0.15906) 

 [ 1.52603] [ 2.31120] [ 2.12627] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)  0.179825 -2.680613 -0.235988 

  (0.17807)  (1.16483)  (0.17759) 

 [ 1.00983] [-2.30129] [-1.32885] 

    

C -2.226696  1.769891  4.761740 

  (1.14983)  (7.52134)  (1.14669) 

 [-1.93654] [ 0.23532] [ 4.15259] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.976292  0.817077  0.930435 

 Adj. R-squared  0.972906  0.790946  0.920497 

 Sum sq. resids  0.086077  3.683061  0.085608 

 S.E. equation  0.045271  0.296128  0.045147 

 F-statistic  288.2634  31.26754  93.62531 

 Log likelihood  85.90816 -6.120126  86.04215 

 Akaike AIC -3.220741  0.535515 -3.226210 

 Schwarz SC -2.950481  0.805775 -2.955950 

 Mean dependent  0.625341  1.874940  5.739444 

 S.D. dependent  0.275029  0.647665  0.160118 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  2.66E-07  

 Determinant resid covariance  1.67E-07  

 Log likelihood  173.6752  

 Akaike information criterion -6.231642  

 Schwarz criterion -5.420862  
    
    
 

Table 29: Cointegration Test Results (Johansen Test) 
Date: 07/04/14   Time: 09:48    

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4    

Included observations: 48    

Series: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B    

Lags interval: 1 to 2    
 Selected (0.05 
level*) Number of 
Cointegrating 
Relations by 
Model      
      
      Data Trend: None None Linear Linear Quadratic 

Test Type No Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept 

 No Trend No Trend No Trend Trend Trend 

Trace 1 3 1 1 1 

Max-Eig 0 0 0 1 1 
      
       *Critical values based on MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999)  
 Information 
Criteria by Rank 
and Model      
      
      Data Trend: None None Linear Linear Quadratic 

Rank or No Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept Intercept 

No. of CEs No Trend No Trend No Trend Trend Trend 
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 Log Likelihood by 
Rank (rows) and 
Model (columns)     

0  161.4509  161.4509  169.6025  169.6025  170.0098 

1  169.9472  171.2105  179.2607  189.7563  190.1347 

2  174.9537  179.6411  184.4865  196.2212  196.4757 

3  175.2767  184.5096  184.5096  198.6317  198.6317 
      
      

 

 Akaike 
Information 
Criteria by Rank 
(rows) and Model 
(columns)     

0 -5.977123 -5.977123 -6.191770 -6.191770 -6.083743 

1 -6.081132 -6.092106 -6.344197  -6.739844* -6.672279 

2 -6.039739 -6.151712 -6.311939 -6.717548 -6.686487 

3 -5.803194 -6.062900 -6.062900 -6.526321 -6.526321 
      
      

 

 Schwarz Criteria 
by Rank (rows) 
and Model 
(columns)     

0 -5.275422 -5.275422 -5.373120 -5.373120 -5.148143 

1 -5.145532 -5.117522 -5.291647 -5.648310* -5.502778 

2 -4.870238 -4.904245 -5.025489 -5.353131 -5.283086 

3 -4.399793 -4.542549 -4.542549 -4.889020 -4.889020 
      
      
 

Table 30: Cointegration Test Results 

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:13   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q4 2012Q3   

Included observations: 48 after adjustments  

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend  

Series: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B    

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 2  

     

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)  
     
     
Hypothesized  Trace 0.05  

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 
     
     
None *  0.331305  29.81422  29.79707  0.0498 

At most 1  0.195667  10.49772  15.49471  0.2444 

At most 2  0.000960  0.046106  3.841466  0.8300 
     
     
 Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  

     

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue) 
     
     
Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05  

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 
     
     
None  0.331305  19.31650  21.13162  0.0880 

At most 1  0.195667  10.45161  14.26460  0.1839 

At most 2  0.000960  0.046106  3.841466  0.8300 
     
     
 Max-eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  
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 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):  
     
     
LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B   

-25.98722 -2.324014  44.51847   

-4.332138  1.480606  6.667640   

-0.977076  0.314469  8.448480   
     
     
     

 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):   
     
     
D(LRM1_B)  0.013229  0.010654  0.000731  

D(LTB91RATE)  0.051689 -0.126015 -0.000260  

D(LRGDP0Q4_B) -0.010147 -0.001432  0.001036  
     
     
     

1 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood  179.2607  
     
     
Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses) 

LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B   

 1.000000  0.089429 -1.713091   

  (0.01628)  (0.05891)   

     

Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  

D(LRM1_B) -0.343783    

  (0.15863)    

D(LTB91RATE) -1.343260    

  (1.20931)    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  0.263692    

  (0.15023)    
     
     
     

2 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood  184.4865  
     
     
Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses) 

LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B   

 1.000000  0.000000 -1.677008   

   (0.11398)   

 0.000000  1.000000 -0.403477   

   (1.17172)   

     

Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  

D(LRM1_B) -0.389939 -0.014969   

  (0.15457)  (0.01617)   

D(LTB91RATE) -0.797346 -0.306705   

  (1.10794)  (0.11588)   

D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  0.269896  0.021461   

  (0.15219)  (0.01592)   
     
     
 

Table 31: Optimal Lag Test 
VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria     

Endogenous variables: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B     

Exogenous variables: C      

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:22     

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4     

Included observations: 47     
       
       
 Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       
0  33.49499 NA   5.48e-05 -1.297659 -1.179565 -1.253219 

1  151.9725  216.7887  5.20e-07 -5.956277 -5.483899 -5.778518 
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2  166.6515  24.98554  4.11e-07 -6.197937 -5.371275 -5.886858 

3  180.0161  21.04210  3.46e-07 -6.383664 -5.202718 -5.939266 

4  211.1327   45.01971*   1.38e-07*  -7.324794*  -5.789565*  -6.747077* 
       
       
 * indicates lag order selected by the criterion    

 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)   

 FPE: Final prediction error     

 AIC: Akaike information criterion     

 SC: Schwarz information criterion     

 
 

Table 32: UNVAR model Results 
 Vector Autoregression Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:26  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
 LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B 
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  0.437178  0.396199  0.049517 

  (0.19367)  (1.40117)  (0.11084) 

 [ 2.25734] [ 0.28276] [ 0.44673] 

    

LRM1_B(-2)  0.388909 -0.701749  0.000829 

  (0.20065)  (1.45164)  (0.11484) 

 [ 1.93829] [-0.48342] [ 0.00722] 

    

LRM1_B(-3) -0.158198 -1.699832 -0.164963 

  (0.19691)  (1.42461)  (0.11270) 

 [-0.80341] [-1.19319] [-1.46376] 

    

LRM1_B(-4) -0.257548  1.494318 -0.032881 

  (0.16289)  (1.17847)  (0.09323) 

 [-1.58114] [ 1.26802] [-0.35270] 

    

LTB91RATE(-1) -0.081136  1.291606 -0.023431 

  (0.02605)  (0.18850)  (0.01491) 

 [-3.11412] [ 6.85205] [-1.57132] 

    

LTB91RATE(-2)  0.053933 -0.361789  0.019154 

  (0.03909)  (0.28283)  (0.02237) 

 [ 1.37961] [-1.27917] [ 0.85609] 

    

LTB91RATE(-3)  0.016192 -0.397894  0.005484 

  (0.03808)  (0.27553)  (0.02180) 

 [ 0.42518] [-1.44409] [ 0.25159] 

    

LTB91RATE(-4) -0.021007  0.176379 -0.028691 

  (0.02437)  (0.17631)  (0.01395) 

 [-0.86206] [ 1.00042] [-2.05713] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)  0.249057  2.494654  0.123050 

  (0.18312)  (1.32485)  (0.10481) 

 [ 1.36008] [ 1.88298] [ 1.17408] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)  0.198264 -2.735066  0.117397 

  (0.20806)  (1.50528)  (0.11908) 

 [ 0.95292] [-1.81698] [ 0.98587] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)  0.279123  1.058124  0.104605 

  (0.20877)  (1.51042)  (0.11949) 
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 [ 1.33699] [ 0.70055] [ 0.87546] 

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-4)  0.274004  0.285544  0.914341 

  (0.21795)  (1.57687)  (0.12474) 

 [ 1.25716] [ 0.18108] [ 7.32978] 

    

C -5.288858 -5.465078 -1.310220 

  (1.78662)  (12.9259)  (1.02255) 

 [-2.96026] [-0.42280] [-1.28133] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.981462  0.841416  0.982828 

 Adj. R-squared  0.974919  0.785445  0.976768 

 Sum sq. resids  0.059429  3.110719  0.019467 

 S.E. equation  0.041808  0.302476  0.023928 

 F-statistic  150.0029  15.03309  162.1662 

 Log likelihood  90.12804 -2.880710  116.3553 

 Akaike AIC -3.282044  0.675775 -4.398099 

 Schwarz SC -2.770301  1.187518 -3.886356 

 Mean dependent  0.644524  1.853983  5.748561 

 S.D. dependent  0.263989  0.653012  0.156988 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  6.65E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  2.52E-08  

 Log likelihood  211.1327  

 Akaike information criterion -7.324794  

 Schwarz criterion -5.789565  
    
    
 

Table 33: VAR Stability Condition Check 
Roots of Characteristic Polynomial 

Endogenous variables: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B  

Exogenous variables: C  

Lag specification: 1 4 

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:28 
  
  
     Root Modulus 
  
  
 0.997087  0.997087 

-0.008980 - 0.970888i  0.970930 

-0.008980 + 0.970888i  0.970930 

-0.939956  0.939956 

 0.814797 - 0.372708i  0.895994 

 0.814797 + 0.372708i  0.895994 

 0.534092 - 0.465532i  0.708501 

 0.534092 + 0.465532i  0.708501 

 0.525371  0.525371 

-0.520149  0.520149 

-0.445168 - 0.240366i  0.505916 

-0.445168 + 0.240366i  0.505916 
  
  
 No root lies outside the unit circle. 

 VAR satisfies the stability condition. 
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Figure 4: VAR Stability Condition Check 
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Table 34: Vector Auto-regression Results 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:41  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.198741   

  (0.03398)   

 [ 5.84943]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.800083   

  (0.11182)   

 [-16.0985]   

    

C  9.332471   
    
    Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    CointEq1 -0.034630 -1.778446 -0.132684 

  (0.10081)  (0.64814)  (0.05053) 

 [-0.34350] [-2.74390] [-2.62578] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.243901  1.516927  0.190660 

  (0.19197)  (1.23419)  (0.09622) 

 [-1.27052] [ 1.22909] [ 1.98147] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.179220  0.750902  0.190992 

  (0.17664)  (1.13562)  (0.08854) 

 [ 1.01462] [ 0.66123] [ 2.15721] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.048399 -1.005736  0.026178 

  (0.16570)  (1.06528)  (0.08305) 
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 [ 0.29210] [-0.94410] [ 0.31520] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.069287  0.630767  0.003371 

  (0.02569)  (0.16519)  (0.01288) 

 [-2.69664] [ 3.81844] [ 0.26178] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.006610  0.251880  0.022467 

  (0.03041)  (0.19551)  (0.01524) 

 [-0.21737] [ 1.28835] [ 1.47399] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.026581 -0.181718  0.028087 

  (0.02580)  (0.16590)  (0.01293) 

 [ 1.03009] [-1.09533] [ 2.17154] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.038701 -0.201317 -1.120855 

  (0.24402)  (1.56881)  (0.12231) 

 [-0.15860] [-0.12832] [-9.16411] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.066889 -2.418932 -1.009538 

  (0.18336)  (1.17885)  (0.09191) 

 [-0.36480] [-2.05194] [-10.9844] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))  0.036234 -0.977334 -0.907754 

  (0.21620)  (1.38998)  (0.10837) 

 [ 0.16760] [-0.70313] [-8.37669] 

    

C  0.018525  0.010750  0.034618 

  (0.00933)  (0.05999)  (0.00468) 

 [ 1.98519] [ 0.17919] [ 7.40123] 
    
     R-squared  0.325060  0.484650  0.853533 

 Adj. R-squared  0.137576  0.341497  0.812848 

 Sum sq. resids  0.077620  3.208335  0.019501 

 S.E. equation  0.046434  0.298530  0.023274 

 F-statistic  1.733806  3.385545  20.97889 

 Log likelihood  83.85265 -3.606816  116.3147 

 Akaike AIC -3.100113  0.621567 -4.481475 

 Schwarz SC -2.667100  1.054580 -4.048462 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
     Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  7.51E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.37E-08  

 Log likelihood  204.2410  

 Akaike information criterion -7.159190  

 Schwarz criterion -5.742055  
    
    
 

Table 35: Identification of the Cointegrating Vector 
 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 10:59  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1, B(1,3)=-1  

Convergence achieved after 177 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(1)  1.463876   

Probability  0.226314   
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Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1) -1.218805   

  (0.33319)   

 [-3.65801]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.000000   

    

C  7.373373   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1 -0.012626  0.197976  0.011712 

  (0.01050)  (0.06801)  (0.00552) 

 [-1.20226] [ 2.91087] [ 2.12358] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.257163  0.541315  0.118937 

  (0.18169)  (1.17668)  (0.09542) 

 [-1.41541] [ 0.46004] [ 1.24649] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.197349 -0.051415  0.137397 

  (0.17340)  (1.12302)  (0.09107) 

 [ 1.13809] [-0.04578] [ 1.50875] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.084222 -1.684002 -0.015326 

  (0.16563)  (1.07268)  (0.08698) 

 [ 0.50849] [-1.56990] [-0.17620] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.073217  0.556362 -0.002640 

  (0.02461)  (0.15938)  (0.01292) 

 [-2.97517] [ 3.49082] [-0.20428] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.018487  0.200924  0.016645 

  (0.02894)  (0.18745)  (0.01520) 

 [-0.63872] [ 1.07190] [ 1.09507] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.014667 -0.170006  0.026708 

  (0.02542)  (0.16465)  (0.01335) 

 [ 0.57690] [-1.03251] [ 2.00030] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1))  0.026151  2.416611 -0.922965 

  (0.18297)  (1.18498)  (0.09609) 

 [ 0.14293] [ 2.03938] [-9.60517] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.079058 -0.693063 -0.889271 

  (0.17028)  (1.10276)  (0.08942) 

 [-0.46429] [-0.62848] [-9.94445] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))  0.051844  0.147799 -0.824981 

  (0.20418)  (1.32231)  (0.10723) 

 [ 0.25392] [ 0.11177] [-7.69376] 

    

C  0.017510 -0.004826  0.033324 

  (0.00908)  (0.05879)  (0.00477) 

 [ 1.92901] [-0.08209] [ 6.99047] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.348986  0.495591  0.844909 

 Adj. R-squared  0.168149  0.355477  0.801828 

 Sum sq. resids  0.074869  3.140223  0.020649 
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 S.E. equation  0.045604  0.295345  0.023950 

 F-statistic  1.929837  3.537061  19.61221 

 Log likelihood  84.70085 -3.102551  114.9702 

 Akaike AIC -3.136206  0.600109 -4.424266 

 Schwarz SC -2.703193  1.033122 -3.991252 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  7.74E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.48E-08  

 Log likelihood  203.5090  

 Akaike information criterion -7.128043  

 Schwarz criterion -5.710909  
    
    
 

Table 36: Weak Exogeneity Test Results 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 11:08  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1, B(1,3)=-1, A(2,1)=0, A(3,1)=0 

Convergence achieved after 10 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(3)  16.74484   

Probability  0.000797   
    
    
Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1) -0.141364   

  (0.22670)   

 [-0.62357]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.000000   

    

C  5.372961   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1 -0.053698  0.000000  0.000000 

  (0.03617)  (0.00000)  (0.00000) 

 [-1.48470] [NA] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.239310  0.369784  0.111359 

  (0.18018)  (1.21562)  (0.09868) 

 [-1.32814] [ 0.30419] [ 1.12852] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.222180 -0.193763  0.134831 

  (0.17335)  (1.16950)  (0.09493) 

 [ 1.28170] [-0.16568] [ 1.42027] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.110585 -1.785871 -0.013969 

  (0.16622)  (1.12139)  (0.09103) 

 [ 0.66530] [-1.59254] [-0.15346] 
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D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.070154  0.513994 -0.005012 

  (0.02429)  (0.16388)  (0.01330) 

 [-2.88797] [ 3.13632] [-0.37677] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.013650  0.108019  0.010745 

  (0.02788)  (0.18807)  (0.01527) 

 [-0.48966] [ 0.57436] [ 0.70382] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.020472 -0.278072  0.019911 

  (0.02405)  (0.16228)  (0.01317) 

 [ 0.85111] [-1.71358] [ 1.51153] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.012094  2.881731 -0.898639 

  (0.18159)  (1.22511)  (0.09945) 

 [-0.06660] [ 2.35221] [-9.03632] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.094192 -0.700400 -0.895504 

  (0.16911)  (1.14091)  (0.09261) 

 [-0.55699] [-0.61390] [-9.66943] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))  0.036834  0.286507 -0.819066 

  (0.20224)  (1.36442)  (0.11076) 

 [ 0.18213] [ 0.20999] [-7.39529] 

    

C  0.017026 -0.002256  0.033357 

  (0.00899)  (0.06064)  (0.00492) 

 [ 1.89424] [-0.03720] [ 6.77656] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.363689  0.464986  0.835161 

 Adj. R-squared  0.186936  0.316371  0.789373 

 Sum sq. resids  0.073178  3.330754  0.021947 

 S.E. equation  0.045086  0.304173  0.024691 

 F-statistic  2.057609  3.128796  18.23951 

 Log likelihood  85.23765 -4.486814  113.5377 

 Akaike AIC -3.159049  0.659013 -4.363308 

 Schwarz SC -2.726036  1.092027 -3.930295 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.69E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.90E-08  

 Log likelihood  195.8685  

 Akaike information criterion -6.802916  

 Schwarz criterion -5.385782  
    
    
 

Table 37: Preferred Cointegrating Vector Results 
 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 11:12  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1, A(2,1)=0, A(3,1)=0  

Convergence achieved after 10 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(2)  5.852308   

Probability  0.053603   
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Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.063140   

  (0.02003)   

 [ 3.15300]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.711851   

  (0.06590)   

 [-25.9747]   

    

C  9.077947   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1 -0.546267  0.000000  0.000000 

  (0.15866)  (0.00000)  (0.00000) 

 [-3.44308] [NA] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1))  0.038294  0.411066  0.165356 

  (0.18609)  (1.49716)  (0.11509) 

 [ 0.20578] [ 0.27456] [ 1.43681] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.415512  0.191972  0.195842 

  (0.17067)  (1.37309)  (0.10555) 

 [ 2.43460] [ 0.13981] [ 1.85546] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.250805 -1.230610  0.048345 

  (0.15802)  (1.27128)  (0.09772) 

 [ 1.58722] [-0.96801] [ 0.49471] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.047684  0.510867 -0.001066 

  (0.02309)  (0.18577)  (0.01428) 

 [-2.06509] [ 2.74997] [-0.07463] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2))  0.007954  0.058152  0.011467 

  (0.02571)  (0.20683)  (0.01590) 

 [ 0.30940] [ 0.28115] [ 0.72121] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.023341 -0.315451  0.017990 

  (0.02165)  (0.17415)  (0.01339) 

 [ 1.07825] [-1.81133] [ 1.34382] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.791784  3.119449 -1.027109 

  (0.29432)  (2.36789)  (0.18202) 

 [-2.69022] [ 1.31740] [-5.64288] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.565907 -0.896313 -0.995504 

  (0.21803)  (1.75409)  (0.13484) 

 [-2.59559] [-0.51098] [-7.38307] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.288148  0.301145 -0.878150 

  (0.21030)  (1.69192)  (0.13006) 

 [-1.37018] [ 0.17799] [-6.75204] 

    

C  0.022823 -0.016545  0.033491 

  (0.00823)  (0.06622)  (0.00509) 

 [ 2.77283] [-0.24984] [ 6.57936] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.479924  0.378150  0.828187 

 Adj. R-squared  0.335458  0.205414  0.780461 
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 Sum sq. resids  0.059810  3.871355  0.022876 

 S.E. equation  0.040760  0.327929  0.025208 

 F-statistic  3.322065  2.189179  17.35303 

 Log likelihood  89.97791 -8.021350  112.5640 

 Akaike AIC -3.360762  0.809419 -4.321871 

 Schwarz SC -2.927749  1.242432 -3.888857 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.35E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.75E-08  

 Log likelihood  201.3148  

 Akaike information criterion -7.034673  

 Schwarz criterion -5.617538  
    
    
 

Table 38: Cointegration Test Results 

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:16   

Sample (adjusted): 2000Q4 2012Q3   

Included observations: 48 after adjustments  

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend (restricted) 

Series: LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B    

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 2  

     

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)  
     
     
Hypothesized  Trace 0.05  

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 
     
     
None *  0.568177  58.05843  42.91525  0.0008 

At most 1  0.236140  17.75090  25.87211  0.3609 

At most 2  0.095560  4.821106  12.51798  0.6222 
     
     
 Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  

     

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue) 
     
     
Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05  

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 
     
     
None *  0.568177  40.30754  25.82321  0.0003 

At most 1  0.236140  12.92979  19.38704  0.3337 

At most 2  0.095560  4.821106  12.51798  0.6222 
     
     
 Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level 

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  

     

 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):  
     
     
LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B @TREND(00Q2)  

 14.47800  2.489448 -66.53246  0.462256  

 19.11385  0.001160 -16.33996 -0.176870  

-11.02149 -1.495826 -13.06276  0.365861  
     
     
     

 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):   
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D(LRM1_B)  0.000202 -0.018270  0.004905  

D(LTB91RATE) -0.136195  0.092979  0.043756  

D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  0.021144  0.001349  0.007852  
     
     
     

1 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood  189.7563  
     
     
Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses) 

LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B @TREND(00Q2)  

 1.000000  0.171947 -4.595418  0.031928  

  (0.02048)  (0.53331)  (0.00587)  

     

Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  

D(LRM1_B)  0.002918    

  (0.09342)    

D(LTB91RATE) -1.971836    

  (0.60886)    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  0.306119    

  (0.07213)    
     
     
     

2 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood  196.2212  
     
     
Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses) 

LRM1_B LTB91RATE LRGDP0Q4_B @TREND(00Q2)  

 1.000000  0.000000 -0.853554 -0.009268  

   (0.73633)  (0.00803)  

 0.000000  1.000000 -21.76173  0.239587  

   (5.08404)  (0.05546)  

     

Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  

D(LRM1_B) -0.346293  0.000481   

  (0.13835)  (0.01436)   

D(LTB91RATE) -0.194656 -0.338943   

  (0.94476)  (0.09809)   

D(LRGDP0Q4_B)  0.331905  0.052638   

  (0.11934)  (0.01239)   
     
     
 

Table 39: Identification of the cointegrating Vector 
 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:22  
 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.304409   

  (0.04043)   

 [ 7.52875]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -5.704798   

  (1.02913)   

 [-5.54333]   

    

@TREND(00Q1)  0.043523   
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  (0.01146)   

 [ 3.79936]   

    

C  30.36682   
    
    Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1  0.059583 -2.284757 -0.080209 

  (0.08288)  (0.44958)  (0.04359) 

 [ 0.71888] [-5.08199] [-1.83989] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.283648  1.457336  0.152752 

  (0.18650)  (1.01160)  (0.09809) 

 [-1.52093] [ 1.44063] [ 1.55724] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.171116  0.368466  0.161889 

  (0.17424)  (0.94512)  (0.09164) 

 [ 0.98207] [ 0.38986] [ 1.76649] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.059197 -1.575739  0.002640 

  (0.16563)  (0.89843)  (0.08712) 

 [ 0.35740] [-1.75388] [ 0.03031] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.074430  0.645964 -0.000211 

  (0.02524)  (0.13692)  (0.01328) 

 [-2.94853] [ 4.71765] [-0.01592] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.019284  0.420482  0.021208 

  (0.03116)  (0.16904)  (0.01639) 

 [-0.61878] [ 2.48747] [ 1.29388] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.015523  0.008026  0.029449 

  (0.02719)  (0.14750)  (0.01430) 

 [ 0.57082] [ 0.05441] [ 2.05898] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1))  0.290831 -7.973608 -1.283714 

  (0.42534)  (2.30715)  (0.22372) 

 [ 0.68376] [-3.45605] [-5.73814] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2))  0.097967 -6.686346 -1.112897 

  (0.26049)  (1.41293)  (0.13701) 

 [ 0.37609] [-4.73225] [-8.12290] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))  0.147574 -3.413654 -0.951829 

  (0.24233)  (1.31443)  (0.12746) 

 [ 0.60899] [-2.59706] [-7.46791] 

    

C  0.013357  0.166788  0.039143 

  (0.01127)  (0.06113)  (0.00593) 

 [ 1.18525] [ 2.72854] [ 6.60386] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.332431  0.637168  0.840482 

 Adj. R-squared  0.146995  0.536382  0.796171 

 Sum sq. resids  0.076773  2.258825  0.021239 

 S.E. equation  0.046180  0.250490  0.024289 

 F-statistic  1.792699  6.321957  18.96792 

 Log likelihood  84.11070  4.639503  114.3087 

 Akaike AIC -3.111094  0.270659 -4.396117 

 Schwarz SC -2.678081  0.703673 -3.963103 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
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 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  5.72E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  2.57E-08  

 Log likelihood  210.6302  

 Akaike information criterion -7.388520  

 Schwarz criterion -5.932021  
    
    
 

Table 40: Weak Exogeneity Test 
 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:43  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1,  A(3,1)=0  

Convergence achieved after 107 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(1)  3.700654   

Probability  0.054391   
    
    
Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.368238   

  (0.05342)   

 [ 6.89315]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -7.319963   

  (1.35971)   

 [-5.38348]   

    

@TREND(00Q1)  0.061275   

  (0.01514)   

 [ 4.04853]   

    

C  39.03700   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1  0.103940 -1.948853  0.000000 

  (0.06108)  (0.34737)  (0.00000) 

 [ 1.70161] [-5.61030] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.282734  1.199866  0.140767 

  (0.18385)  (0.99062)  (0.09846) 

 [-1.53785] [ 1.21122] [ 1.42973] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.178895  0.147902  0.155176 

  (0.17318)  (0.93311)  (0.09274) 

 [ 1.03302] [ 0.15850] [ 1.67322] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.070870 -1.769089 -0.000779 

  (0.16529)  (0.89062)  (0.08852) 

 [ 0.42876] [-1.98635] [-0.00881] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.074811  0.623856 -0.001474 

  (0.02493)  (0.13435)  (0.01335) 

 [-3.00036] [ 4.64355] [-0.11036] 
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D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.022441  0.412445  0.019216 

  (0.03074)  (0.16563)  (0.01646) 

 [-0.73002] [ 2.49009] [ 1.16728] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.012031  0.016529  0.028087 

  (0.02704)  (0.14571)  (0.01448) 

 [ 0.44491] [ 0.11344] [ 1.93951] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1))  0.408566 -8.360271 -1.242611 

  (0.42844)  (2.30851)  (0.22944) 

 [ 0.95361] [-3.62150] [-5.41583] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2))  0.159477 -6.908076 -1.092376 

  (0.26191)  (1.41123)  (0.14026) 

 [ 0.60890] [-4.89507] [-7.78819] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))  0.183948 -3.471683 -0.936160 

  (0.24051)  (1.29591)  (0.12880) 

 [ 0.76483] [-2.67895] [-7.26837] 

    

C  0.010967  0.183970  0.038760 

  (0.01148)  (0.06186)  (0.00615) 

 [ 0.95525] [ 2.97383] [ 6.30401] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.341707  0.646950  0.836930 

 Adj. R-squared  0.158848  0.548880  0.791633 

 Sum sq. resids  0.075706  2.197932  0.021711 

 S.E. equation  0.045858  0.247090  0.024558 

 F-statistic  1.868689  6.596842  18.47646 

 Log likelihood  84.43954  5.281708  113.7913 

 Akaike AIC -3.125087  0.243332 -4.374099 

 Schwarz SC -2.692073  0.676345 -3.941086 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  5.78E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  2.60E-08  

 Log likelihood  208.7799  

 Akaike information criterion -7.309783  

 Schwarz criterion -5.853283  
    
    
 
Table 41: Preferred Results 
 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:37  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1, A(2,1)=0, A(3,1)=0  

Convergence achieved after 18 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(2)  18.48628   

Probability  0.000097   
    
    
Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   
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LTB91RATE(-1)  0.073159   

  (0.02649)   

 [ 2.76141]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.988378   

  (0.67433)   

 [-2.94869]   

    

@TREND(00Q1)  0.003069   

  (0.00751)   

 [ 0.40883]   

    

C  10.56323   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    
CointEq1 -0.564726  0.000000  0.000000 

  (0.16295)  (0.00000)  (0.00000) 

 [-3.46565] [NA] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1))  0.026089  0.726598  0.169247 

  (0.18915)  (1.50129)  (0.11517) 

 [ 0.13793] [ 0.48398] [ 1.46955] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.399164  0.446158  0.197977 

  (0.17250)  (1.36916)  (0.10503) 

 [ 2.31399] [ 0.32586] [ 1.88491] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.232321 -1.019906  0.049358 

  (0.15922)  (1.26377)  (0.09695) 

 [ 1.45911] [-0.80704] [ 0.50912] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.048235  0.535901 -0.000693 

  (0.02348)  (0.18639)  (0.01430) 

 [-2.05407] [ 2.87521] [-0.04848] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2))  0.010541  0.078546  0.012236 

  (0.02634)  (0.20906)  (0.01604) 

 [ 0.40019] [ 0.37571] [ 0.76294] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.027034 -0.314628  0.018571 

  (0.02198)  (0.17444)  (0.01338) 

 [ 1.23004] [-1.80360] [ 1.38777] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.905136  2.210760 -1.061085 

  (0.34077)  (2.70473)  (0.20749) 

 [-2.65618] [ 0.81737] [-5.11396] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.624555 -1.477853 -1.015117 

  (0.24164)  (1.91796)  (0.14713) 

 [-2.58463] [-0.77053] [-6.89933] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.320160 -0.080339 -0.890026 

  (0.22160)  (1.75886)  (0.13493) 

 [-1.44479] [-0.04568] [-6.59633] 

    

C  0.025521 -0.010358  0.034018 

  (0.00857)  (0.06799)  (0.00522) 

 [ 2.97925] [-0.15233] [ 6.52194] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.464926  0.377300  0.828652 

 Adj. R-squared  0.316295  0.204328  0.781055 
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 Sum sq. resids  0.061535  3.876647  0.022814 

 S.E. equation  0.041344  0.328153  0.025174 

 F-statistic  3.128043  2.181276  17.40988 

 Log likelihood  89.30981 -8.053453  112.6276 

 Akaike AIC -3.332332  0.810785 -4.324580 

 Schwarz SC -2.899319  1.243799 -3.891567 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
    
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.32E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.74E-08  

 Log likelihood  201.3871  

 Akaike information criterion -6.995195  

 Schwarz criterion -5.538696  
    
    
 

Table 42: Restricting out the trend term 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:51  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1,  B(1,4)=0,A(2,1)=0, A(3,1)=0 

Convergence achieved after 7 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(3)  18.63083   

Probability  0.000326   
    
    Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.063172   

  (0.02002)   

 [ 3.15508]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.711872   

  (0.06589)   

 [-25.9789]   

    

@TREND(00Q1)  0.000000   

    

C  9.078007   
    
    Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    CointEq1 -0.546347  0.000000  0.000000 

  (0.15867)  (0.00000)  (0.00000) 

 [-3.44320] [NA] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1))  0.038310  0.411975  0.165424 

  (0.18610)  (1.49722)  (0.11509) 

 [ 0.20586] [ 0.27516] [ 1.43738] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.415497  0.192731  0.195893 

  (0.17067)  (1.37311)  (0.10555) 
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 [ 2.43446] [ 0.14036] [ 1.85599] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.250772 -1.229962  0.048385 

  (0.15802)  (1.27128)  (0.09772) 

 [ 1.58700] [-0.96750] [ 0.49514] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.047680  0.510937 -0.001060 

  (0.02309)  (0.18578)  (0.01428) 

 [-2.06483] [ 2.75026] [-0.07423] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2))  0.007965  0.058200  0.011472 

  (0.02571)  (0.20684)  (0.01590) 

 [ 0.30982] [ 0.28137] [ 0.72155] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.023352 -0.315460  0.017991 

  (0.02165)  (0.17416)  (0.01339) 

 [ 1.07874] [-1.81136] [ 1.34396] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.791854  3.117018 -1.027295 

  (0.29436)  (2.36817)  (0.18203) 

 [-2.69012] [ 1.31622] [-5.64342] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.565901 -0.897918 -0.995617 

  (0.21804)  (1.75416)  (0.13484) 

 [-2.59544] [-0.51188] [-7.38385] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.288166  0.300099 -0.878228 

  (0.21031)  (1.69199)  (0.13006) 

 [-1.37020] [ 0.17736] [-6.75259] 

    

C  0.022824 -0.016531  0.033493 

  (0.00823)  (0.06622)  (0.00509) 

 [ 2.77287] [-0.24963] [ 6.57969] 
    
     R-squared  0.479903  0.378138  0.828195 

 Adj. R-squared  0.335431  0.205399  0.780472 

 Sum sq. resids  0.059813  3.871430  0.022875 

 S.E. equation  0.040761  0.327932  0.025207 

 F-statistic  3.321784  2.189068  17.35401 

 Log likelihood  89.97695 -8.021802  112.5651 

 Akaike AIC -3.360721  0.809438 -4.321917 

 Schwarz SC -2.927708  1.242452 -3.888904 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
     Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.35E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.75E-08  

 Log likelihood  201.3148  

 Akaike information criterion -6.992119  

 Schwarz criterion -5.535620  
    
    
 

Table 43: Relaxing the Weak Exogeneity Assumption for the Interest Rate 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 12:57  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    
Cointegration Restrictions:   
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      B(1,1)=1,  B(1,4)=0, A(3,1)=0 

Convergence achieved after 61 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  

Chi-square(2)  18.04366   

Probability  0.000121   
    
    
Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.029201   

  (0.02425)   

 [ 1.20424]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.683923   

  (0.07980)   

 [-21.1009]   

    

@TREND(00Q1)  0.000000   

    

C  8.980706   
    
    
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    CointEq1 -0.493871  1.628074  0.000000 

  (0.14110)  (1.17646)  (0.00000) 

 [-3.50027] [ 1.38387] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1)) -0.028605 -0.186937  0.110605 

  (0.17971)  (1.39655)  (0.11084) 

 [-0.15918] [-0.13386] [ 0.99789] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.385149 -0.377086  0.150003 

  (0.16933)  (1.31589)  (0.10444) 

 [ 2.27461] [-0.28656] [ 1.43630] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.242414 -1.764885  0.009090 

  (0.15929)  (1.23791)  (0.09825) 

 [ 1.52182] [-1.42569] [ 0.09252] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.055074  0.470982 -0.005268 

  (0.02275)  (0.17677)  (0.01403) 

 [-2.42119] [ 2.66434] [-0.37549] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2)) -0.004491  0.050817  0.008609 

  (0.02542)  (0.19753)  (0.01568) 

 [-0.17670] [ 0.25726] [ 0.54915] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.014606 -0.283828  0.018577 

  (0.02205)  (0.17137)  (0.01360) 

 [ 0.66236] [-1.65623] [ 1.36589] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.587461  4.646651 -0.880989 

  (0.25213)  (1.95942)  (0.15551) 

 [-2.32995] [ 2.37144] [-5.66508] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.475799  0.234682 -0.898802 

  (0.20388)  (1.58446)  (0.12575) 

 [-2.33367] [ 0.14812] [-7.14739] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.210347  0.985850 -0.815235 
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  (0.20263)  (1.57473)  (0.12498) 

 [-1.03807] [ 0.62604] [-6.52290] 

    

C  0.021039 -0.023588  0.032659 

  (0.00823)  (0.06399)  (0.00508) 

 [ 2.55502] [-0.36860] [ 6.43054] 
    
    
 R-squared  0.469987  0.408698  0.825842 

 Adj. R-squared  0.322761  0.244447  0.777465 

 Sum sq. resids  0.060953  3.681180  0.023188 

 S.E. equation  0.041148  0.319773  0.025379 

 F-statistic  3.192284  2.488256  17.07088 

 Log likelihood  89.53312 -6.837626  112.2454 

 Akaike AIC -3.341835  0.759048 -4.308313 

 Schwarz SC -2.908822  1.192061 -3.875300 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
     Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.38E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.77E-08  

 Log likelihood  201.6084  

 Akaike information criterion -7.004612  

 Schwarz criterion -5.548113  
    
    

 

 

Figure 5: Actual and Fitted M1, 2000Q1-2012Q4
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4.5.    CHOLESKI FACTORIZATION  

4.5.1. IMPULSE RESPONSES  

From the analytics of the transmission mechanism of monetary policy, we observe that the critical 

variables in the monetary policy transmission mechanism are those that form a cointegrating vector for 

the money demand function. If we pursue the demand for M1 function, these variables according to 

empirical results provided by (69) and (70) include  YRATE91LTBPMy  . These variables 

provided the link between the potential intermediate monetary aggregate and the real sector policy 

objective variables P and Y. The transmission mechanism link between the monetary policy operating 

target RM or CBR is complete once the link between RM and/ or CBR to the intermediate policy target M, 

we should expand the vector is established. In order therefore to incorporate the first leg of the 

transmission mechanism, which is the link between RM and/ or CBR with M is complete, we should 

expand the vector  YRATE91LTBPMy   to include RM and/ or CBR. We should also include the 

exchange rate variable in order to incorporate the complementary role of the exchange rate channel. 

The set of time series which encompasses the money, the interest rate and the exchange rate channels is 

 LNEERLCBRB_LRMB_LMRATE91LTB4Q0LCPIK4Q0LRGDPy  . In this case, we have 

included reserve money and the policy rate to capture the fact that although Kenya’s policy regime is 

monetary targeting, the Central Bank of Kenya uses the policy rate to signal policy. See for instance 

Davoodi, Dixit and Pinter (2013). 

We now select the variables in their order and open them as a group. We then make a vector auto-

regression model out of them. We estimate the UNVAR model with the default specifications to obtain 

the results in Table 61.   

The next step is to test for the optimal lag. The information criteria test results are in Table 62. These 

results are mixed as to the appropriate lag to apply. One of the information criteria select a lag of 1 whilst 

4 others select a lag of 4. We opt to go by the weight of the evidence and which is that the optimal lag is 

4. We therefore re-estimate the UNVAR with a lag of 4 and obtain the results provided in Table 63. 

We now need to test for the VAR stability condition. The relevant results to this are provided in Table 64. 

The results show that the VAR is unstable and we cannot therefore proceed with the analysis with an 

unstable VAR. We attempt a VAR with 3 lags which we find to be stable as shown by the results in and 

Figure 10. We can now proceed to generating the impulse response functions and the variance 

decomposition results based on the Choleski decomposition method. The impulse response function 

results are provided by Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 while the variance decomposition results are in Tables 

66 and 67. 

The impulse response results in in Figure 11 show that a sudden one-off increase in reserve money by 1 

standard deviation, which we interpret to mean monetary easing, has no significant effect on output or 
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inflation. It however has a statistically significant depreciating effect, on impact, on the nominal effective 

exchange rate. The significant effect generally lasts for 6 quarters and therefore qualifies to be described 

as being permanent. 

The question is whether or not the exchange rate channel is operational. We have plotted the impulse 

response functions to a shock to the exchange rate in Figure 12 to find that the exchange rate pass-

through to domestic prices and hence inflation is statistically insignificant. The exchange rate shock does 

not influence real output perhaps because we have not controlled for foreign inflation or perhaps 

because the number of observations is limited. 

The impulse responses of real output and prices to a shock to the policy rate are provided in Figure 13. 

The results show that the clearest effect of the policy rate shock, which represents monetary tightening, 

befalls the Treasury bills rate and the nominal effective exchange rate. Consistently, the Treasury bill rate 

increases and the exchange rate appreciate. No direct significant effect occurs in terms of a reduction in 

inflation.  

Our expectation is that the policy rate effect on inflation is an indirect one through the Treasury bills rate 

and this is confirmed by the impulse response function of LCPIK0Q4 to a shock to the treasury bills rate. 

These results are presented in Figure 14. It is notable that a shock to the Treasury bills rate, which would 

as well be induced by an initial shock to the policy rate, has significant reduction effect on goods prices 

lasting for about 4 quarters beginning in the 5
th

 quarter through the 9
th

. The effect can be described to be 

a permanent one. 

The other notable results are the statistically significant reduction effect on money supply on impact 

through the 4
th

 quarter as well as the statistically significant appreciating effect on the exchange rate in 

the 5
th

 quarter. A shock to the Treasury bills rate has a significant reduction effect on output in the 11
th

 

quarter.  

With the peak gain in reduced inflation estimated at -0.017 occurring in the 8
th

 quarter while the peak 

loss in reduced output growth in the 11
th

 quarter estimated at -0.0092, the results suggest a sacrifice 

ratio of 0.54:1. This means that for every 1 percentage point gained through monetary tightening in 

terms of the Treasury bills rate, economic growth rate slows down by a half a percentage point. 

The impulse response functions of real output and goods prices to shock to money supply are provided in 

Figure 15. The results show that a monetary shock has a significant short-lived effect on output and a 

permanent effect on inflation. The statistically significant effect sets in in the 4
th

 quarter following the 

monetary shock and dies off end 9
th

 quarter. These results suggest that while the link between M1 as a 

possible intermediate policy target is established, the link between reserve money and M1 is not perhaps 

because of an unstable money multiplier for this monetary aggregate. See the weak transmission from 

reserve money to narrow money in Figure 11. 
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4.5.2. VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION  

The variance decomposition results for the Log of output and the Log of the consumer price index are 

provided in Table 44 and Table 45. According to the results in Table 44, money supply and the policy rate 

are the most important factors which explain observed fluctuations in real output over the medium term 

period of 1 to 
2

1
1 years during the estimation period of 2000Q4-2012Q3. The largest impact of money 

supply, whereby money supply shocks account for 18.18218% of the observed fluctuations in real output, 

arrives with a lag of 7 quarters. Meanwhile, at its peak, the policy rate shocks account for 12.5619% of 

the observed fluctuations in real output and this effect arrives with a lag as well. The lag is 6 quarters 

which is equivalent to 
2

1
1  years. One may argue that the policy transmission lag with respect to the 

policy rate and real output is therefore 
2

1
1  years. 

In contrast, a part from own past innovations which account for a substantial proportion of its observed 

fluctuations during the short run period of up to 1 year, the other important factor in explaining observed 

fluctuations in the consumer price index over the short run are supply shocks.  For instance, with a lag of 

3 quarters, output shocks account for 36.00266% of observed fluctuation s in the consumer price index.  

Over the medium term to long term horizons of 5-10 quarters, however, it is money supply and the 

money market interest rate which account for a substantial proportion of fluctuations in the consumer 

price index. The peak impacts of the money supply shocks and the money market interest rate estimated 

at 38.33902% and 28.98549% occur in the 8
th

 and 9
th

 quarters, respectively. These results suggest that 

the direct effect of the policy rate on inflation is rather limited. We have provided the variance 

decomposition results for the money market rate in Table 46 to show that the policy rate has an 

appreciable impact on the money market rate which in turn, as shown in Table 45, has appreciable 

impact on the consumer price index. This suggests that the interest rate channel was operational during 

the sample period. 

 Table 44: Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.024281  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.028528  72.46650  0.247759  1.759867  8.592879  1.473246  15.45620  0.003551 

 3  0.032852  62.04045  0.191775  2.737337  15.71680  6.332805  12.66517  0.315662 

 4  0.034244  57.30762  0.210624  2.937175  14.49888  6.420974  12.56675  6.057978 

 5  0.038585  62.30887  1.840664  2.435631  11.42954  5.377009  11.74855  4.859732 

 6  0.041037  55.08656  2.798245  3.421801  14.61469  5.734736  12.56919  5.774783 

 7  0.043687  52.29723  2.525855  3.019376  18.18218  6.794159  11.60684  5.574358 

 8  0.044537  50.41193  2.471674  3.113102  17.96124  7.612855  11.48950  6.939701 

 9  0.046533  51.94160  2.753748  3.898929  16.50987  7.219341  11.31449  6.362016 

 10  0.049523  45.89807  3.214897  8.863731  16.44787  7.215137  12.50363  5.856676 
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 Table 45: Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.013763  13.31682  86.68318  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.018746  32.95509  59.32574  0.724095  0.038178  2.542301  4.375198  0.039393 

 3  0.020243  36.00266  51.65609  3.552605  0.514014  2.223174  5.118165  0.933286 

 4  0.021503  32.11953  46.45032  4.164227  9.554658  1.990095  4.578017  1.143153 

 5  0.025183  23.77846  34.34654  16.65714  18.44365  1.802507  3.684444  1.287262 

 6  0.031222  15.49054  24.55125  28.60600  23.10566  2.228524  4.269085  1.748943 

 7  0.038966  10.20069  18.66989  36.38068  24.74954  3.033352  4.150490  2.815353 

 8  0.046777  7.100396  15.19692  38.33902  27.09231  3.269597  5.654752  3.347010 

 9  0.054071  5.458255  13.07324  36.64660  28.98549  2.862584  9.120313  3.853517 

 10  0.059800  4.616527  11.44207  33.69910  30.18651  2.367477  13.29223  4.396084 
         
 
 

         
 Table 46: Variance Decomposition of LTB91RATE: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.293614  3.79E-05  10.15732  89.84264  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.454414  4.716704  9.040683  81.35187  0.865078  0.647398  1.179877  2.198387 

 3  0.561663  4.773510  8.944859  72.76173  1.417010  0.764950  6.771539  4.566405 

 4  0.656256  4.971394  8.528904  59.42252  2.114337  1.983514  17.30123  5.678103 

 5  0.748409  5.421665  7.122715  46.19994  3.234854  1.662113  31.38931  4.969403 

 6  0.840754  7.428375  5.967977  36.63001  3.720655  1.535614  40.02958  4.687788 

 7  0.894406  8.276749  5.285752  32.65974  3.509166  2.830033  42.52646  4.912094 

 8  0.914009  8.729307  5.108808  31.27467  3.361931  4.445209  41.27520  5.804870 

 9  0.930513  8.949133  4.980399  30.24703  3.243868  6.088192  40.20468  6.286694 

 10  0.948252  9.035601  4.800401  29.22475  3.217755  7.441145  39.60782  6.672526 
         
          

 Table 47: Variance Decomposition of LM1_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.037471  8.844449  5.890348  17.41483  67.85038  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.049300  5.900037  5.504949  32.74965  53.13277  0.503595  0.112066  2.096941 

 3  0.065779  3.329122  5.552952  33.79520  50.46211  1.004296  2.168371  3.687947 

 4  0.076815  2.845233  5.973700  37.83735  45.77185  0.851953  2.122428  4.597490 

 5  0.088484  2.222793  6.249819  36.58766  45.69129  1.078469  3.267265  4.902705 

 6  0.096103  1.887486  5.709117  35.01057  46.58641  0.959971  4.896125  4.950328 

 7  0.103598  1.953985  5.337240  32.21078  47.11316  1.026238  7.149646  5.208951 

 8  0.107911  1.861390  4.921544  30.69059  47.41231  1.817808  7.935029  5.361324 

 9  0.112060  1.904736  4.597576  30.08075  47.70752  2.566317  7.509113  5.633993 

 10  0.116060  2.021296  4.287503  29.83574  47.40860  3.742827  7.016632  5.687402 
         
           

The variance decomposition results in Table 47 are very useful in two ways. Firstly, they show that shocks 

to reserve money, which is the monetary policy operating target, play a very limited role in explaining 

observed fluctuations in narrow money supply. These results suggest that the policy transmission link 

between reserve money as the policy operating target and the narrow money is weak and as such narrow 

money would not serve as an appropriate intermediate policy target. This is in spite of the link between 

narrow money and the real sector being strong as shown in Table 44 and Table 45 whereby narrow 

money plays an appreciable role in explaining developments in output and goods prices.  

In contrast, we notice from the results in Table 47, that the policy rate plays an important role in explain 

observed fluctuations in the money market rate which in turn plays an important role in explaining 
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observed fluctuations in the consumer price index and real output. Therefore, the interest rate channel 

was strong and operational in 2000Q4-2012Q3. 

Table 48: Variance Decomposition of LRM_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.035723  7.770798  0.100213  0.838255  4.980693  86.31004  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.047621  21.01412  0.775650  0.474157  4.255218  72.05546  0.386493  1.038898 

 3  0.059442  13.62785  6.250246  0.694070  15.00258  60.14847  3.601391  0.675396 

 4  0.064468  15.35067  5.337867  0.606662  16.51025  54.04267  7.262921  0.888963 

 5  0.070064  17.92319  4.651548  1.863663  16.36265  51.37038  6.467204  1.361362 

 6  0.072684  18.67637  4.485988  2.563086  16.16679  50.18415  6.318696  1.604912 

 7  0.076283  17.09935  4.605497  4.894701  17.57356  47.56433  6.797222  1.465342 

 8  0.077149  17.15062  4.915140  4.927981  17.90381  46.83463  6.834655  1.433165 

 9  0.078992  17.74618  4.706160  4.921311  18.10792  46.60205  6.530516  1.385864 

 10  0.080752  17.70044  4.661187  4.712531  18.52602  45.74515  6.338195  2.316476 
         
          

 Table 49: Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.142420  2.503922  7.031794  48.45815  0.709225  0.918678  40.37823  0.000000 

 2  0.220258  12.44866  6.157548  44.01422  2.068134  0.395743  32.29081  2.624879 

 3  0.278433  10.73968  7.405144  42.85282  2.401620  0.267650  30.72561  5.607471 

 4  0.319403  9.378789  7.141869  42.05389  2.641143  0.708877  29.51090  8.564527 

 5  0.355291  9.245015  6.651985  37.30117  4.244523  0.591253  33.08773  8.878328 

 6  0.396216  10.50337  6.217875  30.25456  5.457390  0.690716  38.13375  8.742339 

 7  0.428120  10.03309  5.354508  26.22472  5.860324  1.994064  41.97401  8.559282 

 8  0.444520  9.822373  4.975797  24.60931  5.876051  4.117228  41.68507  8.914173 

 9  0.455965  10.02484  4.784633  23.47915  5.789270  7.263510  39.65479  9.003801 

 10  0.470742  10.01383  4.503315  22.03576  5.563101  10.58664  38.14032  9.157038 
         
           

As to the operational status of the exchange rate channel in 2000Q4-2012Q3, we note from the results in 

Table 44 that shocks to the nominal effective exchange rate play a limited role in explaining output 

fluctuations. At its best, exchange rate shocks account for about 7% of observed fluctuations in output. 

The exchange rate pass-through effect on the domestic prices of goods and services is even more muted. 

See the results in Table 45.  

But what about the link between the policy instruments and the exchange rate, is it strong? In order to 

answer this question, we examine the variance decomposition results for the nominal effective exchange 

rate. These results are provided in Table 50 and they show that realised fluctuations in the nominal 

effective exchange rate substantially derive from reserve money and the policy rate shocks. The peak 

impact of reserve money shocks on the exchange rate amount to 32.26967% and occur with a lag of 6 

quarters. Meanwhile, the role of the policy rate tends to increase with time. For instance, after 8 quarters 

following the policy rate shock, the policy rate shock explains 38.44187% of the fluctuations in the 

nominal effective exchange rate. See Table 50. 
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Table 50: Variance Decomposition of LNEER: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.021927  2.759093  4.010008  0.606186  2.611267  16.49714  0.010634  73.50567 

 2  0.029696  3.095810  2.541974  1.499787  11.13428  20.28819  10.17993  51.26003 

 3  0.034770  11.86966  3.337150  1.186434  15.30591  17.77234  11.51212  39.01639 

 4  0.040742  11.75113  2.593958  10.24551  16.66920  20.53470  9.406820  28.79868 

 5  0.048415  8.714571  1.942838  17.25062  15.15015  28.54582  7.991556  20.40444 

 6  0.056245  7.515713  2.532488  18.63240  11.23817  32.26967  12.62298  15.18859 

 7  0.066144  6.996704  3.242362  14.80036  8.376287  30.19682  25.32303  11.06444 

 8  0.075925  5.702156  2.888865  11.26613  6.752224  26.33797  38.44187  8.610793 

 9  0.082210  5.116545  2.552776  9.616439  5.911318  23.84655  45.35926  7.597112 

 10  0.084983  5.501297  2.428499  9.003934  5.624630  22.68855  47.36773  7.385358 
         
          

4.6. STRUCTURAL FACTORIZATION – SHORT RUN RESTRICTIONS 

We take a 4-variable illustration. The endogenous variables vector’s elements are Log of Kenya’s real 

output y , Log of Kenya’s consumer price index p , Log of Kenya’s broad money supply 3m , Log of Kenya’s 

gross policy rate cbr . 

We begin by selecting the variables from the Eviews workfile and opening them as a group. We then 

make a vector auto-regression which we estimate using the default specification to obtain the results 

presented in Table 51. The estimation paves way to determining the optimal lag for the vector auto-

regression model. 

Invoking the “View” option at the Taskbar and selecting: “Lag Structure\Lag Length Criteria\Ok” we 

obtain the results presented in Table 52 which show that most of the information criteria support a lag of 

4. We therefore re-estimate the UNVAR using the lag=4 and obtain the results presented in Table 53. We 

now need to check whether or not the UNVAR with a lag=4 is stable. Invoking the “View” option and 

proceeding as follows: “View\Lag Structure\AR Roots Table” we obtain the results presented in Table 54. 

Otherwise invoking “View\Lag Structure\AR Roots Graph” results in the graphical results presented in 

Figure 16. We now know that a stable UNVAR(4) model exists.  To include results for Tables 52,53, 54 and 

Figure 16 

Recall that the linear relationship between the observed regression residuals vector te and the 

unobserved structural innovations vector tu  is provided by (71). The next step is therefore to specify the

4x4 A and B  matrices bearing in mind that the total minimum number of identifying restrictions we 

should impose A and B is 22.   

tt BuAe                                                                                                                                                                    (71)  

If we assume that A is lower-triangular with unitary values for all the elements on the principal diagonal 

i.e. 4,3,2,1j,iandji1a j,i  , as provided by (71), then we shall have re-written (71) as a 

system normalized about the observed regression residuals and therefore a function of the unobserved 
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structural innovations. Contemporaneous interaction among elements of te is allowed and therefore the 

left sided off-principal diagonal elements of A are not restricted to zero as provided in (72).  The 

specification of A as provided by (72) incorporates 10 unitary and zero restrictions. We need to impose a 

further 12 restrictions on B  so as to reach the total minimum identifying restrictions. 























1aaa
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001a

0001

A

3,42,41,4

2,31,3

1,2
                                                                                                                                  (72) 

By specifying B as a diagonal matrix in which the off-principal diagonal elements are not restricted to zero

4,3,2,1j,iandji0b j,i  , we uphold the assumption that the elements of tu are not 

contemporaneously correlated. Moreover, by assuming that 4,3,2,1j,iandji0b j,i  , we 

effectively express the observed regression residuals vector te as a linear function of the unobserved 

structural innovations vector tu . B is therefore provided by (73) whereby 11 zero restrictions have been 

imposed. 
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b000
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B                                                                                                                                (73) 

We now need to create the 4x4 A and B matrices as new objects in our workfile. We therefore invoke 

“Object\New Object\Matrix-Vector-Coef” an supply the name of the matrix as A . Proceed to defining 

the structure of the matrix which we know should be 4x4 . A spreadsheet with provision to specify 

elements of the 4x4 matrix reveals. At the Task bar, invoke “Edit +/-“ to enable editing the spreadsheet. 

Accordingly, specify the elements of A by assigning “NA” to unrestricted elements of A . The other 

elements are either left unrestricted or assigned their restricted value of unity or zero. B is created 

analogously. 

Let us re-estimate our UNVAR(4). We then invoke “View\Estimate Structural Factorization\Matrix\Short-

run Pattern” and supply the names of the created A and B matrices. Next is to select “OK” to obtain the 

results presented in Table 55.  

We observe that Table 55 provides results on estimates of the free elements of A and B matrices 

including the calibrated values for the other elements. We observe that convergence is achieved after a 

single iteration of the maximum likelihood estimator. This is suspect as the iteration process would have 

gotten stuck at a local maximum. We would consider initializing the iteration process with a different set 

of initial values to determine the robustness of the estimates. We also observe that while some of the 
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estimates are statistically significant, others aren’t. Since our work here is illustrative, we do not delve 

deeper into the testing for the robustness of the estimates. Suffice it that the system is convergent and 

just identified. 

Table 55: Estimates of the A and B Matrices 

 Structural VAR Estimates   

 Date: 07/10/14   Time: 09:12   

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3   

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments  

 Estimation method: method of scoring (analytic derivatives) 

 Convergence achieved after 1 iterations  

 Structural VAR is just-identified   
     
     

Model: Ae = Bu where E[uu']=I   

Restriction Type: short-run pattern matrix  

A =     

1 0 0 0  

C(1) 1 0 0  

C(2) C(4) 1 0  

C(3) C(5) C(6) 1  

B =     

C(7) 0 0 0  

0 C(8) 0 0  

0 0 C(9) 0  

0 0 0 C(10)  
     
     
 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   
     
     

C(1)  0.286341  0.088267  3.244033  0.0012 

C(2)  0.157160  0.085311  1.842200  0.0654 

C(3) -0.525610  0.911032 -0.576940  0.5640 

C(4)  0.053330  0.127433  0.418490  0.6756 

C(5) -1.137648  1.316680 -0.864028  0.3876 

C(6)  0.403140  1.504322  0.267988  0.7887 

C(7)  0.025782  0.002659  9.695360  0.0000 

C(8)  0.015602  0.001609  9.695360  0.0000 

C(9)  0.013630  0.001406  9.695360  0.0000 

C(10)  0.140568  0.014499  9.695360  0.0000 
     
     

Log likelihood   394.8114    
     
     

Estimated A matrix:   

 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.286341  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.157160  0.053330  1.000000  0.000000  

-0.525610 -1.137648  0.403140  1.000000  

Estimated B matrix:   

 0.025782  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.015602  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  0.013630  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.140568  
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4.6.1. IMPULSE RESPONSES 

After obtaining the output presented in Table 55, and therefore after estimating the A and B matrices, 

we are in a position to generate the impulse responses by invoking “Impulse” and then supplying the 

appropriate information in the dialogue box for the specification of the nature impulse responses we 

need to generate. We for instance need the “impulse response functions of shocks to the policy rate cbr” 

plotted in “multiple graphs”. Thus, in the box named “Impulses” we delete all the variables except for 

“lcbr”. We also need plotted point estimates of the impulse response functions for 16 “periods” and 

“Analytic (Asymptotic) impulse response standard errors. 

The next step is to select, from the dialogue box, “Impulse Definition\Structural Decomposition” in order 

to obtain the structural factorization impulse response functions provided by Figure 17. If we took the 

panel of impulse response functions in Figure 17 for elements of a 4x4  impmatrix of impulse response 

functions, we would then refer to the impulse response function of output to a sudden 1 standard 

deviation increase in the policy rate (which is Shock4 in our SVAR model set up) as   1,1imp . According 

to the results in Figure 17, therefore, a sudden rise in the policy rate, which we interpret to represent 

unanticipated monetary policy tightening, by 1 standard deviation and which, as shown in  2,4imp  

measures about 12.5 basis points will generally and permanently reduce real output growth. The 

reducing effect is intermittently significant in the 10
th

 and 13-14
th

 quarter following materialization of the 

policy rate shock. 

Consistent with expectations also, the sudden increase in the policy rate reduced the headline consumer 

price index on impact but the effect does not become statistically significant until after 3 quarters are 

over and therefore in the 4
th

 quarter. See  2,1imp . The reducing effect remains statistically significant 

for about 6 quarters through the beginning of the 10
th

 quarter. These results suggest that the 

transmission lag, which is identified on the basis of when the policy rate shock’s impact on the consumer 

price index becomes statistically significant, is 4 quarters or 1 year. Otherwise if we identified the lag 

based on when the largest impact of the policy shock befalls the consumer price index, then the lag is 8 

quarters which is equivalent to 2 years. The impact is regarded to be permanent because the significant 

effect lasts for more than 1 year; for 6 quarters, to be precise. 

Consistently also, the sudden increase in the policy rate permanently reduces demand for money and by 

extension money supply. The effect is statistically significant on impact and remains significant for 6 

quarters. It then intermittently reverts to being statistically insignificant from the 7
th

 through the 12
th

 

quarter after which it becomes permanently statistically significant. These results suggest that an 

increase in the policy rate significantly reduces commercial banks credit creation in terms of bank 

lending. 

The impulse response function results generated under the Cholesky factorization with and without 

adjustment for degrees of freedom show no marked difference from those provided in Figure 70. These 
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alternative results are provided in Figure 71 and Figure 72. This shows that the structural factorization 

impulse response function results provided in Figure 70 are robust to the factorization method used. 

Figure 6: Structural Factorization Impulse Response Functions 
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Figure 7: Impulse Response Functions: Cholesky (Degrees of Freedom Adjusted)  
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Figure 8: Impulse Response Functions: Cholesky (No Degrees of Freedom Adjustment)  
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4.6.2. VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION 

The structural factorization variance decomposition results obtained from the SVAR (4) under the short 

run identifying restrictions are provided in Tables 51-54. Consistent with the impulse response results in 

Figure 70  1,1imp  whereby policy rate shocks permanently and significantly influence output,  the 

variance decomposition results in Table 65 show that single most important factor, other than real 

output’s own past innovations, in explaining observed fluctuations in the real output are shocks to the  

policy rate which are denoted by Shock4.  

The role of shocks to the policy rate in explaining observed changes in the consumer price index is even 

more remarkable. See the last column of Table 66. Consistent index with past study results, see for 

instance Maturu and Ndirangu (2014), supply shock play an important role in influencing the consumer 

price index plays an important role during the short run period of up to 1 year. Moreover the persistent 

important role played by own past innovations shows that there is strong inflation persistence and the 

more reason inflation should be nipped in the bud before it could entrench itself. 

The other variance decomposition results in Tables 67 and 68 can be interpreted in similar manner to 

those in Tables 65 and 66. 
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Table 52: Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B: 
Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      

 1  0.025782  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.026461  95.07079  0.104570  1.396938  3.427704 

 3  0.026821  93.90046  0.104506  1.367567  4.627470 

 4  0.027361  90.56639  1.865624  1.905630  5.662359 

 5  0.034086  93.32759  1.449570  1.227925  3.994915 

 6  0.034652  90.51120  1.576719  1.235595  6.676485 

 7  0.035386  87.60471  1.952600  1.586898  8.855792 

 8  0.035689  86.15440  3.412356  1.634915  8.798325 

 9  0.039919  85.92167  3.174223  1.309111  9.594996 

 10  0.041408  79.96281  3.233678  1.238257  15.56525 

 11  0.042880  75.08977  3.248401  1.388135  20.27370 

 12  0.043448  73.13755  3.890784  1.386360  21.58531 

 13  0.046545  72.00732  3.750574  1.208401  23.03371 

 14  0.048197  67.19436  3.829270  1.140558  27.83582 

 15  0.049515  64.09435  4.034191  1.215295  30.65616 

 16  0.050052  62.74498  4.881774  1.192457  31.18079 
      
       

Table 53: Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      

 1  0.017260  18.29461  81.70539  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.023018  14.01826  83.01734  0.389410  2.574987 

 3  0.024640  12.87900  82.82803  0.533424  3.759548 

 4  0.027359  12.19786  75.00739  0.436360  12.35838 

 5  0.032291  9.408307  55.78993  0.395029  34.40673 

 6  0.039020  7.008457  38.22085  0.320348  54.45034 

 7  0.046432  5.224838  26.99416  0.428284  67.35272 

 8  0.053793  3.977443  20.11247  0.617294  75.29279 

 9  0.059622  3.293198  16.41445  0.826331  79.46603 

 10  0.063406  3.107882  14.89009  0.950518  81.05151 

 11  0.065546  2.977864  14.99217  1.037743  80.99223 

 12  0.066881  2.862895  16.17368  1.042647  79.92078 

 13  0.067962  2.792996  18.02507  1.011043  78.17090 

 14  0.069012  2.869222  19.97209  1.000078  76.15861 

 15  0.070179  3.452378  21.42172  1.015834  74.11007 

 16  0.071678  4.581368  21.93004  1.043148  72.44545 
      
       

Table 54: Variance Decomposition of LM3_B 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      

 1  0.014137  6.696160  0.346384  92.95746  0.000000 

 2  0.019294  6.045676  0.786190  80.93875  12.22938 

 3  0.024093  7.419098  0.651945  68.32067  23.60829 

 4  0.027311  5.829078  2.437648  57.13736  34.59591 

 5  0.030457  5.050042  2.195405  53.20472  39.54983 

 6  0.034058  5.546241  1.953361  47.31796  45.18244 

 7  0.037629  7.656991  2.673873  42.95045  46.71869 

 8  0.039960  7.751868  3.915282  40.12550  48.20735 

 9  0.042077  7.184987  5.792920  38.18589  48.83620 

 10  0.044364  6.542252  7.479580  35.55309  50.42508 

 11  0.046953  6.033640  8.930581  32.75909  52.27669 

 12  0.049871  5.349371  9.754057  29.69681  55.19976 

 13  0.053581  4.774643  9.831498  26.37930  59.01456 

 14  0.058228  4.137439  9.285997  22.81057  63.76599 

 15  0.063343  3.497277  8.677232  19.71076  68.11473 

 16  0.068563  3.006966  8.208472  17.18612  71.59844 
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Table 55: Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      

 1  0.141988  0.217866  1.622205  0.149762  98.01017 

 2  0.233586  4.402513  0.899323  2.158397  92.53977 

 3  0.296637  3.936771  0.629552  1.737385  93.69629 

 4  0.337793  5.265941  0.561526  1.419883  92.75265 

 5  0.364834  6.881221  0.644709  1.557815  90.91625 

 6  0.383038  11.25944  1.253895  1.556027  85.93064 

 7  0.386247  11.88657  2.013843  1.531061  84.56852 

 8  0.390744  11.82546  3.158822  1.496745  83.51897 

 9  0.396570  11.48152  4.317765  1.517558  82.68316 

 10  0.403130  11.22083  5.158724  1.580887  82.03956 

 11  0.407833  11.32240  5.477163  1.770024  81.43041 

 12  0.409996  11.90015  5.495093  1.856269  80.74848 

 13  0.412641  12.51197  5.458932  1.938870  80.09023 

 14  0.416225  12.30852  5.549340  1.923024  80.21912 

 15  0.422412  12.05076  5.704228  1.868724  80.37629 

 16  0.428963  11.70574  5.802300  1.842244  80.64971 
      
       

4.7.  STRUCTURAL FACTORIZATION – LONG RUN RESTRICTIONS 

Following the same steps in creating the long run restrictions matrix provided by (52), which we 

reproduce here below as (74) for ease of reference, we follow the same steps that we followed towards 

structural factorization using the short run restriction matrices A and B in applying structural 

factorization using the long run restrictions. 























4,42,41,4

4,33,3

4,23,22,2

1,1

c0cc

cc11

ccc0

000c

C                                                                                                                                (74) 

The estimates of the long run C and short run B matrices under the assumption that A is 4I are provided 

in Table 69. 
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Table 56: Structural VAR Estimates (Long run Identifying Restrictions) 
 Structural VAR Estimates   

 Date: 07/10/14   Time: 10:48   

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3   

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments  

 Estimation method: method of scoring (analytic derivatives) 

 Convergence achieved after 371 iterations  

 Structural VAR is just-identified   
     
     

Model: Ae = Bu where E[uu']=I   

Restriction Type: long-run pattern matrix  

Long-run response pattern:   

C(1) 0 0 C(7)  

0 C(3) C(5) C(8)  

1 1 C(6) C(9)  

C(2) C(4) 0 C(10)  
     

 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   
     

C(1) -0.296408  14.42584 -0.020547  0.9836 

C(2) -1.943860  186.6070 -0.010417  0.9917 

C(3)  0.344489  41.69725  0.008262  0.9934 

C(4) -1.166228  305.3813 -0.003819  0.9970 

C(5)  0.067672  18.67074  0.003624  0.9971 

C(6)  0.176889  677.6605  0.000261  0.9998 

C(7) -0.281403  15.16582 -0.018555  0.9852 

C(8) -0.538719  29.01229 -0.018569  0.9852 

C(9) -1.092434  109.8801 -0.009942  0.9921 

C(10) -0.070149  101.1426 -0.000694  0.9994 
     

Log likelihood   325.9081    
     

Estimated A matrix:   

 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  

Estimated B matrix:   

-0.038717 -0.025473 -0.003137 -0.021685  

-0.012940  0.005246  0.014069  0.003452  

 0.079777  0.019370  0.007837  0.003817  

-0.556712 -0.265207  0.016955  0.062591  
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4.7.1. IMPULSE RESPONSES 

The impulse response functions are provided in Figure 73. The reader is asked to attempt interpreting the 

impulse response functions. What are the points of conformity and departure from the impulse response 

functions obtained using the short run identifying restrictions in 4.6.1?  

Notice that the current version of EViews 8 does not readily support plotting impulse response functions 

with standard error bands. There is therefore difficulty in identifying statistically significant impulse 

responses. 

Figure 9: Impulse Response Functions 
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4.7.2. VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION 

 The structural factorization variance decomposition results based on the long run identifying restrictions 

are provided in Table 70. As in the case of the impulse responses, the reader is asked to attempt 

interpreting the variance decomposition results. We have highlighted some of the salient aspects of the 

results. 

Table 57: Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      
      

 1  0.051263  57.04042  24.69067  0.374581  17.89433 

 2  0.062473  67.45896  19.98870  0.269293  12.28304 

 3  0.065304  68.36755  20.11350  0.248293  11.27065 

 4  0.065581  67.92934  20.02373  0.745865  11.30106 

 5  0.074748  64.38553  20.34063  0.596384  14.67746 

 6  0.078013  65.47664  20.14278  0.572755  13.80783 

 7  0.079128  64.78759  21.21664  0.567263  13.42851 

 8  0.079369  64.55223  21.23549  0.855654  13.35663 

 9  0.081843  61.58458  20.42265  0.804961  17.18781 

 10  0.091105  64.45890  20.40855  0.681241  14.45131 

 11  0.096677  64.58758  21.86921  0.607367  12.93584 

 12  0.099248  64.95317  21.94395  0.690553  12.41234 

 13  0.101130  63.41977  21.25593  0.666583  14.65772 

 14  0.110876  65.51487  21.24866  0.589117  12.64736 

 15  0.115490  65.43785  22.27055  0.561228  11.73037 

 16  0.116569  65.27871  22.41243  0.665220  11.64364 
      
       

Table 58: Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 
 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 

      
      

 1  0.020120  41.36215  6.798292  48.89602  2.943535 

 2  0.026177  38.27662  12.16631  47.75033  1.806746 

 3  0.029154  43.71588  9.963293  42.31053  4.010291 

 4  0.034312  41.74137  15.80728  33.18948  9.261872 

 5  0.068059  66.57634  19.65233  8.680108  5.091226 

 6  0.108582  73.94339  19.08618  3.411192  3.559235 

 7  0.151520  77.09655  18.39072  1.752082  2.760646 

 8  0.192828  78.59791  18.01769  1.082233  2.302168 

 9  0.226469  79.26346  18.00048  0.793887  1.942170 

 10  0.246415  79.31930  18.20811  0.704465  1.768124 

 11  0.255023  79.14166  18.39911  0.728682  1.730540 

 12  0.257299  78.88290  18.53689  0.810812  1.769401 

 13  0.257689  78.67577  18.59156  0.919752  1.812917 

 14  0.258179  78.59113  18.52688  1.015166  1.866819 

 15  0.258928  78.52088  18.42001  1.077940  1.981176 

 16  0.259374  78.30000  18.37871  1.107010  2.214286 
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Table 59: Variance Decomposition of LM3_B: 
 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 

      
      

 1  0.082557  93.37990  5.505241  0.901096  0.213762 

 2  0.123802  91.93791  7.388910  0.577949  0.095232 

 3  0.158851  90.72791  8.756216  0.457148  0.058722 

 4  0.177459  90.21006  9.321391  0.366681  0.101869 

 5  0.199222  89.91330  9.660380  0.320450  0.105866 

 6  0.220423  89.18904  10.37976  0.328430  0.102772 

 7  0.239438  88.49283  11.02373  0.395384  0.088052 

 8  0.249850  88.04675  11.40486  0.456423  0.091968 

 9  0.258088  87.70727  11.63787  0.541387  0.113480 

 10  0.265772  87.30672  11.93446  0.606120  0.152695 

 11  0.274569  86.84802  12.30141  0.663674  0.186896 

 12  0.283466  86.37668  12.66087  0.692366  0.270085 

 13  0.294979  85.87412  13.02366  0.694243  0.407972 

 14  0.310077  85.28237  13.49596  0.666931  0.554746 

 15  0.328330  84.68331  14.02851  0.632254  0.655933 

 16  0.346512  84.14481  14.48681  0.602623  0.765755 
      
       

Table 60: Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 
 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 

      
      

 1  0.620055  80.61218  18.29408  0.074770  1.018963 

 2  0.874016  76.19203  22.82451  0.173240  0.810225 

 3  1.103272  75.76860  23.25065  0.145641  0.835105 

 4  1.335630  77.15012  22.11783  0.099674  0.632377 

 5  1.496241  77.80530  21.56586  0.111690  0.517151 

 6  1.567270  77.61938  21.69456  0.175571  0.510485 

 7  1.568934  77.51450  21.74192  0.220257  0.523325 

 8  1.580023  77.62138  21.55671  0.278307  0.543600 

 9  1.612066  78.00181  21.15565  0.310205  0.532340 

 10  1.646518  78.39777  20.72241  0.329786  0.550033 

 11  1.686855  78.80511  20.35275  0.317835  0.524303 

 12  1.700703  78.90406  20.24965  0.312796  0.533493 

 13  1.701565  78.84870  20.23010  0.326080  0.595124 

 14  1.712274  78.84131  20.20959  0.336992  0.612116 

 15  1.732893  78.88650  20.10916  0.350536  0.653802 

 16  1.765926  79.06453  19.91439  0.348006  0.673072 
      
       

4.8. BAYESIAN VECTOR AUTO-REGRESSION MODELING 

 

4.8.1. IMPULSE RESPONSES 

Application of Bayesian VAR is an extension of the standard VAR. We re-estimate what has hitherto been 

an UNVAR model as a BVAR. For the results that we have presented here below, we apply the default 

settings except that we change the prior mean value of the coefficient attaching to the own first order 

lagged term from 0.0 to 0.5. 
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4.8.2. VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION 

 

Table 61: UNVAR model Results (Default Settings) 

 Vector Autoregression Estimates      

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 18:55      

 Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q3      

 Included observations: 49 after adjustments     

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]     
        
        
 LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
        
        
LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -0.061007 -0.086963  1.484513  0.244425  0.854101  1.008174 -0.016124 

  (0.12800)  (0.10613)  (1.73354)  (0.23603)  (0.25177)  (0.86897)  (0.15102) 

 [-0.47661] [-0.81939] [ 0.85635] [ 1.03555] [ 3.39245] [ 1.16019] [-0.10677] 

        

LRGDP0Q4_B(-2) -0.126955  0.027607 -3.747424  0.336850 -0.020422 -2.016531 -0.004795 

  (0.17294)  (0.14339)  (2.34219)  (0.31891)  (0.34016)  (1.17407)  (0.20404) 

 [-0.73408] [ 0.19253] [-1.59997] [ 1.05627] [-0.06004] [-1.71755] [-0.02350] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-1) -0.197696  0.686280 -2.301167  0.206668  0.119343 -0.704143  0.112665 

  (0.21899)  (0.18158)  (2.96586)  (0.40382)  (0.43074)  (1.48670)  (0.25837) 

 [-0.90275] [ 3.77954] [-0.77589] [ 0.51178] [ 0.27707] [-0.47363] [ 0.43606] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-2)  0.379835 -0.127560 -0.823211  0.019276 -0.344818 -0.571881  0.179705 

  (0.19763)  (0.16386)  (2.67652)  (0.36443)  (0.38872)  (1.34166)  (0.23317) 

 [ 1.92196] [-0.77845] [-0.30757] [ 0.05289] [-0.88707] [-0.42625] [ 0.77072] 

        

LTB91RATE(-1) -0.005049  0.018860  1.201745 -0.053082  0.010355  0.137089  0.047555 

  (0.01707)  (0.01415)  (0.23114)  (0.03147)  (0.03357)  (0.11586)  (0.02014) 

 [-0.29584] [ 1.33278] [ 5.19928] [-1.68670] [ 0.30848] [ 1.18321] [ 2.36173] 

        

LTB91RATE(-2) -0.012587 -0.000181 -0.474965  0.025313  0.041371 -0.003852 -0.087915 

  (0.01938)  (0.01607)  (0.26242)  (0.03573)  (0.03811)  (0.13154)  (0.02286) 

 [-0.64962] [-0.01125] [-1.80997] [ 0.70845] [ 1.08552] [-0.02928] [-3.84575] 

        

LM1_B(-1)  0.166479  0.036384  1.212743  0.459149  0.083913  0.373836 -0.209742 

  (0.10620)  (0.08805)  (1.43822)  (0.19582)  (0.20887)  (0.72094)  (0.12529) 

 [ 1.56767] [ 0.41322] [ 0.84323] [ 2.34471] [ 0.40174] [ 0.51854] [-1.67404] 

        

LM1_B(-2)  0.166348  0.220049  2.580084  0.236677 -0.023662  1.004482 -0.128483 

  (0.13490)  (0.11185)  (1.82702)  (0.24876)  (0.26534)  (0.91583)  (0.15916) 

 [ 1.23309] [ 1.96727] [ 1.41218] [ 0.95142] [-0.08917] [ 1.09680] [-0.80725] 

        

LRM_B(-1) -0.057934 -0.116691 -3.174744  0.084096  0.532588 -0.372960  0.146751 

  (0.09643)  (0.07995)  (1.30595)  (0.17781)  (0.18967)  (0.65464)  (0.11377) 

 [-0.60080] [-1.45948] [-2.43098] [ 0.47294] [ 2.80803] [-0.56972] [ 1.28991] 

        

LRM_B(-2) -0.047821  0.095204  1.119280 -0.034190  0.215090 -0.340261  0.162058 

  (0.09705)  (0.08047)  (1.31436)  (0.17896)  (0.19089)  (0.65885)  (0.11450) 

 [-0.49274] [ 1.18312] [ 0.85158] [-0.19105] [ 1.12679] [-0.51644] [ 1.41534] 

        

LCBR(-1)  0.045022 -0.035625  0.096606 -0.028074 -0.045176  0.864396 -0.144988 

  (0.03682)  (0.03053)  (0.49866)  (0.06790)  (0.07242)  (0.24996)  (0.04344) 

 [ 1.22276] [-1.16692] [ 0.19373] [-0.41349] [-0.62380] [ 3.45810] [-3.33760] 

        

LCBR(-2)  0.034957  0.016622  0.969167  0.001278 -0.048329  0.105442  0.116820 

  (0.03723)  (0.03087)  (0.50423)  (0.06865)  (0.07323)  (0.25276)  (0.04393) 

 [ 0.93892] [ 0.53845] [ 1.92208] [ 0.01861] [-0.65997] [ 0.41717] [ 2.65947] 
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LNEER(-1) -0.020307  0.067840  4.983814 -0.283707  0.115526  1.963578  0.608264 

  (0.13362)  (0.11079)  (1.80965)  (0.24640)  (0.26282)  (0.90713)  (0.15765) 

 [-0.15197] [ 0.61232] [ 2.75402] [-1.15142] [ 0.43956] [ 2.16461] [ 3.85835] 

        

LNEER(-2) -0.091010  0.072045 -2.377604  0.128105  0.095996 -0.274874  0.029496 

  (0.12415)  (0.10294)  (1.68141)  (0.22894)  (0.24419)  (0.84284)  (0.14648) 

 [-0.73305] [ 0.69987] [-1.41405] [ 0.55957] [ 0.39311] [-0.32613] [ 0.20137] 

        

C  4.935766  0.590206  3.085345 -2.104911 -3.624070 -0.224215  0.914032 

  (1.20070)  (0.99556)  (16.2612)  (2.21408)  (2.36165)  (8.15130)  (1.41660) 

 [ 4.11073] [ 0.59284] [ 0.18974] [-0.95069] [-1.53455] [-0.02751] [ 0.64523] 

        

SEASON(-1) -0.029345  0.010071  0.360162 -0.047234 -0.092100  0.094416 -0.021803 

  (0.01569)  (0.01301)  (0.21254)  (0.02894)  (0.03087)  (0.10654)  (0.01852) 

 [-1.86982] [ 0.77394] [ 1.69454] [-1.63217] [-2.98366] [ 0.88618] [-1.17752] 

        

SEASON(-2) -0.070826 -0.002442  0.049731 -0.010887 -0.031950  0.054976 -0.020459 

  (0.01430)  (0.01186)  (0.19370)  (0.02637)  (0.02813)  (0.09709)  (0.01687) 

 [-4.95210] [-0.20593] [ 0.25675] [-0.41280] [-1.13578] [ 0.56622] [-1.21248] 
        
        
 R-squared  0.989236  0.997926  0.879329  0.997100  0.994010  0.891776  0.943367 

 Adj. R-squared  0.983853  0.996890  0.818993  0.995650  0.991014  0.837664  0.915050 

 Sum sq. resids  0.013247  0.009107  2.429663  0.045043  0.051247  0.610509  0.018439 

 S.E. equation  0.020346  0.016870  0.275548  0.037518  0.040018  0.138125  0.024005 

 F-statistic  183.7987  962.5454  14.57393  687.6394  331.8656  16.48019  33.31492 

 Log likelihood  131.7597  140.9403  4.071672  101.7751  98.61342  37.91144  123.6572 

 Akaike AIC -4.684070 -5.058789  0.527687 -3.460208 -3.331160 -0.853528 -4.353356 

 Schwarz SC -4.027724 -4.402443  1.184033 -2.803862 -2.674814 -0.197183 -3.697010 

 Mean dependent  5.739444  4.994411  1.874940  5.619752  4.821477  2.343340  4.676020 

 S.D. dependent  0.160118  0.302490  0.647665  0.568837  0.422168  0.342818  0.082359 
        
         Determinant resid covariance (dof 
adj.)  2.61E-20      

 Determinant resid covariance  1.32E-21      

 Log likelihood  691.1602      

 Akaike information criterion -23.35348      

 Schwarz criterion -18.75906      
        
        
 

Table 62: Testing for the Optimal Lag 
 
VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria     

Endogenous variables: LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER   

Exogenous variables: C SEASON(-1 TO -2)     

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 18:56     

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4     

Included observations: 47     
       
       
 Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       
0  294.1632 NA   2.11e-14 -11.62397 -10.79731 -11.31289 

1  618.8099   511.1458*  1.78e-19 -23.35361  -20.59807* -22.31668 

2  663.9558  57.63315  2.55e-19 -23.18961 -18.50519 -21.42683 

3  729.1050  63.76303  2.11e-19 -23.87681 -17.26352 -21.38818 

4  820.3760  62.14193   1.07e-19*  -25.67557* -17.13340  -22.46110* 
       
       
 * indicates lag order selected by the criterion    

 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)   

 FPE: Final prediction error     
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 AIC: Akaike information criterion     

 SC: Schwarz information criterion     

 HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion    

       

 

Table 66: UNVAR with Optimal Lag=4 

 Vector Autoregression Estimates      

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 18:59      

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3      

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments     

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]     
        
        
 LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
        
        
LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -0.043079 -0.355904  6.508165  0.131715  0.727956  4.252511 -0.073939 

  (0.21157)  (0.16126)  (3.36863)  (0.45096)  (0.32141)  (1.37793)  (0.26083) 

 [-0.20361] [-2.20700] [ 1.93199] [ 0.29208] [ 2.26485] [ 3.08617] [-0.28347] 

        

LRGDP0Q4_B(-2) -0.084989 -0.444053  0.746058  0.361817 -0.075784 -0.219305 -0.307701 

  (0.32561)  (0.24818)  (5.18425)  (0.69401)  (0.49465)  (2.12060)  (0.40141) 

 [-0.26102] [-1.78925] [ 0.14391] [ 0.52134] [-0.15321] [-0.10342] [-0.76654] 

        

LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)  0.294754 -0.563824  2.975516 -0.024007  0.264179  3.359695 -0.199254 

  (0.25342)  (0.19315)  (4.03482)  (0.54014)  (0.38498)  (1.65043)  (0.31241) 

 [ 1.16312] [-2.91905] [ 0.73746] [-0.04445] [ 0.68621] [ 2.03565] [-0.63779] 

        

LRGDP0Q4_B(-4)  0.336453 -0.139851  2.157076  0.622055  0.950984 -0.104366 -0.129291 

  (0.30888)  (0.23542)  (4.91783)  (0.65835)  (0.46923)  (2.01162)  (0.38079) 

 [ 1.08928] [-0.59404] [ 0.43862] [ 0.94487] [ 2.02669] [-0.05188] [-0.33954] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-1)  0.258101  0.156360 -4.277478  0.914465  0.479552 -2.651499 -0.120784 

  (0.35929)  (0.27385)  (5.72053)  (0.76581)  (0.54582)  (2.33996)  (0.44294) 

 [ 0.71836] [ 0.57097] [-0.74774] [ 1.19412] [ 0.87859] [-1.13314] [-0.27269] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-2)  0.209896 -0.173384  0.356909 -0.062966 -1.306395  1.168374  0.257479 

  (0.30634)  (0.23349)  (4.87750)  (0.65295)  (0.46538)  (1.99512)  (0.37766) 

 [ 0.68516] [-0.74257] [ 0.07317] [-0.09643] [-2.80714] [ 0.58561] [ 0.68177] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-3)  0.253069  0.308792 -0.093002 -0.099695  0.075377 -0.925760  0.138922 

  (0.31396)  (0.23930)  (4.99874)  (0.66918)  (0.47695)  (2.04472)  (0.38705) 

 [ 0.80606] [ 1.29041] [-0.01861] [-0.14898] [ 0.15804] [-0.45276] [ 0.35893] 

        

LCPIK0Q4(-4) -0.145586  0.154619 -3.492338  0.288982  0.714336 -2.629020  0.300889 

  (0.27017)  (0.20592)  (4.30157)  (0.57585)  (0.41043)  (1.75954)  (0.33307) 

 [-0.53887] [ 0.75086] [-0.81187] [ 0.50183] [ 1.74045] [-1.49415] [ 0.90338] 

        

LTB91RATE(-1) -0.031278  0.007434  0.921648 -0.068974 -0.003016  0.168098 -0.009144 

  (0.02338)  (0.01782)  (0.37218)  (0.04982)  (0.03551)  (0.15224)  (0.02882) 

 [-1.33804] [ 0.41724] [ 2.47633] [-1.38436] [-0.08494] [ 1.10416] [-0.31730] 

        

LTB91RATE(-2)  0.011093 -0.012277 -0.206678  0.071601  0.086819  0.110822 -0.027696 

  (0.02748)  (0.02095)  (0.43758)  (0.05858)  (0.04175)  (0.17899)  (0.03388) 

 [ 0.40364] [-0.58609] [-0.47232] [ 1.22230] [ 2.07942] [ 0.61914] [-0.81742] 

        

LTB91RATE(-3) -0.020572 -0.008152 -0.477699 -0.023504  0.043420 -0.195320 -0.030834 

  (0.02629)  (0.02004)  (0.41858)  (0.05604)  (0.03994)  (0.17122)  (0.03241) 

 [-0.78252] [-0.40683] [-1.14124] [-0.41944] [ 1.08716] [-1.14076] [-0.95137] 

        

LTB91RATE(-4) -0.033944 -0.025587  0.375822 -0.061627 -0.050240  0.473947 -0.092441 
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  (0.03836)  (0.02924)  (0.61076)  (0.08176)  (0.05828)  (0.24983)  (0.04729) 

 [-0.88487] [-0.87514] [ 0.61533] [-0.75373] [-0.86211] [ 1.89707] [-1.95473] 

        

LM1_B(-1)  0.128407 -0.038592 -0.899878  0.387983  0.064906 -0.430970 -0.423017 

  (0.13112)  (0.09994)  (2.08760)  (0.27947)  (0.19919)  (0.85392)  (0.16164) 

 [ 0.97933] [-0.38617] [-0.43106] [ 1.38830] [ 0.32585] [-0.50469] [-2.61701] 

        

LM1_B(-2)  0.264587  0.109805 -0.923233  0.453967  0.033901  0.206978 -0.142808 

  (0.13904)  (0.10597)  (2.21369)  (0.29635)  (0.21122)  (0.90550)  (0.17141) 

 [ 1.90301] [ 1.03617] [-0.41706] [ 1.53188] [ 0.16050] [ 0.22858] [-0.83316] 

        

LM1_B(-3) -0.416434  0.485218 -0.161265 -0.223475 -0.242065 -0.457446  0.093160 

  (0.17272)  (0.13165)  (2.75003)  (0.36815)  (0.26239)  (1.12489)  (0.21293) 

 [-2.41100] [ 3.68572] [-0.05864] [-0.60703] [-0.92253] [-0.40666] [ 0.43751] 

        

LM1_B(-4) -0.126137  0.282888  4.670183 -0.718754 -0.345257  2.380241 -0.022012 

  (0.20567)  (0.15676)  (3.27456)  (0.43836)  (0.31244)  (1.33945)  (0.25355) 

 [-0.61331] [ 1.80462] [ 1.42620] [-1.63963] [-1.10504] [ 1.77703] [-0.08682] 

        

LRM_B(-1) -0.003820 -0.051748 -2.495845  0.089364  0.376035 -0.509111  0.218777 

  (0.12986)  (0.09898)  (2.06755)  (0.27678)  (0.19727)  (0.84572)  (0.16009) 

 [-0.02942] [-0.52283] [-1.20715] [ 0.32287] [ 1.90616] [-0.60198] [ 1.36659] 

        

LRM_B(-2) -0.062577  0.099679 -0.191543  0.210219  0.183698 -0.816257  0.000341 

  (0.13089)  (0.09976)  (2.08392)  (0.27897)  (0.19884)  (0.85242)  (0.16136) 

 [-0.47810] [ 0.99919] [-0.09192] [ 0.75355] [ 0.92387] [-0.95758] [ 0.00211] 

        

LRM_B(-3)  0.055354 -0.056094  1.722853 -0.052949  0.024666  1.280763  0.295789 

  (0.12179)  (0.09283)  (1.93909)  (0.25958)  (0.18502)  (0.79318)  (0.15014) 

 [ 0.45451] [-0.60429] [ 0.88849] [-0.20398] [ 0.13332] [ 1.61473] [ 1.97006] 

        

LRM_B(-4)  0.045069 -0.127133 -2.302145  0.135837  0.378145 -2.077199  0.173239 

  (0.12617)  (0.09617)  (2.00882)  (0.26892)  (0.19167)  (0.82170)  (0.15554) 

 [ 0.35721] [-1.32202] [-1.14602] [ 0.50512] [ 1.97290] [-2.52792] [ 1.11378] 

        

LCBR(-1)  0.072054 -0.017756  0.164295 -0.033038 -0.032900  0.702662 -0.065844 

  (0.04699)  (0.03582)  (0.74820)  (0.10016)  (0.07139)  (0.30605)  (0.05793) 

 [ 1.53330] [-0.49574] [ 0.21959] [-0.32985] [-0.46085] [ 2.29591] [-1.13656] 

        

LCBR(-2)  0.002865  0.063537  0.275029 -0.045211 -0.120494 -0.206964  0.048943 

  (0.05282)  (0.04026)  (0.84091)  (0.11257)  (0.08023)  (0.34397)  (0.06511) 

 [ 0.05424] [ 1.57833] [ 0.32706] [-0.40162] [-1.50176] [-0.60169] [ 0.75168] 

        

LCBR(-3)  0.007010  0.027812  0.250243  0.058922 -0.120745  0.000443  0.007788 

  (0.05627)  (0.04289)  (0.89585)  (0.11993)  (0.08548)  (0.36644)  (0.06937) 

 [ 0.12459] [ 0.64852] [ 0.27934] [ 0.49132] [-1.41261] [ 0.00121] [ 0.11228] 

        

LCBR(-4)  0.042857  0.080941  0.155698 -0.019535  0.006130 -0.334105  0.124097 

  (0.07421)  (0.05656)  (1.18151)  (0.15817)  (0.11273)  (0.48329)  (0.09148) 

 [ 0.57753] [ 1.43105] [ 0.13178] [-0.12351] [ 0.05438] [-0.69131] [ 1.35648] 

        

LNEER(-1) -0.148286  0.037864  4.990118 -0.448762  0.094510  3.841028  0.213663 

  (0.19851)  (0.15130)  (3.16059)  (0.42311)  (0.30157)  (1.29283)  (0.24472) 

 [-0.74700] [ 0.25026] [ 1.57886] [-1.06063] [ 0.31340] [ 2.97103] [ 0.87308] 

        

LNEER(-2) -0.008038  0.106298 -0.175092 -0.028402 -0.202580 -0.641379 -0.048160 

  (0.18486)  (0.14090)  (2.94321)  (0.39401)  (0.28082)  (1.20391)  (0.22789) 

 [-0.04348] [ 0.75444] [-0.05949] [-0.07208] [-0.72138] [-0.53275] [-0.21133] 

        

LNEER(-3) -0.234764 -0.019945 -0.758327 -0.257884 -0.156229 -0.017064 -0.148183 

  (0.19081)  (0.14543)  (3.03796)  (0.40669)  (0.28986)  (1.24267)  (0.23523) 

 [-1.23038] [-0.13714] [-0.24962] [-0.63410] [-0.53897] [-0.01373] [-0.62995] 
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LNEER(-4)  0.167373 -0.091154  1.561734  0.274643  0.464241  1.512176  0.106335 

  (0.15771)  (0.12021)  (2.51103)  (0.33615)  (0.23959)  (1.02713)  (0.19443) 

 [ 1.06126] [-0.75831] [ 0.62195] [ 0.81702] [ 1.93766] [ 1.47224] [ 0.54691] 

        

C  1.551386  6.962276 -60.17318 -4.715210 -7.991797 -37.00934  4.838519 

  (3.82267)  (2.91362)  (60.8633)  (8.14776)  (5.80723)  (24.8960)  (4.71262) 

 [ 0.40584] [ 2.38956] [-0.98866] [-0.57871] [-1.37618] [-1.48656] [ 1.02671] 

        

SEASON(-2) -0.048126  0.016693 -0.048117  0.038109  0.057633 -0.102860  0.015163 

  (0.02330)  (0.01776)  (0.37097)  (0.04966)  (0.03540)  (0.15174)  (0.02872) 

 [-2.06553] [ 0.93999] [-0.12971] [ 0.76738] [ 1.62824] [-0.67786] [ 0.52789] 
        
        
 R-squared  0.994688  0.999132  0.922180  0.998040  0.998258  0.952603  0.971391 

 Adj. R-squared  0.985627  0.997650  0.789428  0.994696  0.995287  0.871748  0.922587 

 Sum sq. resids  0.006022  0.003498  1.526483  0.027356  0.013897  0.255410  0.009152 

 S.E. equation  0.018821  0.014345  0.299655  0.040115  0.028591  0.122573  0.023202 

 F-statistic  109.7776  674.4099  6.946649  298.4885  335.9478  11.78168  19.90398 

 Log likelihood  143.9297  156.6927  13.84865  108.3604  124.2764  55.86315  134.0928 

 Akaike AIC -4.848071 -5.391179  0.687292 -3.334484 -4.011763 -1.100560 -4.429481 

 Schwarz SC -3.667126 -4.210233  1.868237 -2.153539 -2.830818  0.080385 -3.248536 

 Mean dependent  5.748561  5.012188  1.853983  5.656711  4.843740  2.328739  4.678240 

 S.D. dependent  0.156988  0.295917  0.653012  0.550825  0.416456  0.342265  0.083391 
        
        
 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  5.17E-21      

 Determinant resid covariance  4.19E-24      

 Log likelihood  798.1795      

 Akaike information criterion -25.02892      

 Schwarz criterion -16.76230      
        
        
 

 

Table 67: VAR Stability Test Results, Lag=4 
Roots of Characteristic Polynomial 
Endogenous variables: LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE 
LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER  

Exogenous variables: C SEASON(-2)  

Lag specification: 1 4 

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 19:01 
  
  
     Root Modulus 
  
  
 0.660823 + 0.763950i  1.010103 

 0.660823 - 0.763950i  1.010103 

 0.989252 + 0.030160i  0.989711 

 0.989252 - 0.030160i  0.989711 

 0.946509 + 0.245904i  0.977931 

 0.946509 - 0.245904i  0.977931 

 0.846349 + 0.424545i  0.946860 

 0.846349 - 0.424545i  0.946860 

-0.014373 + 0.899929i  0.900043 

-0.014373 - 0.899929i  0.900043 

-0.640453 + 0.616915i  0.889249 

-0.640453 - 0.616915i  0.889249 

-0.334846 - 0.822530i  0.888075 

-0.334846 + 0.822530i  0.888075 

-0.832826 - 0.214918i  0.860109 

-0.832826 + 0.214918i  0.860109 

 0.377625 - 0.742851i  0.833324 

 0.377625 + 0.742851i  0.833324 

-0.794002  0.794002 
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 0.155627 + 0.757470i  0.773292 

 0.155627 - 0.757470i  0.773292 

-0.281911 - 0.647715i  0.706405 

-0.281911 + 0.647715i  0.706405 

 0.499470 + 0.498389i  0.705593 

 0.499470 - 0.498389i  0.705593 

-0.668478  0.668478 

-0.282372 + 0.148721i  0.319143 

-0.282372 - 0.148721i  0.319143 
  
  
 Warning: At least one root outside the unit circle. 

 VAR does not satisfy the stability condition. 

  

 
Table 68: VAR Stability Test Results, Lag=3 
Roots of Characteristic Polynomial 
Endogenous variables: LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE 
LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER  

Exogenous variables: C SEASON(-2)  

Lag specification: 1 3 

Date: 07/04/14   Time: 19:03 
  
  
     Root Modulus 
  
  
 0.633785 + 0.761263i  0.990557 

 0.633785 - 0.761263i  0.990557 

 0.984141 + 0.026493i  0.984498 

 0.984141 - 0.026493i  0.984498 

 0.873258 - 0.250492i  0.908474 

 0.873258 + 0.250492i  0.908474 

 0.785623 - 0.410496i  0.886403 

 0.785623 + 0.410496i  0.886403 

-0.077344 - 0.822561i  0.826189 

-0.077344 + 0.822561i  0.826189 

-0.407497 - 0.643121i  0.761353 

-0.407497 + 0.643121i  0.761353 

-0.652564 + 0.355531i  0.743130 

-0.652564 - 0.355531i  0.743130 

-0.711679  0.711679 

 0.006970 - 0.520913i  0.520959 

 0.006970 + 0.520913i  0.520959 

 0.128538 - 0.464551i  0.482005 

 0.128538 + 0.464551i  0.482005 

-0.474555  0.474555 

 0.415210  0.415210 
  
  
 No root lies outside the unit circle. 

 VAR satisfies the stability condition. 
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Figure 10:  VAR Stability Test Results 
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Figure 11: Impulse Responses to Reserve Money Shock 
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Figure 12: Impulse Responses to an Exchange Rate Shock 
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Figure 13: Impulse Responses to a Policy Rate Shock 
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Figure 14: Impulse Responses to a Treasury Bills Rate Shock 
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Figure 15: Impulse Responses to a Narrow Money Shock 

 

To re-run model and include the results. 
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Table 69: Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B 
 
 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         
 1  0.017579  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.020132  77.63535  0.167019  0.689259  8.178038  2.336465  10.46774  0.526131 

 3  0.024729  52.56148  0.913700  5.379482  29.61066  1.786545  9.266320  0.481809 

 4  0.026777  48.33636  2.382637  6.086036  30.01329  1.568192  9.577888  2.035590 

 5  0.028338  43.73853  2.472596  5.451265  33.60705  1.402255  11.45781  1.870495 

 6  0.030136  39.42069  2.189933  5.687832  34.52857  1.937361  13.88552  2.350097 

 7  0.030735  37.91681  2.165925  5.685772  36.03102  1.983033  13.77912  2.438327 

 8  0.031117  37.29899  2.327445  5.639120  36.50142  2.386303  13.45217  2.394557 

 9  0.032071  35.46643  2.549327  7.684978  36.71136  2.252688  13.04169  2.293528 

 10  0.033532  32.76928  2.345263  11.71465  36.29050  2.061978  12.68445  2.133877 
         
          

Table 70: Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4 
 
 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         
 1  0.013750  10.33952  89.66048  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.017656  28.21739  67.22971  0.122420  0.008827  1.228794  3.063873  0.128988 

 3  0.019209  33.88108  56.92805  1.211412  1.078629  1.756939  2.740682  2.403204 

 4  0.021009  28.63638  47.59587  2.688695  13.88437  1.475632  2.909187  2.809876 

 5  0.024949  20.32570  34.70792  14.96836  24.09288  1.098129  2.179259  2.627748 

 6  0.031440  13.91518  24.04103  27.66944  26.53888  2.951570  2.424434  2.459457 

 7  0.039408  10.04378  18.85399  34.44314  27.53841  4.029809  2.761049  2.329835 

 8  0.048377  6.836944  15.67675  35.13205  31.45161  3.885619  4.498366  2.518656 

 9  0.055726  5.195183  13.43745  34.66154  32.40490  3.454518  7.742334  3.104069 

 10  0.061376  4.284878  12.10144  33.01880  33.09776  3.006461  10.87369  3.616969 
         
          

  

Figure 15: BVAR Impulse Responses 
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Appendix 1: Variance Decomposition Results 

 Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.024281  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.028528  72.46650  0.247759  1.759867  8.592879  1.473246  15.45620  0.003551 

 3  0.032852  62.04045  0.191775  2.737337  15.71680  6.332805  12.66517  0.315662 

 4  0.034244  57.30762  0.210624  2.937175  14.49888  6.420974  12.56675  6.057978 

 5  0.038585  62.30887  1.840664  2.435631  11.42954  5.377009  11.74855  4.859732 

 6  0.041037  55.08656  2.798245  3.421801  14.61469  5.734736  12.56919  5.774783 

 7  0.043687  52.29723  2.525855  3.019376  18.18218  6.794159  11.60684  5.574358 

 8  0.044537  50.41193  2.471674  3.113102  17.96124  7.612855  11.48950  6.939701 

 9  0.046533  51.94160  2.753748  3.898929  16.50987  7.219341  11.31449  6.362016 

 10  0.049523  45.89807  3.214897  8.863731  16.44787  7.215137  12.50363  5.856676 
         

         
 
 Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.013763  13.31682  86.68318  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.018746  32.95509  59.32574  0.724095  0.038178  2.542301  4.375198  0.039393 

 3  0.020243  36.00266  51.65609  3.552605  0.514014  2.223174  5.118165  0.933286 

 4  0.021503  32.11953  46.45032  4.164227  9.554658  1.990095  4.578017  1.143153 

 5  0.025183  23.77846  34.34654  16.65714  18.44365  1.802507  3.684444  1.287262 

 6  0.031222  15.49054  24.55125  28.60600  23.10566  2.228524  4.269085  1.748943 

 7  0.038966  10.20069  18.66989  36.38068  24.74954  3.033352  4.150490  2.815353 

 8  0.046777  7.100396  15.19692  38.33902  27.09231  3.269597  5.654752  3.347010 

 9  0.054071  5.458255  13.07324  36.64660  28.98549  2.862584  9.120313  3.853517 

 10  0.059800  4.616527  11.44207  33.69910  30.18651  2.367477  13.29223  4.396084 
         
 
 

         
 Variance Decomposition of LTB91RATE: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.293614  3.79E-05  10.15732  89.84264  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.454414  4.716704  9.040683  81.35187  0.865078  0.647398  1.179877  2.198387 

 3  0.561663  4.773510  8.944859  72.76173  1.417010  0.764950  6.771539  4.566405 

 4  0.656256  4.971394  8.528904  59.42252  2.114337  1.983514  17.30123  5.678103 

 5  0.748409  5.421665  7.122715  46.19994  3.234854  1.662113  31.38931  4.969403 

 6  0.840754  7.428375  5.967977  36.63001  3.720655  1.535614  40.02958  4.687788 

 7  0.894406  8.276749  5.285752  32.65974  3.509166  2.830033  42.52646  4.912094 

 8  0.914009  8.729307  5.108808  31.27467  3.361931  4.445209  41.27520  5.804870 

 9  0.930513  8.949133  4.980399  30.24703  3.243868  6.088192  40.20468  6.286694 

 10  0.948252  9.035601  4.800401  29.22475  3.217755  7.441145  39.60782  6.672526 
         
          

 Variance Decomposition of LM1_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.037471  8.844449  5.890348  17.41483  67.85038  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.049300  5.900037  5.504949  32.74965  53.13277  0.503595  0.112066  2.096941 

 3  0.065779  3.329122  5.552952  33.79520  50.46211  1.004296  2.168371  3.687947 

 4  0.076815  2.845233  5.973700  37.83735  45.77185  0.851953  2.122428  4.597490 

 5  0.088484  2.222793  6.249819  36.58766  45.69129  1.078469  3.267265  4.902705 

 6  0.096103  1.887486  5.709117  35.01057  46.58641  0.959971  4.896125  4.950328 

 7  0.103598  1.953985  5.337240  32.21078  47.11316  1.026238  7.149646  5.208951 

 8  0.107911  1.861390  4.921544  30.69059  47.41231  1.817808  7.935029  5.361324 

 9  0.112060  1.904736  4.597576  30.08075  47.70752  2.566317  7.509113  5.633993 

 10  0.116060  2.021296  4.287503  29.83574  47.40860  3.742827  7.016632  5.687402 
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 Variance Decomposition of LRM_B: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.035723  7.770798  0.100213  0.838255  4.980693  86.31004  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.047621  21.01412  0.775650  0.474157  4.255218  72.05546  0.386493  1.038898 

 3  0.059442  13.62785  6.250246  0.694070  15.00258  60.14847  3.601391  0.675396 

 4  0.064468  15.35067  5.337867  0.606662  16.51025  54.04267  7.262921  0.888963 

 5  0.070064  17.92319  4.651548  1.863663  16.36265  51.37038  6.467204  1.361362 

 6  0.072684  18.67637  4.485988  2.563086  16.16679  50.18415  6.318696  1.604912 

 7  0.076283  17.09935  4.605497  4.894701  17.57356  47.56433  6.797222  1.465342 

 8  0.077149  17.15062  4.915140  4.927981  17.90381  46.83463  6.834655  1.433165 

 9  0.078992  17.74618  4.706160  4.921311  18.10792  46.60205  6.530516  1.385864 

 10  0.080752  17.70044  4.661187  4.712531  18.52602  45.74515  6.338195  2.316476 
         
          

 Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.142420  2.503922  7.031794  48.45815  0.709225  0.918678  40.37823  0.000000 

 2  0.220258  12.44866  6.157548  44.01422  2.068134  0.395743  32.29081  2.624879 

 3  0.278433  10.73968  7.405144  42.85282  2.401620  0.267650  30.72561  5.607471 

 4  0.319403  9.378789  7.141869  42.05389  2.641143  0.708877  29.51090  8.564527 

 5  0.355291  9.245015  6.651985  37.30117  4.244523  0.591253  33.08773  8.878328 

 6  0.396216  10.50337  6.217875  30.25456  5.457390  0.690716  38.13375  8.742339 

 7  0.428120  10.03309  5.354508  26.22472  5.860324  1.994064  41.97401  8.559282 

 8  0.444520  9.822373  4.975797  24.60931  5.876051  4.117228  41.68507  8.914173 

 9  0.455965  10.02484  4.784633  23.47915  5.789270  7.263510  39.65479  9.003801 

 10  0.470742  10.01383  4.503315  22.03576  5.563101  10.58664  38.14032  9.157038 
         
           

Variance Decomposition of LNEER: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LTB91RATE LM1_B LRM_B LCBR LNEER 
         
         

 1  0.021927  2.759093  4.010008  0.606186  2.611267  16.49714  0.010634  73.50567 

 2  0.029696  3.095810  2.541974  1.499787  11.13428  20.28819  10.17993  51.26003 

 3  0.034770  11.86966  3.337150  1.186434  15.30591  17.77234  11.51212  39.01639 

 4  0.040742  11.75113  2.593958  10.24551  16.66920  20.53470  9.406820  28.79868 

 5  0.048415  8.714571  1.942838  17.25062  15.15015  28.54582  7.991556  20.40444 

 6  0.056245  7.515713  2.532488  18.63240  11.23817  32.26967  12.62298  15.18859 

 7  0.066144  6.996704  3.242362  14.80036  8.376287  30.19682  25.32303  11.06444 

 8  0.075925  5.702156  2.888865  11.26613  6.752224  26.33797  38.44187  8.610793 

 9  0.082210  5.116545  2.552776  9.616439  5.911318  23.84655  45.35926  7.597112 

 10  0.084983  5.501297  2.428499  9.003934  5.624630  22.68855  47.36773  7.385358 
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Appendix 2: SVAR in 3 Variables 

 

Table 44: UNVAR 

 

 Vector Autoregression Estimates   

 Date: 07/10/14   Time: 08:55   
 Sample (adjusted): 2000Q3 2012Q3   

 Included observations: 49 after adjustments  

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]  
     
      LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
     
     LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)  0.223935  0.023884  0.028710  1.191817 

  (0.14137)  (0.07028)  (0.05926)  (0.56389) 
 [ 1.58407] [ 0.33984] [ 0.48446] [ 2.11356] 

     

LRGDP0Q4_B(-2) -0.264032  0.147142  0.013995 -1.835586 

  (0.13517)  (0.06720)  (0.05666)  (0.53918) 
 [-1.95330] [ 2.18965] [ 0.24697] [-3.40440] 

     

LCPIK0Q4(-1)  0.463159  1.080564  0.105419  0.804396 

  (0.29099)  (0.14466)  (0.12198)  (1.16071) 
 [ 1.59167] [ 7.46965] [ 0.86420] [ 0.69302] 

     

LCPIK0Q4(-2) -0.067692 -0.290138  0.003513 -0.986779 

  (0.29021)  (0.14427)  (0.12166)  (1.15761) 
 [-0.23325] [-2.01101] [ 0.02888] [-0.85243] 

     

LM3_B(-1)  0.864310 -0.220929  0.842473  1.417383 

  (0.34232)  (0.17018)  (0.14350)  (1.36546) 
 [ 2.52487] [-1.29822] [ 5.87083] [ 1.03803] 

     

LM3_B(-2) -0.779834  0.297014  0.100489 -1.102476 

  (0.33764)  (0.16785)  (0.14154)  (1.34678) 
 [-2.30968] [ 1.76951] [ 0.70998] [-0.81860] 

     

LCBR(-1) -0.055509 -0.013731 -0.063802  1.305942 

  (0.03334)  (0.01657)  (0.01397)  (0.13297) 
 [-1.66514] [-0.82857] [-4.56564] [ 9.82126] 

     

LCBR(-2)  0.080666 -0.014249  0.051082 -0.392041 

  (0.03434)  (0.01707)  (0.01440)  (0.13699) 
 [ 2.34885] [-0.83458] [ 3.54818] [-2.86186] 

     

C  3.367275 -0.340185 -0.351573  2.685605 

  (0.64894)  (0.32261)  (0.27204)  (2.58852) 
 [ 5.18889] [-1.05448] [-1.29237] [ 1.03751] 
     
      R-squared  0.956982  0.997021  0.999217  0.850687 

 Adj. R-squared  0.948379  0.996425  0.999060  0.820825 
 Sum sq. resids  0.052938  0.013083  0.009303  0.842296 

 S.E. equation  0.036379  0.018085  0.015250  0.145112 

 F-statistic  111.2309  1673.476  6380.599  28.48678 

 Log likelihood  97.81800  132.0638  140.4184  30.02638 
 Akaike AIC -3.625224 -5.023014 -5.364015 -0.858219 

 Schwarz SC -3.277747 -4.675537 -5.016537 -0.510742 

 Mean dependent  5.739444  4.994411  6.514285  2.343340 

 S.D. dependent  0.160118  0.302490  0.497516  0.342818 
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 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  1.93E-12   

 Determinant resid covariance  8.56E-13   
 Log likelihood  402.6642   

 Akaike information criterion -14.96589   

 Schwarz criterion -13.57598   
     
     

 
Table 45: Selecting the Optimal Lag 
 

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria     

Endogenous variables: LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR    

Exogenous variables: C      
Date: 07/10/14   Time: 08:57     

Sample: 2000Q1 2012Q4     

Included observations: 47     
       
        Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       0  121.0326 NA   8.08e-08 -4.980111 -4.822652 -4.920858 

1  356.2636  420.4128  7.20e-12 -14.30909  -13.52179* -14.01282 
2  384.3309  45.38545  4.38e-12 -14.82259 -13.40546 -14.28931 

3  396.8684  18.13937  5.28e-12 -14.67525 -12.62828 -13.90496 

4  437.0127   51.24810*   2.04e-12*  -15.70267* -13.02586  -14.69537* 
       
        * indicates lag order selected by the criterion    

 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)   

 FPE: Final prediction error     

 AIC: Akaike information criterion     
 SC: Schwarz information criterion     

 HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion    

       
 

 

Table 46: UNVAR with Lag=4 

 Vector Autoregression Estimates   

 Date: 07/10/14   Time: 08:59   

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3   

 Included observations: 47 after adjustments  
 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ]  

     
      LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
     
     LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)  0.076245  0.082022  0.004573  1.853388 

  (0.12210)  (0.08174)  (0.06695)  (0.67241) 

 [ 0.62447] [ 1.00348] [ 0.06830] [ 2.75633] 

     
LRGDP0Q4_B(-2) -0.052018  0.188617  0.040476 -1.470520 

  (0.14002)  (0.09373)  (0.07677)  (0.77109) 

 [-0.37152] [ 2.01226] [ 0.52722] [-1.90705] 

     
LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)  0.009737  0.086615  0.029401  0.975034 

  (0.14146)  (0.09470)  (0.07757)  (0.77905) 

 [ 0.06883] [ 0.91461] [ 0.37905] [ 1.25156] 

     
LRGDP0Q4_B(-4)  0.746614  0.128170  0.072103 -0.144661 

  (0.14055)  (0.09409)  (0.07707)  (0.77404) 

 [ 5.31212] [ 1.36218] [ 0.93560] [-0.18689] 

     
LCPIK0Q4(-1) -0.002961  0.922614  0.000850 -0.466307 
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  (0.25078)  (0.16789)  (0.13751)  (1.38112) 

 [-0.01181] [ 5.49541] [ 0.00618] [-0.33763] 
     

LCPIK0Q4(-2)  0.003145 -0.334012  0.032446  0.151147 

  (0.34842)  (0.23325)  (0.19105)  (1.91884) 

 [ 0.00903] [-1.43197] [ 0.16983] [ 0.07877] 
     

LCPIK0Q4(-3)  0.188094  0.375668 -0.234679  0.265857 

  (0.33970)  (0.22741)  (0.18626)  (1.87080) 

 [ 0.55371] [ 1.65192] [-1.25992] [ 0.14211] 
     

LCPIK0Q4(-4) -0.009800 -0.316928  0.306654 -1.236721 

  (0.22563)  (0.15105)  (0.12372)  (1.24259) 

 [-0.04344] [-2.09818] [ 2.47866] [-0.99527] 
     

LM3_B(-1)  0.215402 -0.115975  0.769247  2.988040 

  (0.28750)  (0.19247)  (0.15764)  (1.58330) 

 [ 0.74924] [-0.60258] [ 4.87975] [ 1.88722] 
     

LM3_B(-2) -0.069566  0.168831  0.239467 -4.590885 

  (0.38082)  (0.25494)  (0.20881)  (2.09725) 

 [-0.18268] [ 0.66224] [ 1.14681] [-2.18901] 
     

LM3_B(-3)  0.040952 -0.133110 -0.347002 -0.603287 

  (0.39586)  (0.26501)  (0.21706)  (2.18011) 

 [ 0.10345] [-0.50228] [-1.59863] [-0.27672] 
     

LM3_B(-4) -0.237331  0.135632  0.253711  2.602273 

  (0.28188)  (0.18871)  (0.15456)  (1.55239) 

 [-0.84195] [ 0.71874] [ 1.64148] [ 1.67630] 
     

LCBR(-1) -0.034851 -0.026276 -0.048000  1.247127 

  (0.03121)  (0.02089)  (0.01711)  (0.17187) 

 [-1.11675] [-1.25771] [-2.80509] [ 7.25632] 
     

LCBR(-2)  0.034701  0.032748  0.028915 -0.087871 

  (0.05174)  (0.03463)  (0.02837)  (0.28492) 

 [ 0.67073] [ 0.94551] [ 1.01928] [-0.30840] 
     

LCBR(-3)  0.033685 -0.047134  0.012948 -0.422588 

  (0.04884)  (0.03270)  (0.02678)  (0.26899) 

 [ 0.68967] [-1.44149] [ 0.48347] [-1.57103] 
     

LCBR(-4) -0.045995 -0.011525 -0.018679 -0.004273 

  (0.03353)  (0.02245)  (0.01839)  (0.18467) 

 [-1.37170] [-0.51342] [-1.01591] [-0.02314] 
     

C  0.744320 -1.238438 -0.702205 -2.500353 

  (0.74896)  (0.50139)  (0.41067)  (4.12468) 

 [ 0.99381] [-2.46999] [-1.70990] [-0.60619] 
     
      R-squared  0.982410  0.997781  0.999456  0.887761 

 Adj. R-squared  0.973028  0.996598  0.999166  0.827900 

 Sum sq. resids  0.019942  0.008937  0.005996  0.604820 
 S.E. equation  0.025782  0.017260  0.014137  0.141988 

 F-statistic  104.7188  843.1971  3445.681  14.83043 

 Log likelihood  115.7896  134.6503  144.0314  35.60473 

 Akaike AIC -4.203814 -5.006394 -5.405593 -0.791691 
 Schwarz SC -3.534612 -4.337192 -4.736391 -0.122488 

 Mean dependent  5.748561  5.012188  6.541561  2.328739 

 S.D. dependent  0.156988  0.295917  0.489545  0.342265 
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 Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  5.94E-13   

 Determinant resid covariance  9.86E-14   
 Log likelihood  437.0127   

 Akaike information criterion -15.70267   

 Schwarz criterion -13.02586   
     
     

 

Table 47:  The UNVAR with Lag=4 is Stable 

Roots of Characteristic Polynomial 
Endogenous variables: LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B 
LCBR  
Exogenous variables: C  

Lag specification: 1 4 

Date: 07/10/14   Time: 09:00 
  
       Root Modulus 
  
   0.998520 - 0.031848i  0.999028 

 0.998520 + 0.031848i  0.999028 
 0.854163 - 0.463914i  0.972014 

 0.854163 + 0.463914i  0.972014 

-0.004871 - 0.963752i  0.963764 

-0.004871 + 0.963752i  0.963764 
-0.919946  0.919946 

-0.781075  0.781075 

 0.751492  0.751492 

 0.123785 - 0.668432i  0.679797 
 0.123785 + 0.668432i  0.679797 

-0.298223 - 0.572884i  0.645858 

-0.298223 + 0.572884i  0.645858 

 0.453101 - 0.309467i  0.548699 
 0.453101 + 0.309467i  0.548699 

-0.288189  0.288189 
  
   No root lies outside the unit circle. 

 VAR satisfies the stability condition. 

  
 

Figure 12:  The UNVAR with Lag=4 is Stable 
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Table 64: Estimates of the A and B Matrices 

 Structural VAR Estimates   

 Date: 07/10/14   Time: 09:12   

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3   
 Included observations: 47 after adjustments  

 Estimation method: method of scoring (analytic derivatives) 

 Convergence achieved after 1 iterations  

 Structural VAR is just-identified   
     
     Model: Ae = Bu where E[uu']=I   

Restriction Type: short-run pattern matrix  

A =     
1 0 0 0  

C(1) 1 0 0  

C(2) C(4) 1 0  

C(3) C(5) C(6) 1  
B =     

C(7) 0 0 0  

0 C(8) 0 0  

0 0 C(9) 0  
0 0 0 C(10)  
     
      Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C(1)  0.286341  0.088267  3.244033  0.0012 

C(2)  0.157160  0.085311  1.842200  0.0654 

C(3) -0.525610  0.911032 -0.576940  0.5640 

C(4)  0.053330  0.127433  0.418490  0.6756 
C(5) -1.137648  1.316680 -0.864028  0.3876 

C(6)  0.403140  1.504322  0.267988  0.7887 

C(7)  0.025782  0.002659  9.695360  0.0000 

C(8)  0.015602  0.001609  9.695360  0.0000 
C(9)  0.013630  0.001406  9.695360  0.0000 

C(10)  0.140568  0.014499  9.695360  0.0000 
     
     Log likelihood   394.8114    
     
     Estimated A matrix:   

 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.286341  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  
 0.157160  0.053330  1.000000  0.000000  

-0.525610 -1.137648  0.403140  1.000000  

Estimated B matrix:   

 0.025782  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  
 0.000000  0.015602  0.000000  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  0.013630  0.000000  

 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.140568  
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Figure 14: Impulse Response Functions: Structural 
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Figure 15: Impulse Response Functions: Cholesky (Degrees of Freedom Adjusted)  
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Figure 15: Impulse Response Functions: Cholesky (No Degrees of Freedom Adjustment)  
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Table 49: Structural Variance Decomposition Results 

Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B: 
      
      

Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      
      

 1  0.025782  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.026461  95.07079  0.104570  1.396938  3.427704 

 3  0.026821  93.90046  0.104506  1.367567  4.627470 

 4  0.027361  90.56639  1.865624  1.905630  5.662359 

 5  0.034086  93.32759  1.449570  1.227925  3.994915 

 6  0.034652  90.51120  1.576719  1.235595  6.676485 

 7  0.035386  87.60471  1.952600  1.586898  8.855792 

 8  0.035689  86.15440  3.412356  1.634915  8.798325 

 9  0.039919  85.92167  3.174223  1.309111  9.594996 

 10  0.041408  79.96281  3.233678  1.238257  15.56525 

 11  0.042880  75.08977  3.248401  1.388135  20.27370 

 12  0.043448  73.13755  3.890784  1.386360  21.58531 

 13  0.046545  72.00732  3.750574  1.208401  23.03371 

 14  0.048197  67.19436  3.829270  1.140558  27.83582 

 15  0.049515  64.09435  4.034191  1.215295  30.65616 

 16  0.050052  62.74498  4.881774  1.192457  31.18079 
      
       

 

Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      
      

 1  0.017260  18.29461  81.70539  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.023018  14.01826  83.01734  0.389410  2.574987 

 3  0.024640  12.87900  82.82803  0.533424  3.759548 

 4  0.027359  12.19786  75.00739  0.436360  12.35838 

 5  0.032291  9.408307  55.78993  0.395029  34.40673 

 6  0.039020  7.008457  38.22085  0.320348  54.45034 

 7  0.046432  5.224838  26.99416  0.428284  67.35272 

 8  0.053793  3.977443  20.11247  0.617294  75.29279 

 9  0.059622  3.293198  16.41445  0.826331  79.46603 

 10  0.063406  3.107882  14.89009  0.950518  81.05151 

 11  0.065546  2.977864  14.99217  1.037743  80.99223 

 12  0.066881  2.862895  16.17368  1.042647  79.92078 

 13  0.067962  2.792996  18.02507  1.011043  78.17090 

 14  0.069012  2.869222  19.97209  1.000078  76.15861 

 15  0.070179  3.452378  21.42172  1.015834  74.11007 

 16  0.071678  4.581368  21.93004  1.043148  72.44545 
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Variance Decomposition of LM3_B 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      
      

 1  0.014137  6.696160  0.346384  92.95746  0.000000 

 2  0.019294  6.045676  0.786190  80.93875  12.22938 

 3  0.024093  7.419098  0.651945  68.32067  23.60829 

 4  0.027311  5.829078  2.437648  57.13736  34.59591 

 5  0.030457  5.050042  2.195405  53.20472  39.54983 

 6  0.034058  5.546241  1.953361  47.31796  45.18244 

 7  0.037629  7.656991  2.673873  42.95045  46.71869 

 8  0.039960  7.751868  3.915282  40.12550  48.20735 

 9  0.042077  7.184987  5.792920  38.18589  48.83620 

 10  0.044364  6.542252  7.479580  35.55309  50.42508 

 11  0.046953  6.033640  8.930581  32.75909  52.27669 

 12  0.049871  5.349371  9.754057  29.69681  55.19976 

 13  0.053581  4.774643  9.831498  26.37930  59.01456 

 14  0.058228  4.137439  9.285997  22.81057  63.76599 

 15  0.063343  3.497277  8.677232  19.71076  68.11473 

 16  0.068563  3.006966  8.208472  17.18612  71.59844 
      
       

 

Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 

 Period S.E. Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 
      
      

 1  0.141988  0.217866  1.622205  0.149762  98.01017 

 2  0.233586  4.402513  0.899323  2.158397  92.53977 

 3  0.296637  3.936771  0.629552  1.737385  93.69629 

 4  0.337793  5.265941  0.561526  1.419883  92.75265 

 5  0.364834  6.881221  0.644709  1.557815  90.91625 

 6  0.383038  11.25944  1.253895  1.556027  85.93064 

 7  0.386247  11.88657  2.013843  1.531061  84.56852 

 8  0.390744  11.82546  3.158822  1.496745  83.51897 

 9  0.396570  11.48152  4.317765  1.517558  82.68316 

 10  0.403130  11.22083  5.158724  1.580887  82.03956 

 11  0.407833  11.32240  5.477163  1.770024  81.43041 

 12  0.409996  11.90015  5.495093  1.856269  80.74848 

 13  0.412641  12.51197  5.458932  1.938870  80.09023 

 14  0.416225  12.30852  5.549340  1.923024  80.21912 

 15  0.422412  12.05076  5.704228  1.868724  80.37629 

 16  0.428963  11.70574  5.802300  1.842244  80.64971 
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Table 49: Cholesky Variance Decomposition Results 

 
Variance Decomposition of LRGDP0Q4_B: 
 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
      
      

 1  0.025782  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.026461  95.07079  0.104570  1.396938  3.427704 

 3  0.026821  93.90046  0.104506  1.367567  4.627470 

 4  0.027361  90.56639  1.865624  1.905630  5.662359 

 5  0.034086  93.32759  1.449570  1.227925  3.994915 

 6  0.034652  90.51120  1.576719  1.235595  6.676485 

 7  0.035386  87.60471  1.952600  1.586898  8.855792 

 8  0.035689  86.15440  3.412356  1.634915  8.798325 

 9  0.039919  85.92167  3.174223  1.309111  9.594996 

 10  0.041408  79.96281  3.233678  1.238257  15.56525 

 11  0.042880  75.08977  3.248401  1.388135  20.27370 

 12  0.043448  73.13755  3.890784  1.386360  21.58531 

 13  0.046545  72.00732  3.750574  1.208401  23.03371 

 14  0.048197  67.19436  3.829270  1.140558  27.83582 

 15  0.049515  64.09435  4.034191  1.215295  30.65616 

 16  0.050052  62.74498  4.881774  1.192457  31.18079 
      
       

Variance Decomposition of LCPIK0Q4: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
      
      

 1  0.017260  18.29461  81.70539  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.023018  14.01826  83.01734  0.389410  2.574987 

 3  0.024640  12.87900  82.82803  0.533424  3.759548 

 4  0.027359  12.19786  75.00739  0.436360  12.35838 

 5  0.032291  9.408307  55.78993  0.395029  34.40673 

 6  0.039020  7.008457  38.22085  0.320348  54.45034 

 7  0.046432  5.224838  26.99416  0.428284  67.35272 

 8  0.053793  3.977443  20.11247  0.617294  75.29279 

 9  0.059622  3.293198  16.41445  0.826331  79.46603 

 10  0.063406  3.107882  14.89009  0.950518  81.05151 

 11  0.065546  2.977864  14.99217  1.037743  80.99223 

 12  0.066881  2.862895  16.17368  1.042647  79.92078 

 13  0.067962  2.792996  18.02507  1.011043  78.17090 

 14  0.069012  2.869222  19.97209  1.000078  76.15861 

 15  0.070179  3.452378  21.42172  1.015834  74.11007 

 16  0.071678  4.581368  21.93004  1.043148  72.44545 
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Variance Decomposition of LM3_B 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
      
      

 1  0.014137  6.696160  0.346384  92.95746  0.000000 

 2  0.019294  6.045676  0.786190  80.93875  12.22938 

 3  0.024093  7.419098  0.651945  68.32067  23.60829 

 4  0.027311  5.829078  2.437648  57.13736  34.59591 

 5  0.030457  5.050042  2.195405  53.20472  39.54983 

 6  0.034058  5.546241  1.953361  47.31796  45.18244 

 7  0.037629  7.656991  2.673873  42.95045  46.71869 

 8  0.039960  7.751868  3.915282  40.12550  48.20735 

 9  0.042077  7.184987  5.792920  38.18589  48.83620 

 10  0.044364  6.542252  7.479580  35.55309  50.42508 

 11  0.046953  6.033640  8.930581  32.75909  52.27669 

 12  0.049871  5.349371  9.754057  29.69681  55.19976 

 13  0.053581  4.774643  9.831498  26.37930  59.01456 

 14  0.058228  4.137439  9.285997  22.81057  63.76599 

 15  0.063343  3.497277  8.677232  19.71076  68.11473 

 16  0.068563  3.006966  8.208472  17.18612  71.59844 
      
       

Variance Decomposition of LCBR: 

 Period S.E. LRGDP0Q4_B LCPIK0Q4 LM3_B LCBR 
      
      

 1  0.141988  0.217866  1.622205  0.149762  98.01017 

 2  0.233586  4.402513  0.899323  2.158397  92.53977 

 3  0.296637  3.936771  0.629552  1.737385  93.69629 

 4  0.337793  5.265941  0.561526  1.419883  92.75265 

 5  0.364834  6.881221  0.644709  1.557815  90.91625 

 6  0.383038  11.25944  1.253895  1.556027  85.93064 

 7  0.386247  11.88657  2.013843  1.531061  84.56852 

 8  0.390744  11.82546  3.158822  1.496745  83.51897 

 9  0.396570  11.48152  4.317765  1.517558  82.68316 

 10  0.403130  11.22083  5.158724  1.580887  82.03956 

 11  0.407833  11.32240  5.477163  1.770024  81.43041 

 12  0.409996  11.90015  5.495093  1.856269  80.74848 

 13  0.412641  12.51197  5.458932  1.938870  80.09023 

 14  0.416225  12.30852  5.549340  1.923024  80.21912 

 15  0.422412  12.05076  5.704228  1.868724  80.37629 

 16  0.428963  11.70574  5.802300  1.842244  80.64971 
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Appendix: 

 

 

 

 Vector Error Correction Estimates  

 Date: 07/04/14   Time: 11:12  

 Sample (adjusted): 2001Q1 2012Q3  
 Included observations: 47 after adjustments 

 Standard errors in ( ) & t-statistics in [ ] 
    
    Cointegration Restrictions:   

      B(1,1)=1, A(2,1)=0, A(3,1)=0  

Convergence achieved after 10 iterations. 

Restrictions identify all cointegrating vectors 

LR test for binding restrictions (rank = 1):  
Chi-square(2)  5.852308   

Probability  0.053603   
    
    Cointegrating Eq:  CointEq1   
    
    LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   

    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.063140   
  (0.02003)   

 [ 3.15300]   

    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.711851   
  (0.06590)   

 [-25.9747]   

    

C  9.077947   
    
    Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
    CointEq1 -0.546267  0.000000  0.000000 
  (0.15866)  (0.00000)  (0.00000) 

 [-3.44308] [NA] [NA] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-1))  0.038294  0.411066  0.165356 
  (0.18609)  (1.49716)  (0.11509) 

 [ 0.20578] [ 0.27456] [ 1.43681] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.415512  0.191972  0.195842 
  (0.17067)  (1.37309)  (0.10555) 

 [ 2.43460] [ 0.13981] [ 1.85546] 

    

D(LRM1_B(-3))  0.250805 -1.230610  0.048345 
  (0.15802)  (1.27128)  (0.09772) 

 [ 1.58722] [-0.96801] [ 0.49471] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.047684  0.510867 -0.001066 
  (0.02309)  (0.18577)  (0.01428) 

 [-2.06509] [ 2.74997] [-0.07463] 

    

D(LTB91RATE(-2))  0.007954  0.058152  0.011467 
  (0.02571)  (0.20683)  (0.01590) 

 [ 0.30940] [ 0.28115] [ 0.72121] 
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D(LTB91RATE(-3))  0.023341 -0.315451  0.017990 

  (0.02165)  (0.17415)  (0.01339) 
 [ 1.07825] [-1.81133] [ 1.34382] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.791784  3.119449 -1.027109 

  (0.29432)  (2.36789)  (0.18202) 
 [-2.69022] [ 1.31740] [-5.64288] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.565907 -0.896313 -0.995504 

  (0.21803)  (1.75409)  (0.13484) 
 [-2.59559] [-0.51098] [-7.38307] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) -0.288148  0.301145 -0.878150 

  (0.21030)  (1.69192)  (0.13006) 
 [-1.37018] [ 0.17799] [-6.75204] 

    

C  0.022823 -0.016545  0.033491 

  (0.00823)  (0.06622)  (0.00509) 
 [ 2.77283] [-0.24984] [ 6.57936] 
    
     R-squared  0.479924  0.378150  0.828187 

 Adj. R-squared  0.335458  0.205414  0.780461 
 Sum sq. resids  0.059810  3.871355  0.022876 

 S.E. equation  0.040760  0.327929  0.025208 

 F-statistic  3.322065  2.189179  17.35303 

 Log likelihood  89.97791 -8.021350  112.5640 
 Akaike AIC -3.360762  0.809419 -4.321871 

 Schwarz SC -2.927749  1.242432 -3.888857 

 Mean dependent  0.016917 -0.002651  0.010455 

 S.D. dependent  0.050001  0.367883  0.053800 
    
     Determinant resid covariance (dof adj.)  8.35E-08  

 Determinant resid covariance  3.75E-08  

 Log likelihood  201.3148  
 Akaike information criterion -7.034673  

 Schwarz criterion -5.617538  
    
    

 

 

 
 

System: SYS02_LRM1_CIV   

Estimation Method: Seemingly Unrelated Regression 

Date: 07/12/14   Time: 11:10   

Sample: 2001Q1 2012Q4   

Included observations: 48   

Total system (unbalanced) observations 143  

Linear estimation after one-step weighting matrix 
     
     
 Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     

C(1) -0.546521 0.137062 -3.987398 0.0001 

C(2) 0.015506 0.153769 0.100840 0.9199 

C(3) 0.383460 0.143864 2.665435 0.0088 

C(4) 0.219341 0.132496 1.655450 0.1006 

C(5) -0.048733 0.019340 -2.519864 0.0131 

C(6) 0.003971 0.021595 0.183877 0.8544 

C(7) 0.023548 0.018770 1.254563 0.2122 

C(8) -0.694386 0.230493 -3.012608 0.0032 

C(9) -0.518063 0.173427 -2.987208 0.0035 

C(10) -0.239023 0.174414 -1.370432 0.1733 
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C(11) 0.022541 0.007080 3.183865 0.0019 

C(13) 0.402449 1.139150 0.353289 0.7245 

C(14) 0.530091 1.081323 0.490224 0.6249 

C(15) -0.828938 1.008610 -0.821862 0.4129 

C(16) 0.491093 0.153030 3.209131 0.0017 

C(17) 0.124261 0.172745 0.719331 0.4734 

C(18) -0.319520 0.153453 -2.082200 0.0396 

C(19) 2.221627 1.121479 1.980981 0.0500 

C(20) -1.090304 1.056131 -1.032357 0.3041 

C(21) -0.274599 1.263611 -0.217313 0.8284 

C(22) -0.018741 0.057294 -0.327108 0.7442 

C(24) 0.121804 0.088466 1.376847 0.1713 

C(25) 0.162406 0.083816 1.937644 0.0552 

C(26) 0.021063 0.079121 0.266215 0.7906 

C(27) -0.004609 0.011952 -0.385644 0.7005 

C(28) 0.009225 0.013656 0.675496 0.5008 

C(29) 0.018058 0.011808 1.529323 0.1290 

C(30) -0.915207 0.088802 -10.30618 0.0000 

C(31) -0.920913 0.081734 -11.26717 0.0000 

C(32) -0.831472 0.099280 -8.375041 0.0000 

C(33) 0.032787 0.004419 7.419837 0.0000 
     
     

Determinant residual covariance 3.80E-08   
     
     
     

Equation: D(LRM1_B) = C(1)*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + C(2)*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + C(3)*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + C(4) 

        *D(LRM1_B(-3)) + C(5)*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + C(6)*D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + 

        C(7)*D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(8)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + C(9) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + C(10)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + C(11) 

Observations: 48   

R-squared 0.481477     Mean dependent var 0.017628 

Adjusted R-squared 0.341336     S.D. dependent var 0.049710 

S.E. of regression 0.040344     Sum squared resid 0.060223 

Durbin-Watson stat 2.142961    

     

Equation: D(LTB91RATE) = 0*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + C(13)*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + C(14)*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + 

        C(15)*D(LRM1_B(-3)) + C(16)*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + C(17) 

        *D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + C(18)*D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(19) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + C(20)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + C(21) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + C(22)  

Observations: 48   

R-squared 0.357481     Mean dependent var -0.005186 

Adjusted R-squared 0.205306     S.D. dependent var 0.364372 

S.E. of regression 0.324822     Sum squared resid 4.009347 

Durbin-Watson stat 2.027021    

     

Equation: D(LRGDP0Q4_B) = 0*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + C(24)*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + C(25)*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + 

        C(26)*D(LRM1_B(-3)) + C(27)*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + C(28) 

        *D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + C(29)*D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(30) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + C(31)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + C(32) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + C(33)  

Observations: 47   

R-squared 0.825474     Mean dependent var 0.010455 

Adjusted R-squared 0.783022     S.D. dependent var 0.053800 

S.E. of regression 0.025060     Sum squared resid 0.023237 
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Durbin-Watson stat 1.289739    
     

System: SYS02_LRM1_CIV   

Estimation Method: Seemingly Unrelated Regression 

Date: 07/12/14   Time: 11:29   

Sample: 2001Q1 2012Q4   

Included observations: 48   

Total system (unbalanced) observations 143  

Linear estimation after one-step weighting matrix 
     
     
 Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     

C(1) -0.408750 0.099443 -4.110390 0.0001 

C(3) 0.262875 0.097003 2.709970 0.0076 

C(5) -0.041202 0.015479 -2.661809 0.0087 

C(8) -0.444255 0.143650 -3.092631 0.0024 

C(9) -0.429143 0.118372 -3.625369 0.0004 

C(11) 0.020313 0.005382 3.774430 0.0002 

C(16) 0.425664 0.125804 3.383535 0.0009 

C(19) 2.444861 0.838593 2.915431 0.0042 

C(30) -0.877629 0.087555 -10.02370 0.0000 

C(31) -0.917056 0.075214 -12.19257 0.0000 

C(32) -0.798304 0.084991 -9.392825 0.0000 

C(33) 0.036904 0.004022 9.176454 0.0000 
     
     

Determinant residual covariance 5.47E-08   
     
     
     

Equation: D(LRM1_B) = C(1)*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + 0*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + C(3)*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LRM1_B(-3)) + C(5)*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + 0*D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(8)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + C(9) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + 0*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + C(11) 

Observations: 48   

R-squared 0.414032     Mean dependent var 0.017628 

Adjusted R-squared 0.344274     S.D. dependent var 0.049710 

S.E. of regression 0.040254     Sum squared resid 0.068056 

Durbin-Watson stat 2.211687    

     

Equation: D(LTB91RATE) = 0*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + 0*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + 0*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LRM1_B(-3)) + C(16)*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + 0*D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(19)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + 0 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + 0*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + 0 

Observations: 48   

R-squared 0.261662     Mean dependent var -0.005186 

Adjusted R-squared 0.245611     S.D. dependent var 0.364372 

S.E. of regression 0.316477     Sum squared resid 4.607264 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.909104    

     

Equation: D(LRGDP0Q4_B) = 0*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158 

        *LTB91RATE(-1) - 1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 

        9.07794740798 ) + 0*D(LRM1_B(-1)) + 0*D(LRM1_B(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LRM1_B(-3)) + 0*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + 0*D(LTB91RATE(-2)) + 0 

        *D(LTB91RATE(-3)) + C(30)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) + C(31) 

        *D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) + C(32)*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + C(33) 

Observations: 47   

R-squared 0.798273     Mean dependent var 0.010455 

Adjusted R-squared 0.784199     S.D. dependent var 0.053800 

S.E. of regression 0.024992     Sum squared resid 0.026858 
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Durbin-Watson stat 1.267442    
     

The preferred model reduction map is :  

1. c(2)=0, 

2. c(6)=0, 

3. c(21)=0, 

4. c(26)=0, 

5. c(27)=0, 

6. c(13)=0, 

7. c(22)=0, 

8. c(14)=0, 

9. c(28)=0, 

10. c(17)=0, 

11. c(15)=0, 

12. c(20)=0, 

13. c(7)=0, 

14. c(4)=0, 

15. c(10)=0, 

16. c(18)=0, 

17. c(24)=0, 

18. c(25)=0, 

19. c(29)=0, 

 
D(LRM1_B) = -0.408750463818*( LRM1_B(-1) + 0.0631400964158*LTB91RATE(-1) - 
1.71185081396*LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) + 9.07794740798 ) + 0.2628752149*D(LRM1_B(-2)) - 
0.0412019023196*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) - 0.444255479174*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) - 
0.429143242478*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) 0.0203126285349 
 
D(LTB91RATE) = 0.425663542843*D(LTB91RATE(-1)) + 2.44486085176*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1))  
 
D(LRGDP0Q4_B) = - 0.877628864873*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) - 0.917055690612*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) - 
0.798303829405*D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3)) + 0.036904249399 
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Cointegrating Eq: CointEq1   
    
LRM1_B(-1)  1.000000   
    

LTB91RATE(-1)  0.063   

  (0.099)   

 [ 3.153]   
    

LRGDP0Q4_B(-1) -1.712   

  (0.066)   

 [-25.975]   
    

C  9.078   
        
Error Correction: D(LRM1_B) D(LTB91RATE) D(LRGDP0Q4_B) 
    
CointEq1 -0.409   

  (0.159)   

 [-4.110]   

    

D(LRM1_B(-2))  0.263   

  (0.097)   

 [2.72]   

    

D(LTB91RATE(-1)) -0.041  0.491  

  (0.015)  (0.153)  

 [-2.662] [3.209]  

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-1)) -0.444  -0.878 -0.878 

  (0.144)  (0.087)  (0.088) 

 [-3.093] [10.024] [-10.024] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-2)) -0.429  -0.917 

  (0.118)   (0.075) 

 [-3.625]  [-12.193] 

    

D(LRGDP0Q4_B(-3))   -0.798 

    (0.085) 

   [-9.393] 

    

C  0.02   0.037 

  (0.005)   (0.004) 

 [3.774]  [9.176] 
    

R-squared 0.414 0.262 0.798 

Adj. R-squared 0.344 0.246 0.784 

Sum sq. resids  0.068 4.607 0.027 

S.E. equation 0.0403 0.316  0.025 

Durbin-Watson stat  2.2117 1.909  1.267 
    

 

 


